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Important Dates
Beginning
late May ���������������� Register online to participate the following year
Early Sept. �������������� Hold district organizational meeting for Fall/Winter (Dec.
1 - Jan. 31) district meets
Sept. 25 ������������������� Deadline to submit District Meet Information and Materials
Order Form for Fall/Winter (Dec. 1 - Jan. 31) district meets
(submit online)
Nov. 1 ���������������������� First day to hold A+ invitational meets (Nov. 1 - April 1)
Before Nov. 15 ������ Hold district organizational meeting for Spring district
meets
Nov. 15 �������������������� Deadline for Participation Registration.
Deadline to submit District Meet Information and
Materials Order Form for Spring (Feb. 1 - May 26) district
meets (submit online)
Dec. 1 ���������������������� First day A+ Fall/Winter (Dec. 1 - Jan. 31) district materials
may be used
Jan. 31 ��������������������� First day to return A+ Fall/Winter district contest
materials to participating schools
Feb. 1 ���������������������� First day A+ Spring (Feb. 1 - May 26) district materials
may be used
April 1 ��������������������� First day to return A+ invitational contest materials
May 25 �������������������� First day to return A+ Spring district contest materials
to participating schools
May 31 �������������������� Deadline to return Academic District Participation
Summary

“As a student, I was very involved in UIL, and it was one of the driving forces behind my
determination for success and my passion for learning and teaching.”
- Anna Brown, Teacher at Austin MS, Irving ISD

Have a question not
answered in this handbook?
Submit it here.
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FAQs are also located Online.
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General Information

Contact Info:
A+ Academics Director
Address:
University
Interscholastic League
Box 8028
Austin, TX 78713-8028
Phone:
(512) 471-5883
FAX:
(512) 232-7311
Email:
aplus@uiltexas.org

The responsibility for obtaining membership, organizing a district and making preparations for
competition in district activities rests with the member schools.

Joining the University Interscholastic League

Public elementary, middle and junior high schools obtain membership at no cost through their parent
high schools. Schools must indicate their intent to participate in UIL academic activities by registering
with UIL by Nov. 15. For elementary and junior high schools in districts having no member high schools,
contact the UIL office for membership information.

Free Materials

Upon registration, each campus will receive one digital copy of the A+ Handbook, which includes information about each contest, sample test items, scoring sheets, directions for conducting contests and
tournaments, sample entry forms, conflict pattern and results forms.
First, Participation Registration
Registration starts the process for elementary and junior high schools that want to participate in UIL activities.

Register to
Participate!
You must register
every year your school
participates in UIL
academic contests. You
may register via the UIL
web site.

Schools that register receive a digital copy of the current A+ Handbook. Due by Nov. 15. Register online.

* USE SEPARATE ONLINE ENTRY FOR EACH CAMPUS
Next, the District Information Forms
After schools have formed their districts and selected a district chairperson, that person fills out the District
Information and Materials Order form on the UIL web site. Due by Sept. 25 for Fall/Winter district meets held
between Dec. 1 and Jan. 31. Due by Nov. 15 for Spring district meets held between Feb. 1 and the last Saturday
before Memorial Day.

Notice of Non-Discrimination
The University Interscholastic League (UIL) does not discriminate on the basis
of race, color, national origin, sex, disability, or age in its programs.
See Section 360, Non-Discrimination Policy, UIL Constitution and Contest Rules.
https://www.uiltexas.org/policy/constitution/general/nondiscrimination
The following person has been designated to handle inquiries regarding the nondiscrimination policies:
Dr. Mark Cousins
University Interscholastic League
Director of Compliance and Education
1701 Manor Road, Austin, TX 78722
Telephone: (512) 471-5883
Email: policy@uiltexas.org
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For further information on notice of non-discrimination, visit http://wdcrobcolp01.ed.gov/CFAPPS/OCR/contactus.cfm
or call 1-800-421-3481 or contact OCR in Dallas, Texas:
Office for Civil Rights
U.S. Department of Education
1999 Bryan Street, Dallas, TX 75201-6810
Telephone: 214-661-9600, Fax: 214-661-9587, TDD: 800-877-8339
Email: OCR.Dallas@ed.gov

Forming a District
High school districts consist of schools within a single UIL conference. This isn’t necessarily the case with
A+ districts. For example, an A+ district may consist of schools whose parent high schools may be 1A, 2A and
3A. Districts are often organized based on proximity rather than size of parent school. Regardless of how it is
organized, the schools within the UIL district operate the official UIL A+ district meet. Schools may participate
in only one official UIL district meet.
FOLLOW HIGH SCHOOL SPRING MEET DISTRICT ASSIGNMENT
In many cases, especially in smaller conferences (1A, 2A and 3A), elementary, middle and junior high
schools will simply follow the high school Academics assignments. Typically, the high school basketball
chairman from the previous year will call a meeting of the high schools in the district. The
representatives attending this meeting may select a person to take the responsibility of organizing the
elementary, middle and junior high schools for a district meeting.

After the district
executive
committee has
met, complete
the contact
information
on the back
cover of the A+
Handbook for
reference.

FORM A DIFFERENT DISTRICT
For whatever reasons, usually involving travel distance, scheduling or number of schools participating,
some elementary, middle and junior high schools elect to form their own UIL A+ district. This A+ district
can cross conference boundaries and school district boundaries. It only takes three interested schools to
form a district. The only restriction on forming a UIL A+ district is that all the schools in the district must
agree on which schools are in the district. It’s up to the principals and campus-level UIL coordinators to
contact other schools and to hold the planning meeting.
The designated administrators from each participating school form the district executive
committee, which should elect a district meet director and plan the district meet. Districts in which more
than 8 campuses wish to compete should consider dividing these schools into two or more districts. Each
district may then enter a full slate of contestants. Planning meetings for Fall/Winter district meets (held
Dec. 1 - Jan. 31) should occur before Sept. 25. Planning meetings for Spring district meets (held Feb. 1 or
later) should occur before Nov. 15.
From participation registrations, the League will compile a directory of participating schools. If you are
forming a new district, or if your school is participating in UIL activities for the first time, refer to this list on the
UIL web site. To receive a free copy of the A+ Handbook, campuses must register by the Nov. 15 deadline.

Contest
Art				
Calculator Applications					
Chess Puzzle
Creative Writing
Dictionary Skills				
Editorial Writing					
Impromptu Speaking					
Listening				
Maps, Graphs & Charts				
Mathematics					
Modern Oratory					
Music Memory		
Number Sense			
One-Act Play					
Oral Reading			
Ready Writing		
Science						
Social Studies				
Spelling		
Storytelling
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3

4

5

A

A

6

7

8

Team?

A B B Both
A A A Both
A A B B C C C Both
A							
Ind.
A A B B Both
A A A Ind.
A A A Ind.
A A B B Both
A A B B Both
A A A Both
A A A Ind.
A A B B			
Both
A A A B B Both
A A A Both*
A A A B B Ind.
A A B B C C Ind.
A B Both
A A B B Both
A A B B C C Both
A A						Ind.

Team? Column
Ind. = Individual Only
Both = Individual with Team Option
(* - Team Awards are not optional in One-Act Play)

Contests offered by Grade Level
The UIL offers elementary contests
beginning at grade 2. The district
executive committee may choose
to offer all or just some of these
contests. Districts may offer the team
component of contests that have such a
component. Consult individual contest
rules for instructions on handling the
optional team component. Letters in
the chart indicate different versions
of the contest materials offered. For
example, there is one set of prompts
for students in grades 3-4 in ready
writing, a different one for students in
grades 5-6 and another for grades 7-8.
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The District Chairperson

There are many ways to select a district chairperson. For schools that follow the high school district
assignments, a chairperson may be appointed. Some districts select a person at their first meeting to serve
as chairperson that year. Other districts have been functioning for years and have created their own system.
New districts need individuals to take the initiative.
Among the most important duties of the district chairperson are to complete the online District
Meet Information and Materials Order Form, and to remind all participating schools to register with UIL.

Responsibilities of the District Chairperson
s
s

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
s

Remind all competing schools they must register with the UIL to participate.
Complete the online District Meet Information and Materials Order Form by Sept. 25 for Dec.
1 - Jan. 31 district meets and by Nov. 15 for district meets scheduled Feb. 1 and later.
Provide all participating schools the minutes of the district planning meeting.
Design (if necessary) and send an entry form to the schools in the UIL district at least one month
prior to the meet.
Assume the responsibility for conducting the meet in an orderly manner.
Distribute to contest directors all contest materials furnished by the League office.
Assist contest directors with questions.
Develop a list of winners compiled from the reports furnished by the contest directors.
Make the contest results available to all participating schools and local media.
See that contest materials are returned to participating schools only on or after the official return
date. (See the current UIL calendar.)
Submit the Academic District Participation Summary (see Appendix) to the UIL office after the
district meet.

The District Executive Committee

At least one representative from each participating campus, preferably both the principal and the UIL
academic coordinator, should meet to organize the district. The administrators from each school comprise
the District Executive Committee, which should meet with the campus coordinators before Sept. 25
for fall district meets and before Nov. 15 for spring district meets.
The District Executive Committee DOES NOT have the authority to modify any contest rules in
The Constitution and Contest Rules.

Responsibilities of the District Executive Committee:
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s Elect a district chairperson, if one has not been appointed.
s Decide which events will be offered.
s Decide if contests will be divided by grade level or with combined divisions as described in the Constitution
and Contest Rules (C&CR).
s Decide who will host the meet.
s Set a date and schedule the district meet between Dec. 1 and Jan. 31, or Feb. 1 and later. All events for
a particular district should be scheduled in either the fall/winter or spring timeframe - do not split a
meet across the two timeframes.
s Decide what kind of awards will be given (ribbons, medals, certificates, etc.).
s Decide who will purchase awards and from what source. UIL does not provide ribbons or medals.
s Decide if there will be an entry fee. If so, determine the amount.
s Decide where and when the awards will be given (in contest rooms or at an assembly).
s Assign a contest director for each contest, usually teachers or UIL coordinators from the various
schools in the UIL district, in accordance with individual contest rules.
s Determine who will select and train judges, graders and contest directors.
s Determine who will design the entry form if forms other than those provided in the appendix are
needed.
s Decide when entry forms will be distributed, when they are due and to whom they should be
submitted.
s Determine policies regarding late entries and substitutions, preferably similar to those contained in
Section 902 (g) of the C&CR for high school academic meets.

s Decide the maximum number of contests any one student may enter, and any restrictions on
entries resulting from the schedule chosen.
s Compile notes from the meeting and provide a copy of the minutes to each participating school.
s Notify all member schools regarding the scheduled dates of the meet, any entry restrictions and/
or entry fees.
Inform Teachers of Decisions
The district chairperson or designee should make available the results or minutes of this meeting to
the teachers who might be coaching students in the events so everyone knows which events will be
offered, the number of contestants allowed in each event, and any special considerations that might be
necessary for the coaches and coordinators to know while working with the contestants throughout the
year. It is important that this information be distributed as soon as possible after the planning meeting.
The District Executive Committee DOES NOT have the authority to modify any contest rules in the
Constitution and Contest Rules.

The Campus Coordinator

On each campus, one person should be designated as the coordinator for UIL academic contests. Sometimes, this is the principal. More often, it’s a teacher appointed by the principal.

Duties of the campus coordinator
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Register the campus with the UIL state office each school year (online at the UIL web site).
Work with the principal concerning coordination of the UIL academic program.
Serve as the liaison between the school and the UIL state office.
Serve with the principal on the district executive committee for A+ events.
Serve as the liaison between the coaches of UIL events and the principal and district executive
committee.
Order study materials from the UIL office.
Ensure that the contents of packages from the UIL office are distributed appropriately.
Provide a central location for filing and storage of UIL materials.
See that coaches receive information posted on the UIL web site that pertains to the events they
coach.
Recruit teachers and students to become involved in UIL contests.
Arrange for intraschool and/or interschool competition prior to the official academic district meet.
Submit entry forms to the host site director according to procedures determined by the district.
Write articles and provide information to the local media regarding student participation in UIL
events; clip and display articles published about events for parents and school officials to see.
Provide the community with information about the competition, the importance of rules in
competition and how rules are made and changed.
Make recommendations for next year’s A+ academic contests.

Academic Coaches

Coaches of academic events are responsible for learning the rules of the contest as indicated in the
Constitution and Contest Rules and the A+ Handbook, recruiting and training students to compete and working
with campus and contest officials to ensure the smooth running of the contest.
Coaches of students through the eighth grade level are not required by UIL to sign a “Professional
Acknowledgment Form.” Individual districts may, however, ask that their employees sign this form to
pledge commitment to knowing the rules of competition. You may request a copy from your high school
principal.
Volunteers and community resources are okay. Paying stipends is okay. The coach need not be a school
employee, but must have approval of the administration.
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Learn the rules

Academic
coaches
should also
assume
responsibility
for sending
out press
releases to
inform the
community
of the success
of their
students.
A general
press release
form can be
found in the
appendix.

Coaches should carefully read the rules for each contest for which they are responsible. Current
rules can be found in the A+ Handbook and on the UIL web site. They are also in the Constitution and
Contest Rules, which is posted on the UIL web site and which may be purchased through the UIL Online
Store. The C&CR designates the A+ Handbook as the official source for contest rules and instructions not
contained in the C&CR. The principal or campus coordinator should see that every coach has a copy of
the appropriate rules. In addition, coordinators should regularlay check the A+ web site for any notices,
corrections or clarifications. Updates and online Leaguer articles concerning A+ academic programs are
posted on the web throughout the year.

Attend invitational meets

Attend and/or host an invitational meet. It’s the best way to learn the format of the contests and how
to run the contests. It’s also a great chance to network with other coaches.

Use study materials

Utilize study materials published by UIL. Materials may be purchased through the UIL online store.
The Academic Materials Study Booklets contain material for the art, calculator applications, chess puzzle,
creative writing, dictionary skills, editorial writing, impromptu, listening, maps, graphs & charts, mathematics,
number sense, ready writing, science, social studies and storytelling contests, and provide the information
you need to get started. Handbooks are also available for some events.

Be the initiator

Someone must initiate the process that can provide an academic competitive experience for students.
Coaches should expect an enthusiastic response from almost every student and parent, but they have to
be prepared to provide the time and resources it takes to have a successful program.

The District Meet

Although the district director’s school often hosts the meet, this is not mandatory.The most essential
element in planning and running a district meet is communication among the district director, the host
school and all participating schools.
Some UIL districts have the host school provide rooms, contest directors and judges. Other host schools,
especially college or junior college campuses, provide rooms, with each participating school responsible for
one or two contests, including locating and training judges. All these details should be worked out well
in advance of the meet. Who is responsible for what should be determined at the first district planning
meeting. Typical duties of the host school include the following.
s Provide any necessary maps and/or parking instructions.
s Schedule rooms for contests.
s Equip meet officials with contest rules and other supplies needed for each A+ event (stopwatches,
pencil sharpeners, etc...)
s Furnish contest directors who recruit and train judges, or work with assigned contest directors
from participating schools.
s Provide an area for students to wait for contests to begin and between events.
s Provide rooms for judges and graders to work after a contest is complete.
s Provide a room for results to be compiled and verified.
s Arrange an awards assembly.
s Make arrangements for any necessary meals or refreshments.
s Secure timekeepers and monitors.

Selecting judges and graders

      Contest directors may have the responsibility of locating and training judges and graders for their events.
Contest directors generally have a better idea of what needs to be evaluated and who has the skills to
adequately evaluate or judge the contests. In most contests, coaches of participating students may grade
contest papers. Judges not affiliated with participating schools should be secured for speaking events.
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When to hold a district meet

     Select dates at the District Executive Committee meeting. The UIL offers district tests that may be
used beginning Dec. 1 for Fall/Winter districts and Feb. 1 for Spring districts. Official UIL district
materials are not available for use before those dates.

The schedule

     The district executive committee or the host school under the direction of the district executive
committee should set the schedule. All schools and coaches should be notified of the schedule of events
offered and any restrictions on entries as soon as these are set so they can plan accordingly. A schedule
that allows students to enter more than one contest during a one-day or two half-day schedule is desirable. However, districts may choose to limit the number of events any one student may enter.

Elementary
Contest
Creative Writing

Sample Conflict Pattern
Grades 8 a.m.
2

Mathematics

6

Oral Reading

4-6

Ready Writing
Maps, Graphs & Charts

3-6
5-6

Storytelling

2-3

Dictionary Skills

5-6

Number Sense

4-6

Calculator Applications

9 a.m.

10 a.m.

11 a.m.

noon

1 p.m.

2 p.m.
ADDITIONAL
GRADE LEVELS
With the approval
of the elementary
and junior high
district executive committee,
districts may
elect to create
a division of a
contest for each
designated grade
level or additional
grade levels.
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Spelling

3-6

Art

4-6

Social Studies

5-6

Music Memory

3-6

Listening

5-6

Chess Puzzle

2-6

Middle School/Junior High
Contest

8 a.m.

9 a.m.

10 a.m.

11 a.m.

noon

1 p.m.

2 p.m.

Mathematics
Oral Reading
Ready Writing
Maps, Graphs & Charts
Impromptu Speaking
Dictionary Skills
Number Sense
Social Studies
Modern Oratory
Calculator Applications
Editorial Writing
Spelling
Science I and II
Listening
Chess Puzzle
Art

Finding conflicts

To see if one event conflicts with another, find the first event and note the shaded areas. Go down to
the next event. If it’s offered at the same time, the events conflict. For example, storytelling begins at 9:30
a.m. It conflicts with ready writing, maps, graphs & charts, dictionary skills, music memory and number sense.
Because it has a final round, it also conflicts with calculator applications and spelling. This conflict pattern
is created for a one-day meet. Schools hosting meets over two half-days should create their own conflict
pattern and notify all participating schools as soon as possible regarding conflicts.
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Develop an entry form

The district executive committee should develop or assign a specific school the responsibility of designing an entry form tailored to fit the events and divisions of events decided upon at the district meeting.
For example, some smaller UIL districts have one division of junior high number sense (grades seven and
eight) with three students from each school. Other UIL districts have a division of number sense for seventh
grade (three contestants) and a division of number sense for eighth grade (three contestants). Sample entry
forms are included in the appendix. Be sure to indicate to whom the form is to be sent and the deadline
for entry acceptance.
The entry forms should be sent to participating schools at least one month before the meet with instructions that they be returned to the district director at least 10 days prior to the meet. If districts have
different deadlines, these should be clearly indicated on the entry form.
Substitutions
Policies regarding substitutions should be determined by each district prior to the meet. The UIL suggests that districts establish procedures similar to those that have been devised for high school
competition. (Section 903(f) of the C&CR)
A. Students whose names do not appear on academic district entry forms.
Eligible students may serve as substitutes for an original entry by providing the contest director with a
substitute eligibility form found on the UIL website or a letter signed by the designated administrator
certifying the student's eligibility. The substitution form or letter shall be presented to the contest
director before the student competes. At the conclusion of the meet, the contest director shall submit
all substitution forms or letters to the district academic meet director to be filed with the school's
original online entry form.
B. Students whose names appear on academic district entry forms.
Students who have been certified as eligible but who are to be substituted into another event shall
provide the contest director with written notification signed by the event sponsor or a
representative from the contestant's school. Eligibility is already certified; therefore, written
notification is for the convenience of the contest director who may not have a copy of the academic
or one-act play forms.
Late Entries
Entries should be submitted to the district director or designated host school director at least 10 days
prior to the tournament. Each district determines policies concerning late entries. The Constitution and
Contest Rules offers no guidance on such policies; however, the UIL recommends that districts establish
procedures similar to those that have been devised for high school competition (Section 903(f)). Late
entries include the following:
A. Late entry of an entry form. Submitting a district meet entry form after the deadline constitutes a
late entry.
B. Late entry of an event. Entry of an event not entered by the school prior to the deadline constitutes
a late entry.
C. Late entry of an individual. Entry of an individual to fill a place left vacant on the district meet entry
form after the deadline constitutes a late entry.
If the approval for a late entry is granted, the coach or contestant shall provide the contest
director, prior to the beginning of the contest, a letter signed by the superintendent or designated
administrator certifying both the eligibility of the student and the fact that the District Executive
Committee or the district academic meet director has approved the late entry. At the conclusion of
the meet, the contest director shall submit the letter to the district academic meet director to be
filed with the school's original online entry form.

Order contest materials

After you have set the dates for your district meet and determined approximately how many students
will be participating, complete the online District Meet Information and Materials Order Form if you are
hosting the district meet. Do not forget this important step! The UIL state office has no way to
know what materials you need or when and where to send them without the District Meet Information
and Materials Order Form.The form must be completed online at the A+ web site. Materials will be shipped
to the district director or the person designated before the date of the district meet. There is no charge
for district meet materials for meets conducted during official A+ district timeframes (Dec. 1 - Jan. 31; Feb.
1 and later).
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Participation summary

The UIL requires that the host of an A+ district meet return the Academic District Participation Summary to the state office following the district meet. This form can be found on the UIL web site.

Do you have A+ materials to share, or do you need additional materials?
Check out A+’s Shared Materials page to submit and download materials
created by UIL coordinators across the state.

Materials offered from UIL
for A+ academic contests

Contest
Art

Grades
4, 5, 6

Invitational District
Yes
Yes

In district packets (for 30 contestants)
Tests, keys; (not prints)

Art

7, 8

Yes

Yes

Tests, Keys (not prints)

Calculator Applications

6,7,8

Yes

Yes

Tests, keys; same test for all grades

Chess Puzzle

2,3

Yes

Yes

Tests, keys, same tiebreaker for all grades
(different tests for grades 4-5 and 6-8)

Chess Puzzle

4,5

Yes

Yes

Tests, keys, same tiebreaker for all grades
(different tests for grades 2-3 and 6-8)

Chess Puzzle

6,7,8

Yes

Yes

Tests, keys, same tiebreaker for all grades
(different tests for grades 2-3 and 4-5)

Creative Writing

2

Yes

Yes

Evaluations, prompts

Dictionary Skills

5,6

Yes

Yes

Tests, keys; different test for grades 7-8

Dictionary Skills

7,8

Yes

Yes

Tests, keys; different test for grades 5-6

Editorial Writing

6,7,8

Yes

Yes

Evaluations, prompts; same prompt for all
grades

Impromptu Speaking

6,7,8

Yes

Yes

Evaluations, topics; same topics for all grades

Listening

5,6

Yes

Yes

Scripts, tests, keys; different test for grades 7-8

Listening

7,8

Yes

Yes

Scripts, tests, keys; different test for grades 5-6

Maps, Graphs and Charts

5,6

Yes

Yes

Tests, keys; different test for grades 7-8

Maps, Graphs and Charts

7,8

Yes

Yes

Tests, keys; different test for grades 5-6

Mathematics

6,7,8

Yes

Yes

Tests, keys; same test for all grades

Modern Oratory

6,7,8

Yes

Yes

Evaluations; see web site for topics

Music Memory Pilot

2

No

Yes

Test, key (one copy), district contest tracks

Music Memory

3,4

No

Yes

Tests, keys, district contest tracks

Music Memory

5,6

No

Yes

Answer sheets, district contest tracks

Music Memory

7, 8

No

Yes

Test, key (one copy), district contest tracks

Number Sense

4,5,6

Yes

Yes

Tests, keys; different test for grades 7-8

Number Sense

7,8

Yes

Yes

Tests, keys; different test for grades 4-6

One-Act Play

6,7,8

No

Yes

Contest information

Oral Reading

4-9

Yes

Yes

Evaluations; students choose selections

Ready Writing

3,4

Yes

Yes

Evaluations and prompts; different prompts for
grades 5/6, 7/8

Ready Writing

5,6

Yes

Yes

Evaluations and prompts; different prompts for
grades 3/4, 7/8

Ready Writing

7,8

Yes

Yes

Evaluations and prompts; different prompts for
grades 3/4, 5/6

Science I

7

Yes

Yes

Tests, keys; Science II is a separate test

Science II

8

Yes

Yes

Tests, keys; Science I is a separate test

Social Studies

5-6

Yes

Yes

Tests, keys; different test for grades 7-8

Social Studies

7-8

Yes

Yes

Tests, keys; different test for grades 5-6

Spelling

3,4

Yes

Yes

Test words; different test for grades 5/6, 7/8

Spelling

5,6

Yes

Yes

Test words; different test for grades 3/4, 7/8

Spelling

7,8

Yes

Yes

Test words; different test for grades 3/4, 5/6

Storytelling

2,3

Yes

Yes

Two stories, evaluations

Visit the UIL ONLINE
STORE to order copies
of last year’s contests.
Use the DISTRICT MEET
FORM on the UIL web
site to order materials
for the district meet
(meet directors only).
District materials for
Fall/Winter distict
meets held Dec. 1 - Jan.
31 will not be available
for use before Dec. 1.
District materials for
Spring meets held Feb.
1 and later will not be
available for use before
Feb. 1. If your meet
is scheduled for very
early December or
February, you will still
receive your materials
at least a few days
ahead of time, but they
may not be used prior
to the official release
dates. Only the district
director or the host of
the district meet can
order materials for the
district meet.
Order invitational meet
materials from the UIL
Online Store (host sites
only). Not to be
used to order practice
materials!

CONFIDENTIALITY
OF CONTEST
MATERIALS: Coaches,
contest directors and
contestants are
responsible for
maintaining
confidentiality of
district meet contest
materials.
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Invitational Meets

The UIL district executive committee for elementary and junior high schools governs the district
meet. Host schools govern invitational meets and participation is open to any school the host school
invites. Any school can host and govern an invitational meet and may invite any other school regardless
of size or membership in UIL. The host school also determines which contests are offered, what awards
are given and sets entry fees. Invitational meets give students the opportunity to compete in an organized
setting, and to experience what the district meet will be like. Call neighboring schools to find out who is
hosting an invitational meet.
The UIL creates one set of tests and materials for A+ invitational meets each year. This material is
not for sale for study purposes and will only be provided to schools hosting invitational meets.

INVITATIONAL
MEET DATES
Nov. 1 - April 1

Because the UIL only creates one set of invitational materials for elementary and junior high schools,
students who attend more than one invitational tournament may be tested on identical material, unless
host schools secure or create original tests. Academic coaches should limit student participation to only
one competition using the same set of UIL materials.
Invitational meet hosts have several options for securing tests: ordering tests from the UIL office from
the UIL Online Store, altering UIL tests from previous years, writing their own tests or ordering tests
from other sources.

Prior to an invitational meet

s Appoint an invitational meet director.
s Recruit contest directors.
s Determine how judges and/or graders will be selected and trained.
s Hold a planning meeting for the meet director and the event directors to determine:
		
• fees to be charged
		
• date of the meet
		
• events to be held
		
• optimum number of students for each event and any restrictions
		
• awards to be offered
		
• facilities needed
		
• schedule of events and any entry limitations caused by the schedule, and
		
• provision for refreshments or concessions
s Design an entry form that fits the specific meet
s Mail invitations, an entry form and a brief description of the requirements for each event.
		
Indicate date by which the entry forms should be returned.
s Assign rooms.
s Obtain or write tests.
s Send out press releases and lists of results to members of the local media and to all
		participating schools.
A+ Invitational materials are provided in digital format.The materials contain tests, answer keys,
answer sheets, evaluation sheets, etc.The contest host must duplicate all needed materials. Generic
forms not included and may be duplicated from this handbook or downloaded from the UIL A+
web site.

NOTICE:

Do NOT use the
District Meet
Information
and Materials
Order Form to
order materials
for invitational
meets. Order
invitational
materials from
the UIL online
store.

At invitational
meets, UIL
provides tests
or material for
all academic
contests except
Music Memory
and One-Act
Play. Host schools
are responsible
for securing the
necessary musical
or art selections
for the music
memory and art
contests. The UIL
provides tests for
Part B of the Art
Contest for both
divisions.
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Subchapter D:
Elementary and Junior High
Section 1400:
JUNIOR HIGH
(7TH AND 8TH GRADE)
Section 1400:
(a)
Elementary,
middle and junior
high schools are
not automatically
sent a copy of
the Constitution
and Contest Rules.
The sections
of the C&CR
that pertain
directly to A+
competitions are
contained in this
handbook and
posted on the
UIL web site.

(E)

(b)

JUNIOR HIGH (SEVENTH AND
EIGHTH GRADES)

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR SEVENTH
AND EIGHTH GRADE PARTICIPANTS.
(1) Student’s Eligibility. An individual may participate in UIL competition or contests as
a representative of the participant school
he/she attends if that student has been in
attendance and has passed the number
of courses required by state law and by
rules of the State Board of Education, and
is passing the number of courses required
by state law and by rules of the State
Board of Education.
(2) Junior high students are not prohibited
from competing at a grade level higher
than the one in which they are enrolled.
Refer to Subchapter M for high school
eligibility standards.
(3) To participate in athletic competition, a
student who initially entered the seventh
or eighth grade during the current school
year and has a special needs condition which
delayed his or her education by at least one
year, and students who are overage due to
limited English proficiency, and who have
substantiation from a language proficiency
assessment committee, may petition the UIL
to participate at grade level. The following
must be submitted to the UIL for eligibility
determination (not required for non-athletic
competition).
(A) A special education student must
provide documentation of a special
education status and documentation
that a disability delayed his or her
education by at least one year.
(B) A student with a history of a disability must provide documentation
from a 504 committee or an ARD
committee proving the existence
and length of time of the disability
that caused the delay of at least one
year in his or her education.
(C) A student with limited English proficiency must provide documentation of the recommendation of the
LPAC.
(D) Students must provide documentation of date of birth and a copy of a
current physical, including height and
weight.

(c)

(d)

(e)

The district executive committee
may appeal the decision of the UIL
to the State Executive Committee.
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PARTICIPANTS. An individual
may participate in UIL competition or contests
as a representative of the participant school he/
she attends if that student:
(1) Has been in attendance and has passed the
number of courses required by state law
and by rules of the State Board of Education and is passing the courses required by
state law and by rules of the State Board
of Education.
(2) Is a sixth grade student who will be too
old to participate the following year as
a seventh grader and who has a special
needs condition which delayed his or her
education by at least one year. (Applies to
athletic competition only – see Section
446).
(3) No Interscholastic Athletic Competition
Below Seventh Grade. No interscholastic athletic competition is allowed in any
conference for teams in the sixth grade
and below. This does not apply to annual
inter-school elementary field days, assuming there is no awarding of place ribbons or determination of team champions.
EXCEPTIONS: Certain athletic exceptions
allow sixth grade students to participate.
See (2) above and Section 1478.
RULES JURISDICTION. All public schools that
participate in seventh and eighth grade UIL
activities must abide by public school laws, TEA
regulations and UIL regulations. See Section 11.
SCHEDULING.
(1) District Academic Contests. Schools may
use no more than one school day or two
half-school days per school year to hold
the district academic contests.
(2) District Music Contests. Schools may use
no more than one school day per school
year to hold the concert and sightreading
contests. Students in seventh and eighth
grade may participate in composite groups
prior to the end of the academic school
day. Refer to Section 1102 for definition of
composite groups.
(3) Other Competitions. No other game, contest or tournament shall begin prior to the
end of the academic school day.
SUNDAY PARTICIPATION. No UIL participant
school shall sponsor individuals or teams in any
contest or school competition on a Sunday in a
UIL contest or a contest similar to one offered
by the UIL. Schools shall not conduct practices
or teach any plays, formations or skills on Sunday.
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(f)
(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)
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NON-TRADITIONAL SCHOOL YEAR. (See
Section 383).
LIMITATION OF AWARDS.
(1) Awards To Individuals. A participant school
may not give and a student may not accept
awards for participation in interschool
competition in excess of $10 per year (total
for all UIL school activities). Certificates
awarded by the school, school district or
district executive committee to recognize
participating students do not count against
the $10 limit. A student may accept a
symbolic award in recognition of his/her
achievement in an interschool contest if
it is given by the organization conducting
the contest (e.g., all-tournament awards,
ribbons, plaques and medals).
(2) Awards To Schools. A district championship
trophy or award may be awarded by the
district executive committee.
AMATEUR RULE. There is no amateur rule for
junior high school students competing in junior
high competitions. Section 441, Amateur Athletic
Status, does not apply to students until the first
class day of their ninth grade year.
MEMBERSHIP.
(1) School District. Junior high/middle schools
receive membership in the UIL through
the paid memberships of their parent high
schools.
(2) K-8 Independent School Districts. For
school systems with no high schools, refer
to the membership fee structure in Sections 10 through 14.
(3) Superintendent’s Responsibility. The superintendent shall have final responsibility for
membership. When a school board elects
to pay membership fees to join the UIL, it
agrees to accept and observe the terms of
participation in the contests as set forth in
the Constitution and Contest Rules. This is
a voluntary organization. All conditions surrounding participation are freely accepted
and both the letter and spirit of the rules
are to be observed. Thus, when disputes
arise, they shall be settled by the committees in the prescribed manner.
DISTRICTS.
(1) No District Assignments. Junior high schools
will not be assigned to junior high districts or
conferences by the UIL office. Schools may
follow the high school academic and/or athletic district assignments or form their own
district. Students will represent their campus
in the junior high academic and athletic district meets.
(2) Required Assignments. The UIL office
reserves the right to assign contestants or
teams to districts.
(3) Composite or Combined Teams. Students

(k)

(l)

will represent their campus. Combined
or composite teams are not allowed in
UIL district academic or athletic competitions.
PROTESTS.
(1) Persons Responsible. In junior high
schools that do not form a district, the
district executive committee of the high
school which the students will attend
shall decide protests for the junior high
school that has been protested. In junior
highs that do form districts, the junior
high school administrators from their
schools shall consider all protests and
eligibility of the students. In disputes
between junior high schools from different junior high districts, neutral representatives from the executive committees of
both districts will settle the dispute.
(2) Time For Protest. The superintendent or
a designated administrator must file the
protest in writing with the district executive committee. The protest must be filed
within a reasonable time, but not exceeding four days after the contest, unless
it involves eligibility or a rule imposing
mandatory penalties.
(3) Appropriate Committees. All disputes
among participant schools shall be settled
by the appropriate executive committee.
(4) Jurisdiction Within District. The district
executive committee shall have jurisdiction over all eligibility cases, disputes and
protests within the district. The representative of a protesting school or the
school protested is disqualified from the
adjudication of the dispute.
(5) Jurisdiction Outside Of District. All
disputes and protests arising between
schools belonging to different districts
shall be resolved through a meeting with
equal representation from each district
including the two teams involved. The
disputing school and the school charged
with violation shall not be allowed to
vote.
VIOLATIONS AND PENALTIES.
(1) Penalties. Penalties are applicable to the
appropriate violator as stated in Sections
27 and 29.
(2) May Not Play Suspended Schools. No
school in the UIL shall engage in any
contest, game or scrimmage with a suspended school, and any school violating
this rule may be suspended. This prohibition applies only to the contest in which
the school is suspended.
(3) Minimum Penalty. Forfeiture of the
contest is the minimum penalty for using
an ineligible contestant.
(4) Receiving High School. The receiving

Constitution
and Contest
RULES

JUNIOR HIGH
SCHOOL means
a school that is a
unit of a school
district and offers
instruction in
the seventh and
eighth grades,
whether it also
offers instruction
in the sixth and
ninth grade,
and whether
it occupies
a building
separate from an
elementary or
high school.

UIL recommends
that elementary
and junior high
schools work with
local suppliers for
RIBBONS,
MEDALS,
PLAQUES AND
TROPHIES.
Southwest
Emblem
Company (www.
southwestemblem
com) supplies
medals and
patches, including
a UIL academic
patch. A portion
of the sale of
these patches
benefits the TILF
academic
scholarship fund.

Faculty leaders
are encouraged
to fully prepare
students for
competition
while insuring
that broad
educational
objectives are
never
compromised in
the pursuit of
victory.

high school will be notified of any violations. The associated high school may be
suspended by the State Executive Committee in the activity in which the junior
high violates rules if the junior high does
not abide by the ruling of the district
executive committee.
(m) INDIVIDUAL PLANS. Specific requirements
and regulations may be found in the individual
contest plans.
(1) Academic. Sections 1410-1474.
(2) Athletics. Section 1478.
Section 1401:
(a)

h

m.

g

(b)

A+ PROGRAM ACADEMIC PLAN

PURPOSES. Participation in UIL academic
contests should help students develop oral
language and communication skills, become
independent readers and writers, develop conceptual understanding, learn to solve problems
and apply knowledge to all facets of their lives.
(1) All A+ competitions should be conducted so that educational objectives are
achieved, highest standards of sportsmanship are upheld and no single phase of the
program is promoted at the expense of
other programs.
(2) Schools are encouraged to participate
in a full range of contests, to offer as
many opportunities for competition as
possible, to administer all contests fairly
and efficiently, to provide specific, positive
feedback and to see that competition is
conducted in a nurturing and educational
environment.
(3) Faculty leaders are encouraged to fully
prepare students for competition while
insuring that broad educational objectives are never compromised in the
pursuit of victory.
(4) Administrators should help create learning
environments, structures and policies that
encourage educational competition while
adhering to the school’s general educational
mission.
A+ MEET CODE. The general A+
Meet Code means to:
(1) participate in contests in the
spirit of fairness and sportsmanship, observing all rules – both in
letter and in spirit;
(2) sponsor and advise individuals
and teams without resorting to
unethical tactics, trickery which
attempts to skirt the rules or
any other unfair tactic which
detracts from sound educational
principles;
(3) accept decisions of officials
and judges without protest and
extend protection and courtesy

(c)

(d)

to officials;
(4) regard opponents as guests or
hosts while placing personal and/
or team integrity above victory
at any cost. Maintain grace and
poise in victory or defeat. Conduct that berates, intimidates or
threatens competitors, based on
gender or ethnic origin, has no
place in interscholastic activities;
(5) provide information or evidence
regarding eligibility of any contestant or school to local school
administrators or to the appropriate judicial bodies upon
request;
(6) understand and appreciate the
educational values of competition and abstain from modifying
or soliciting another teacher to
modify grades for eligibility purposes, knowing that such behavior
defeats the character-building
purposes of extracurricular competition;
(7) abstain from any practice that
makes a student feel pressured
to participate in non-school
activities; and
(8) at all times, ensure that competition is relative to a more
important overall educational
effort, using competition as a tool
in the preparation of students for
citizenship and successful adulthood.
SALARY/STIPEND. Any salary or stipend
arrangement which makes it to the financial
interest of a coach, director or sponsor to
win a UIL contest will be in violation of the
A+ Meet Code, and the member school district, participant school and the school district
personnel shall be subject to the range of
penalties outlined in Sections 27 and 29.
CONTESTS. The Academic Meet Plan covers
these A+ Academic Activities for the grade levels indicated in parentheses:
(1) Art (4-8)
(2) Calculator Applications (6-8)
(3) Chess Puzzle (2-8)
(4) Creative Writing (2)
(5) Dictionary Skills (5-8)
(6) Editorial Writing (6-8)
(7) Impromptu Speaking (6-8)
(8) Listening (5-8)
(9) Maps, Graphs, & Charts (5-8)
(10) Mathematics (6-8)
(11) Modern Oratory (6-8)
(12) Music Memory (3-6)
(13) Number Sense (4-8)
(14) One-Act Play (6-8)
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(e)

(f)
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(15) Oral Reading (4-9)
(16) Ready Writing (3-8)
(17) Science I and II (7-8)
(18) Social Studies (5-8)
(19) Spelling (3-8)
(20) Storytelling (2-3)
Instructions and required contest procedures
are found in the A+ Handbook.
MEMBERSHIP IN UIL; FORMING DISTRICTS.
(1) Membership. Elementary, middle and
junior high schools receive membership
in the UIL through the paid memberships
of their parent high schools. The superintendent shall have final responsibility for
membership. For school systems with no
high schools, refer to the membership fee
structure in Sections 10 through 14.
(2) Statement of Participation. Elementary,
middle and junior high schools should
indicate their desire to participate in
UIL activities by registering with the
UIL office. Deadline for registration is
November 15.
(3) Compliance with the UIL Constitution
and Contest Rules. Contest directors shall
not deviate from the Constitution and
Contest Rules in administering UIL A+
academic contests. The district executive
committee may elect to add or delete UIL
contests from its specific meet plan.
(4) The UIL’s elementary contest plan is
restricted to academic competition. No
interscholastic athletic competition is
allowed in any conference for teams in
the sixth grade and below. This does not
apply to annual inter-school elementary
field days. For athletic exceptions to allow
sixth grade students to participate, see
Section 1478 (c).
(5) Elementary and junior high school contestants do not qualify to a higher post-district
meet.
ORGANIZING THE DISTRICT. Elementary,
middle and junior high schools will not be
assigned to districts or conferences by the UIL
office. Schools may follow the high school Academics Meet district assignments or form their
own district.
(1) Required Assignments. The UIL office
reserves the right to assign contestants or
teams to districts.
(2) Composite or Combined Teams. Students
will represent their campus. Combined or
composite teams are not allowed in UIL
district academic competitions.
(3) District Executive Committee. This body
shall be composed of an administrator
from each of the participating schools in
the district. Duties include: enforcing the

eligibility rules in the district; selecting the
district director; selecting the site and date
for the meet; arranging for financing the
meet; determining which events will be
offered and for which grade levels; designing a district meet entry form; notifying
members of the district of the events and
entry restrictions; soliciting entries from
each school; cooperating with the schools
in effecting and promoting a district organization; and adjudicating disputes arising
within the district subject to provisions of
Subchapter E of the Constitution.
(4) District Information and Materials Order.
This information shall be submitted to
the UIL office online through the UIL
website. The meet director’s name shall be
included. Deadlines are September 25 for
district meets held between December
1 and January 31, and November 15 for
meets held between February 1 and the
Saturday before Memorial Day. This may
be done by either the district executive
committee or the district director.
(5) District Director. Each district shall select
a district director for A+ activities. Duties
include: selecting the directors of the contests in accordance with individual contest
plans; arranging for necessary facilities;
requisitioning all contest materials from
the UIL office; distributing the materials
to contest directors; assuming immediate
responsibility for conducting the meet
in an orderly manner; being available to
assist contest directors when questions
arise; and seeing that a list of winners is
compiled immediately from the reports
furnished by the contest directors. The
district director shall notify all participant
schools regarding the dates and contest
schedule of the meet, but each school has
the final responsibility for ascertaining the
dates and schedule.
Section 1405:

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

Students are eligible so long as they have been in
attendance and are passing all classes in accordance with
state law and rules of the State Board of Education and
the Texas Education Agency. The UIL has no age limit for
elementary academic competition, nor does it have a
residence rule.
(a) COMPETING OUT OF GRADE LEVEL. Elementary students are not prohibited from
competing one grade level higher than the one
in which they are enrolled. However a student
shall not compete in two or more grade levels
of the same contest in the same year.
(b) AMATEUR RULE. There is no amateur rule for
students competing in elementary school or
junior high school competitions. Section 441,

Amateur Athletic Status, does not apply to
students until the first class day of their ninth
grade year.
Section 1408:
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)

INVITATIONAL/DISTRICT MEETS

SUNDAY PARTICIPATION. No UIL participant school shall sponsor individuals or
teams in any contest or school competition
on a Sunday in a UIL contest or a contest
similar to one offered by the UIL.
SCHEDULING. Schools may use no more
than one school day or two half-school days
per school year to hold the district academic
contests.
INVITATIONAL MATERIALS. The UIL will
provide three sets of elementary and junior
high materials for the contests listed below
with exceptions noted under the individual contests. Schools requiring invitational
materials for meets to be held between
November 1 and April 1 should order invitational materials at least four weeks prior
to their meet date. No materials from the
UIL invitational contests may be returned to
contestants before April 1.
DISTRICT ENTRIES AND SUBSTITUTIONS.
Each district may devise its own entry forms
for entering contestants in academic contests
or use the form found in the A+ Handbook.
Policies regarding due dates, late entries and
substitutions should be determined by each
district prior to the academic meet.
DISTRICT MEET MATERIALS. See Section
1401 (f) (4).
CONTEST MATERIALS.
(1) Confidentiality. Coaches, contest directors and contestants are responsible
for maintaining confidentiality of district meet contest materials. Transfer of
information relative to the tests shall be
considered a violation of the A+ Meet
Code and subject to penalties as outlined in Section 27 and Section 29.
(2) Materials. Contest materials supplied
by the UIL office will be prepared for
the grade levels designated in each
contest plan. Two or more grade levels
will, in most cases, take the same test.
(3) District Contest Materials. District contest materials for A+ activities will be
available for fall/winter district meets
held between December 1 and January
31, and for spring district meets held
between February 1 and the Saturday
prior to Memorial Day. It is permissible
for districts to schedule meets outside
those time frames, but tests will not be
available from the UIL office for those
meets. Materials necessary for conduct-

Event

Art*
Calculator Applications
Chess Puzzle
Creative Writing
Dictionary Skills
Editorial Writing
Impromptu Speaking
Listening
Maps, Graphs & Charts
Mathematics
Modern Oratory
Music Memory * *
Number Sense
Oral Reading
Ready Writing
Science I and II
Social Studies
Spelling
Storytelling

Test/Key

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Eval Sheet/ Topics/
Ballot
Scripts

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

* Prints are NOT provided by the UIL.
* * Contest audio tracks are provided by the UIL.
ing district meets shall be requisitioned
from the UIL office by the district director
for the following events.
(g)

(h)

OPTIONAL CONTESTS.
(1) Speech. The middle or junior high schools
in any A+ district may hold any of the
speech contests listed in the high school
Academics Meet Plan in Section 1000. Winners do not advance to a higher level. A
student may participate in no more than
two speech events.
(2) Additional Grade Levels. With the approval
of the A+ district executive committee,
districts may elect to create a division of a
contest for each designated grade level or
additional grade levels.
(3) Other Contests. Districts may pilot contests that are not described in the Constitution or may alter other high school contests
in a manner appropriate for the particular
grade level.
TESTS /JUDGING.
(1) Philosophy. Critiques of tests and performances should first comment on the
positive aspects of the competition and
then offer constructive criticism. When
comments are possible, they need not be
long, but they should be specific. Strictly
objective tests do not need commentary.
(2) Corrections. Any corrections to contest
material will be sent to meet directors and/
or posted on the UIL website.
(3) Changing Answer Keys. If there is consensus among the graders, judges and coaches
that an answer on the answer key is incorrect, the contest director is authorized to
correct the answer key. This decision shall
be made before the official results are
announced.
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CONTESTS		
1st

Art
Team Art
Calculator Applications
Team Calculator Applications
Chess Puzzle
Team Chess Puzzle
Creative Writing
Dictionary Skills
Team Dictionary Skills
Editorial Writing
Impromptu Speaking
Listening
Team Listening
Maps, Graphs & Charts
Team Maps, Graphs, & Charts
Mathematics
Team Mathematics
Modern Oratory
Music Memory
Team Music Memory
Number Sense
Team Number Sense
One-Act Play (Ranked Plays)
OAP Individual Awards
Oral Reading
Ready Writing
Science I & II
Team Science I & II
Social Studies
Team Social Studies
Spelling
Team Spelling
Storytelling

(i)

12
6
12
6
12
6
12
12
6
12
12
12
6
12
6
12
6
12
12
6
12
6
18
4
12
12
12
6
12
6
12
6
12

POINTS. In determining the overall championship, points shall be awarded according to the
following chart. Points shall be awarded for all
places in which a contestant participated. For
example, if only two contestants participate
in an event, both contestants receive points
according to the results of the event.
(1)

(2)

16

15
8
15
8
15
8
15
15
8
15
15
15
8
15
8
15
8
15
15
8
15
8
22
8
15
15
15
8
15
8
15
8
15

PLACES AND POINTS
2nd 3rd
4th
5th 6th

One-Act Play Points. The first place play
receives 22 points, the second place play
receives 18 points and the third place play
receives 15 points. Individual awards shall
consist of first place (each best actor and
actress), second place (each all-star cast) and
third place (each honorable mention all-star
cast). Individual awards may not exceed those
specified in Section 1033. An all-star cast
award assigned by the judge to a chorus or
other group of players counts as only one
individual award and shall be allocated the
appropriate points.
Ties in Individual and Team Competition. In contests in which a tie cannot be

(j)

10
4
10
4
10
4
10
10
4
10
10
10
4
10
4
10
4
10
10
4
10
4
15
2
10
10
10
4
10
4
10
4
10

8
0
8
0
8
0
8
8
0
8
8
8
0
8
0
8
0
8
8
0
8
0
0
0
8
8
8
0
8
0
8
0
8

6
0
6
0
6
0
6
6
0
6
6
6
0
6
0
6
0
6
6
0
6
0
0
0
6
6
6
0
6
0
6
0
6

4
0
4
0
4
0
4
4
0
4
4
4
0
4
0
4
0
4
4
0
4
0
0
0
4
4
4
0
4
0
4
0
4

broken, tied individuals or teams split
the total points equally for the two or
more places in which the tie exists. Two
schools tied for first place in a contest
shall add first and second place points
and divide equally. The school ranking
next shall receive third place points. Two
schools tied for second place shall add
second and third place points and divide
equally, and no third place points shall be
awarded. Ties for remaining places shall
be decided in the same manner, except
that schools tied for last place shall
divide equally the points assigned to that
place.
CHAMPIONSHIPS. An overall academic district champion may be named, and a trophy
awarded to the winning elementary, middle
and/or junior high school, at the discretion of
the district executive committee. Points won
by an elementary, middle or junior high school
shall not be counted toward the overall championship in a high school meet and vice versa.

Constitution
and Contest
RULES

No school shall be eligible for the overall
championship that does not place in at least
three events.
(k) TROPHIES AND AWARDS. The district
executive committee may authorize the
purchase of a standard or approved district
championship trophy to be given to the
winning school.
(l) LIMITATION OF AWARDS. There is no
Awards Rule for students in grades 2 through
6 who compete in UIL elementary academic
contests. Awards for elementary students are
determined by the participating schools.
(m) INDIVIDUAL PLANS. Specific requirements
and regulations may be found in the individual
contest plans.
(1) Academic. 1410 through 1474.
(2) Athletic. Section 1478.
The A+ Handbook as Official Source for Contest Rules
The UIL Constitution & Contest Rules (C&CR) has undergone significant revisions, effective with
the 2016-2017 school year. For A+ Academics, the C&CR contains only the basic structure of
each A+ contest, along with general rules for district organization, etc. Those C&CR sections are
included at the beginning of each contest section in the A+ Handbook.
Detailed rules for contest administration, judging or grading, scoring and other aspects of directing and participating in each contest are now contained exclusively in the A+ Handbook. The
C&CR designates the A+ Handbook as the official source for contest rules and instructions not

Constitution
and Contest
RULES

Cell phones,
tablets, smart
watches or any
device that
can wirelessly
connect to the
Internet may
not be used by
contestants
during A+
competitions.
Electronic
devices not
allowed in the
contest should
be turned off
and should not
be accessible
during testing.

contained in the C&CR.

Updates to 2018- 2019 Handbook
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Each event includes a “Contest Administration Script” that may be used during A+ competitions. The script is not mandatory, and the person administering the contest may ad
lib as necessary. If you do not read the script to contestants, you still need to be familiar
with the guidelines in the script that you will need to implement.
A “Practice and Preparation” section has been added to each event that will guide you to
practice materials available.
Information for each event has been reorganized (“General Contest Information”, “Grading/Scoring Rules”, “FAQs about Rules”)
Students may use a thesaurus and/or dictionary during the Creative Writing event
The Maps/Graphs/Charts exam will now include more multiple choice questions. Meet
materials will also now come with an answer sheet for Maps, Graphs, and Charts, so students will no longer need to write their answers in their test booklets.
Electronic devices are now addressed on the right-hand side of this page.
There are additional Q&A included in this handbook based on questions the UIL office
received. Keep the questions coming!
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Instructions for Contest Directors of Speaking Events

• Selecting and Training Judges

Using a panel of judges rather than a single judge in each round is highly recommended whenever possible, and
especially in final rounds. Panels must be an odd number of judges.
s Regardless of the number, it is important that all judges be well prepared, competent and preferably trained
in evaluating speaking events.
s Provide judges with the guidelines and evaluation sheets prior to the contest so they can be prepared to
evaluate and rank students following the contest rules and using the appropriate evaluation criteria.
s As far as possible, judges should not know the school each contestant is representing.
s Avoid assigning a judge to both preliminary and final rounds of the same event, as they would have to judge
at least some competitors twice.
s Judges should not be coaches or parents of any students involved in the event, nor have any vested interest
in the outcome of the events they are judging.
s Judges should be instructed not to discuss their decisions with other individuals or judges while judging a
contest. The responsibility of the judge is to rank the speaker, evaluate the performance and give
constructive suggestions for the benefit of the speaker.
s Judges may never disqualify any contestant. Any question or concerns about violation of rules or
procedures should be reported to the contest director.
Retired teachers, members of groups such as Toast Masters or community theatre, professionals in the community and
former high school or collegiate speech competitors are often excellent judges and willing to contribute their time.
Any interested adult can be trained to be an effective judge, although you might need to provide a training workshop
with demonstrations and practice evaluations if they have never judged or worked with performance events before.

• Determining Placement in Sections for Preliminary Rounds

If more than eight students are entered in an event, preliminary rounds must be held. The contest director must
divide students, as equally as possible, into preliminary sections of no more than eight contestants. For elementary
and junior high speaking events, preliminary rounds may contain fewer contestants if sufficient rooms and judges
are available. Each preliminary section requires a separate room and at least one judge. Unless smaller sections are
created, the following chart should be used to determine the number of sections and finalists in each section;

No. Entries Preliminaries
Participants Advancing to Final Round
1-8		None			Final Round
9-16		
2 Sections		
1st, 2nd, 3rd from each section
15-24		
3 Sections		
1st, 2nd from each section
20-32		
4 Sections		
1st, 2nd from each section
32-39		
8 Sections		
1st from each section
When placing students into sections, use the following guidelines, which are listed in order of importance:
1. Whenever possible, avoid placing two students from the same school in the same preliminary round. If
there are only two sections, and a school has three entries, this cannot be avoided. In that case, put contestants listed
first and third on the entry form in one prelim round, and the contestant listed second in the other.
2. Avoid placing all contestants listed first on schools’ entry forms (who are likely the strongest competitors
from their respective schools) into the same prelim round. Instead, randomly place each of those contestants listed
first into a different prelim round until you must place two or more in the same prelim. Follow the same process for
contestants listed second and those listed third.

• Determining Speaker Order
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Speaking order in each section may be determined in advance by the contest director, or may be determined by having
contestants draw for speaking order in each section before the contest begins. If determined in advance (which saves
time the day of the meet and allows master ballots for judges to be filled out in advance) use the following guidelines:
1. Assign the contestants listed first on schools’ entry forms to a variety of speaker positions. For
example, place one contestant listed first in an early speaking position (speaker number 1 or 2) in one
prelim,another to a middle position (speaker number 3, 4 or 5) in another, and the third a late position (6,
7 or 8) in another. This prevents what are likely to be the strongest contestants beginning every round.
2. Assign contestants from any one school to different speaker postitions so that they are not all early, all 		
middle or all late.

• Determining Places in Speaking Events

When a panel of judges is used rather than a single judge, the contest director must take the rankings of all three
judges and determine final places of the contestants. The easiest way to be certain that all contestants are ranked
accurately is to download the computer program developed for tabulating UIL speaking events.

• Computer Program for Tabulation

TalkTab is available as a free download from the UIL web site. TalkTab is approrpriate for any UIL speaking event
when there is panel judging.
This computer program will determine contestant placements for UIL speaking events according to the requirements
in the current Constitution & Contest Rules. The software includes instruction messages, a help menu, flexible editing,
and methods to mark no-show or disqualified contestants.
TalkTab 3.0 is compatible with newer versions of Windows.An older version is also available for Windows 98 systems
Macintosh users must have dual-boot capability (available on Intel Macs) or virtualization software, such as Parallels.
A printer is not required but highly recommended for making two hard copies, one to retain for records and the
other for posting results.

• Tabulating Results without the Computer Program

Tabulating results of panel judging without the computer program is somewhat complicated and must be done very
carefully. The tabulation process is designed to prevent any one judge’s ranking from having more influence than the
other two judges’ opinions combined.
The basic process is reasonably straightforward, however, and most ranks can be determined by using the first two
or three. Additional criteria are available to use when breaking more difficult ties.
Many of the following examples of rankings are taken from Section 1003 of the Constitution & Contest Rules. You may
print the entire section from the UIL web site for high school speech events or you may refer to the C&CR itself.
In the case of panel judging, you must use the following criteria, in the following order, to determine all places: (1)
majority or BETTER of ranks for the place to be determined; (2) lowest sum of total ranks; (3) judges’ preference;
(4) decimal value; (5) judges’ preference to break decimal ties; (6) blind draw. SPECIAL NOTE: When a place has
been determined, the contest director must revert back to the first criteria (majority or BETTER) to determine the
next place, unless there is a tie. All contestants who are tied must be awarded a place before going on to another
contestant or place.
Step 1: Any student with a majority of first place ranks receives first place. In the following example,
Contestant Three is awarded first place because two of three judges (a majority) ranked him that way.
Contestant
One
Two
Three

Judge A		
3
2
1

Judge B		
2
1
5

Judge C
2
3
1

In the following example, Contestant One is ranked first, even though one judge ranked this student much lower.
Contestant
One
Two

Judge A
1
2

Judge B		Judge C
1
6
2
1

Step 2: If no student receives a majority for first place ranks, the student with the lowest total of all ranks
wins first place.
Contestant
One
Two
Three

Judge A		
1
3
2

Judge B		
2
4
1

Judge C
2
1
3

Total
5
8
6

Rank
1st

Step 3: If two or more students remain tied with the same low total of ranks, that tie must be broken with
judges’ preference.
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In the following example, first place was awarded to a contestant with a majority of firsts, and no contestants had a
majority of seconds OR BETTER (i.e. 2 and 2 or 1 and 2). Contestants 1 and 2 have the same some of total ranks,
so the tie for second must be determined by judges’ preference. Any tie between only two contestants can be
broken by judges’ preference.
Contestant
Rank
One
Two

Judge A		
2
4

Judge B		
5
2

Judge C
3
4

Total Preference
10
10

+ 2nd
- 3rd

Contestant 1 is ranked higher (or receives higher preference) than contestant 2 by two of the three judges (A & C),
and is awarded second place. Contestant two must be awarded third place before any other contestant or place is
considered.
Many three-way ties can be broken by determining judges’ preference. Please see additional ranking instructions on
our website at http://www.uiltexas.org/files/constitution/uil-ccr-section-1000-1005.pdf.
Remember: If there is a tie for first place, the contestant who was originally tied for first would be awarded second
place before any other contestant or place is considered. All contestants who are tied for any place must be awarded
a place before going on to another contestant or place.
Step 4: When a tie occurs among three or more contestants that cannot be broken by judges’ preference,
the ranks of only the tied contestants must be converted to decimal equivalents on the following scale:
Rank of first		
= 1.00
Rank of second		
= .50
Rank of third		
= .33
Rank of fourth		
= .25
Rank of fifth		
= .20
Rank of sixth		
= .17
Rank of seventh		
= .14
Rank of eighth		
= .13
In the following example, contestant #2 has a majority of firsts and is awarded first place. No unranked contestant
has a majority of seconds or better, and contestants 1, 3 and 5 have the same low total of ranks.
Contestant
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six

Judge A		
1
2
3
6
4
5

Judge B		
6
1
2
3
5
4

Judge C
4
1
6
5
2
3

Total Preference
11
+N/A
11
-+
14
11
-+
12

Judges’ preference cannot be determined because no contestant is given preference over both others. Convert only
the ranks of the tied contestants to their decimal equivalent as follows:
Contestant 1		
1st = 1.00		
6th = .17		
4th = .25		
Total:
1.42		

Contestant 2		
3rd = .33		
2nd = .50 		
6th = .17		
1.00		

Contestant 3
4th = .25
5th = .20
2nd = .50
.95

Contestant 1 has the highest decimal value, and is awarded second place. Contestant 3 has the next highest total,
and is awarded third place, and contestant 5 is awarded fourth place. Both remaining unranked contestants have a
majority of fifths OR BETTER. Therefore, contestant 6, with the lowest sum of total ranks, is awarded fifth place and
contestant 4 is awarded sixth.
Contestant
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
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Judge A
1
2
3
6
4
5

Judge B
6
1
2
3
5
4

Judge C
4
1
6
5
2
3

• Summary of Ranking Criteria
•

Total Preference
Decimal
11
+1.42
N/A			
11
-+
1.00
14			
11
-+
.95
12			

Rank
2nd
1st
3rd
6th
4th
5th

Any contestant who receives a majority of firsts (two or more from a panel of three judges) must be 		
awarded first place.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

If no contestant receives a majority of firsts, the contestant with the lowest sum of total ranks is
awarded first place.
If, at this point, two or more contestants tie with the same low sum of total ranks, the tie
must be broken by the use of judges’ preference. (See instructions for determining judges’ preference.)
In any case where there is a tie, all contestants who are tied must be awarded a place before going on
to another contestant or place.
When there is a tie among three or more contestants that cannot be broken by judges’ preference,
the ranks of only the tied contestants must be converted to decimal equivalents on the following
scale:
Rank of first		
= 1.00
Rank of second
= .50
Rank of third		
= .33
Rank of fourth
= .25
Rank of fifth		
= .20
Rank of sixth		
= .17
Rank of seventh
= .14
Rank of eighth
= .13
The contestant with the highest sum total of the decimal value of ranks would be awarded first place.
If two contestants remain tied with equal decimal values, this tie must be broken by judges’
preference.
When a tie among three or more contestants occurs that cannot be broken by these methods, it must
be broken by a blind draw.
The order of this procedure must be followed to determine all ranks. When determining second
place, a majority of second place ranks OR BETTER is the first criterion. When determining third
place, a majority of third place ranks OR BETTER is the first criterion, etc.

• Timekeepers

Because students in Oral Reading and Impromptu Speaking are penalized a rank for going over the allotted time, and
students in Modern Oratory are penalized for going either over or under the time limits, it is important to provide
trained timekeepers for these events.
You might recruit timekeepers from student service organizations or clubs, or ask for adult volunteers from your
school’s parent/teacher organization or community groups. If you cannot provide stop watches, timekeepers should
be notified to bring their own stopwatch or watch with a secondhand.
If you do not recruit timekeepers, judges in the rounds must keep time, and this distracts from their ability to give
their full attention to the contestants’ performances.

• Time Signals

Time signals may be given by hand or by timecards, but timecards are recommended. The timekeeper should indicate
to the contestant the time REMAINING of the allotted time. If timecards are available, when the speaker begins in
Modern Oratory, the card marked “6” should be held so that the speaker can see it. When the speaker has talked
for one minute, the card marked “5” should be held so the speaker can see it, which indicates five minutes remaining,
etc. When the speaker has talked for five mintues the timekeeper should raise the card marked “1” above his/her
head. When only 30 seconds remain, the timekeeper should raise the “1/2” card (preferably a yellow card) above
the head. At the end of six minutes, the timekeeper should hold the “stop” card (perferably a red card) above the
head, or otherwise indicate that the total allotted time has been consumed.
If time cards are not used, in oral reading, with a maximum time of six minutes, when one minute has elapsed from
when the speaker started, the timekeeper would hold up five fingers to show the contestant that five minutes remain.
Four fingers held so the contestant could see them would indicate that four mintues remain, etc. When the total
time has elapsed, the timekeeper should stand or hold a closed fist above their head to indicate so.
If timecards are used, which is recommended, make certain timekeepers have the correct cards for each event.
For Impromptu Speaking, cards should begin with five.
For Oral Reading, cards should begin with six.
For Modern Oratory, cards should begin with six.
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Art

The art contest involves the study of 40 paintings from the
National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. and from Texas art
galleries and museums. Students learn to recognize and identify
various works of art and the artists who created them. As part
of their study, they will demonstrate a basic understanding of art
history and interpret ideas and moods in original art works.
Note: The contest is an individual competition.
Districts may elect to include team competition as well.

Section 1410: ART
(a)

Art
grade level
divisions=
4-6 and 7/8

2018-2019 is
the second
year of a
two-year
cycle. Prints
and the
Art Smart
Bulletin are
the same as
last school
year.
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THE CONTEST.
(1) Summary. This contest involves
the study of paintings from
the National Gallery of Art in
Washington, D.C. and paintings
from selected Texas museums.
The Art Smart Bulletin, is the
source for test material of history
and art elements relative to the
art selections. As part of their
study, students will demonstrate
an understanding of art history
and interpret ideas and moods
in original artworks while making
informed judgments about the
artwork.
(2) Contest Format. Part A requires
contestants to identify the artist’s
name, as it appears on the official
list, and the title of 15 paintings
selected randomly from the official
list of 40 paintings as published in
the Art Smart Bulletin and on the
UIL website. Part B consists of
30 questions about art elements
and art history characteristic of
the 40 art selections. Both Parts
A and B of the contest shall
be conducted. Approximately 30
minutes will be allotted for Part A
and 30 minutes for Part B of the
contest exclusive of time required
for instructions.
(b) REPRESENTATION.
(1) Contestants.Students in officially
prescribed grade levels below 9th
grade are eligible under Section
1400 or 1405 may enter this
contest.
(2) Divisions. Districts shall offer
either a separate division for
each participating grade level or
combined grade level divisions
as specified in official contest
procedures.
(3) Individual Competition. For each
division, each school may enter
as many as five contestants in the
district meet.

(4)

Team Competition. If the district
has elected to include team
competition, the combined scores of
all contestants in each division from
a school, divided by the number of
contestants from that school, shall
constitute the school’s team score.
A team shall have at least three
contestants compete to participate
in team competition.
(c) CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
(1) Personnel. All personnel in this
contest may be coaches of
participating students, with the
exception of the person choosing
the selections to be used in Part A
of the contest. This person shall not
be the coach of any student in the
competition.
(2) Verification Period. Contestants and
coaches shall be given a period not
to exceed 15 minutes to examine
their test papers with official keys.
Unofficial results should be posted.
Questions should be directed to
the contest director, whose decision
shall be final.
(3) Official Results. After the verification
period has ended and all test papers
have been collected, the contest
director shall announce the official
results. Official results, once announced,
are final.
(4) Points and Ties. Points are awarded
as specified in Section 1408 (i). Tied
individuals or teams split the total
points equally for the two or more
places in which a tie exists. Should
there be a tie for first place, there will
be no second place. Should there be a
tie for second place, there will be no
third place, etc.
(5) Certificates. Students who score 100%
in both sections of the contest at the
district competition are eligible to
receive a Certificate of Achievement.
(6) Returning Materials. No materials

from district contests may be
returned to contestants prior to
official release dates.

Practice & Preparation
•

•
•

Prints: Available from Tune In (offers prints in 4x6” and 11x14” sizes, a recorded audio tour
of the selected prints and a video with pictures and tour); prints are copyrighted and may not be
reproduced or distributed even for educational use without prior written permission of the artist;
Remember: Prints are updated every other school year.
Art Smart Bulletin (source for questions and answers on both Parts A and B of the test)
Practice Tests (found in Elementary and Junior High Study Materials Booklets)

Contest Administration Script

Is the script
mandatory?

If you are
the district
meet
director,
make sure
you have
secured
large Art
prints for
the meet.

Before the contest begins, a contest official must select 15 of the possible 40 prints to use for Part A of the test This person may not
be the coach of any student in the contest. This person will shuffle the prints, place them face down, and randomly select 15. Shuffle
well so that prints of various types of art are included. Devise a method to cover the title and artist’s name on the prints, so this
information is not visible during the contest. Create an answer key from these 15 prints by numbering them on the back in pencil or
with post-it labels. Make a copy of the answer key for each grader.
(1)

Clear Room. Inform contestants and coaches of the time and place of the verification period. Spectators and coaches not assigned
specific duties in administering the contest should be dismissed from the contest room before the contest starts.

(2) Distribute answer sheets for Part A and call roll (if necessary).
(3)

Say: “This is the UIL Art test Part A. Write your contestant number in the upper right corner
of the answer sheet, and circle your correct grade level. For this contest, you may write in pen
or pencil, the name of the artist, as it appears on the official list, in the first column and the
title of the painting in the second column as I show you a selection of 15 prints. We will begin
the test now and after we are done, I will collect your answer sheets before moving on to Part
B of the test.”

(4) Display prints one at a time, each print for approximately one minute to one and one half minutes.
(5) After 15 prints have been displayed, collect answer sheets for Part A and put the prints away so that students may not see them
anymore.
(6) Say: “Now, I will collect your answer sheets for Part A.”
(7) Collect all Part A answer sheets and put away all prints before continuing with Part B.
(8) Say: “Next, I will pass out answer sheets for Part B. After you receive your answer sheet, write
your contestant number in the upper right hand corner of the answer sheet and circle your
correct grade level.”
(9)

Say: “Now, I will pass out the test for Part B. Do not open the test until I instruct you to do so.”

(10) Distribute tests for Part B.
(11) Say: “You may mark on your test booklet; however, all answers should be recorded on your
answer sheet. After 30 minutes, I will give you the stop signal.’”
(12) Then, Say: “You may now open your test booklet.”
(13) Allow students 30 minutes to take the test.
(14) When the test period of 30 minutes has ended, Say: “Please put your pen or pencil down and stop taking the
test. I will now collect your answer sheet and test booklet.”

* The contest official may ad lib as necessary while conducting the contest.
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General Contest Information

Art

Contest Format
• Part A: Requires students to write the artist name and painting title according to the UIL official list.
• Part B: This may include multiple choice, true/false and some short answer questions. Spelling will not be penalized
on short answer questions.
Contest Grade Divisions
This contest will consist of two divisions (fourth-sixth and seventh/eighth) unless the district executive committee
approves separate divisions for each grade.

•

Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. The contest director will be in charge of running the contest and resolving any problems that arise.
• Monitor. Two monitors make certain that contestants work quietly and independently.
• Graders.At least three graders should be familiar with the instructions for grading and the contest rules.The contest
director may recruit more than three graders.
Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL- Part B tests, answer sheets, answer key, Certificates of Excellence (for district meets).
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the appropriate requisitions. See Section 1408 (c)
and (e) for the dates when invitational materials and district materials will be available.
• Provided by host school- Fifteen prints selected randomly by the director from the official list. A coach with students
involved in the contest shall not choose the contest prints. The host school must provide prints for use in the Part
A identification section.
• Provided by the school or student- Pens, pencils and/or erasers

Grading/Scoring Rules
Criteria
• The test is graded objectively. A perfect score is 120. In Part A, award two points if the artist’s name is correct;
award one point if the artist’s name is correct but misspelled. Award two points if the title of the art is correct;
award one point if the title of the art is correct but misspelled. In part B, award two points for each correct
answer. Do not deduct points; simply award no points for incorrect or unanswered items.
Scoring
• Each test should be independently scored twice, and papers contending to place should be scored a third time.
To compute the team score, the total scores of all members who participated on the team shall be added and
then divided by the number who participated on the team (team score sheet available here on the right-hand
side of the page). A team shall have at least three contestants to participate in the team competition.

FAQs about Rules
May we only administer one part of the test for a district meet?
No. For district meets, both parts A and B must be administered.
What if we can’t read a student’s handwriting?
If there is a legibility of a letter question, place a blank piece of paper on either side of the letter, separating it from
its context and then determine whether the letter can be identified. If two of three graders rule a letter is legible,
it should be considered correct.
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Sample Test Questions
(Part B)

ART ELEMENTS SECTION

			
Grades 7-8
Grades 4-6 		
			
1. Portrait of a Woman was created with______. 1. Colors are used in Cabin Fever to
a. separate the subject from the background.
b. create a sense of perspective.
2. The mood of Frederick North, Later Fifth Earl
c. focus attention on the two-dimensional
of Guilford, in Rome is
reality of the painting.
a. serious.
d.
sugest the chill of winter air. 			
b. busy.
		
c. playful.
2.
Which of these genre scenes in the largest
d. dramatic.
original painting?
a.
Soldiers Playing Dice
3. To keep eyes moving around Flowers in a
b.
A Fête Champêtre During the Grape Harvest
Basket and a Vase, the artist used
c. Apple Harvest
a. loose, flowing brushstrokes.
d. Winter in Holland: Skating Scene
b. diagonal lines.
			
c. a rhythmn of color.
3. What object in Jack first draws viewers’ eyes
d. bright light.
into the picture?
				
.
4. The brushstrokes used to create A Young
4. The techniques of showing perspective by
Woman and Her Little Boy can best be deleaving out details and using paler colors is
scribed as
known as
a. quick and loose.
a. scientific.
b. smooth and polished.
b. atmospheric.
c. thick and rough.
c. linear.
d. soft and feathery.
d.
none of the above.
						
5. In Soldiers Playing Dice, the metal armor and
5. In Madonna and Child with Angels, gold is used
the feathers on its helmet provide an examas a symbol of _______________.
ple of a contrast of_______________.
True/False
6. A triangle shape formed by figures in The
Gypsy Princesses structures the composition.
7. Repeated touches of warm red color are
used in River Landscape to draw viewers’ eyes
into the background.
8. Something in a painting that repeats and creates a kind of pattern is called rhythm.

True/False

Art
These
sample
questions
are taken
from
2017-2018
Invitational
district
tests.
Actual tests
include 30
questions.

Answer Key
Art Elements
4-6
1. oil
2. a
3. c
4. b
5. texture
6. T
7. F
8. T
7-8
1. c
2. b
3. the (red)
strap

4. b
6. The direct gaze of one young woman draws
5. God’s presence
viewers into the scene of The Gypsy Princesses. 6. T
7. F
7. The Artist’s Wife and Daughters in a Park at
8. T
Heringsdorf and Frederick North, Later Fifth Earl
of Guilford, in Rome were both created with
the same type of paint.
8. Color and lines can be used in different ways
to create different moods in a painting.
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Sample Test Questions
(Part B)

Art

ART HISTORY SECTION

GRADES 4-6

GRADES 7-8

1. Renaissance is a French word meaning
1. The subjects of Thomas HIll’s paintings
___________.
were mainly
			
a. the American landscape.
Answer
2. Paul Kane became interested in recording
b. his family life.
Key
the life of the native people of his country
c. the French countryside.
Art History
while he was studying in
d. political events of his time.
4-6
a. England.
b. France.
1. c
2. What was the nationality of the artist
2. Canadian
Jacob van Walscapelle? 		
. c. Italy.
d. the United States.
3. d
4. River Land3. Morisot was an important member of the
3. Which woman painted at an earlier time,
scape
original group of artists known as
Morisot or Vallayer-Coster?
5. b
a. Fauvists.
6. T
b. Impressionists.
4. One of the earliest artists to make flowers
7. F
c. Surrealists.
a main subject for painting was
d. Abstract Expressionists.
8. T
a. Annibale Carracci.
b. Jan Brueghel the Elder.
4. _________ was given the nickname “the
7-8
c.
Louis Le Nain.
American Chardin.”
1. a
d. Carlo Dolci.
2. Dutch
5. After her husband died, O’Keefe lived and
3. b
5. A characteristic commonly seen in Memworked in
4. Carlsen
ling’s work is
a. New York.
5. c
a.
rough, broken brushstrokes.
b. Texas.
6. F
b. lots of elaborate detail.
c. New Mexico.
7. F
c.
quiet, gentle moods.
d. California.
8. F
d. flat, simplified forms.
True/False

True/False

6. Smooth, invisible brushwork is character6. Delicately drawn lines were a characteristic of Chardin’s personal painting style.
istic of the individual painting style Dufy
developed in his later career.
7. Fra Filippo Lippi spent his entire painting
career in a monastery.
7. Saint John the Baptist Preaching in the
Wilderness was painted during the Baroque
8. Because he worked so slowly and careperiod.
fully, Pater only produced a few paintings.
8. Rivera painted murals in public buildings
because he wanted art to be easily available to ordinary people.
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NOTE: Contestants are required to list only
the artist’s last name (as it appears on the
Official List) for Part A. However, there is no
penalty if contestants also list the artist’s first
name. Scoring is based on correctness of the
artist’s last name and the title of the work.

FOR GRADER USE ONLY
Score Test Below:
________ out of 60. Initials________
________ out of 60. Initials________
Papers contending to place:
________ out of 60. Initials________
*To calculate final score, add Part A and Part B together.

CONTESTANT NUMBER:

University Interscholastic League
A+ Art Contest Part A • Answer Sheet

Write your contestant number in the upper right corner, and circle your grade below.
Circle Grade Level:
4
5
6
7
8

13. ____________________________________

12. ____________________________________

11. ____________________________________

10. ____________________________________

9. _____________________________________

8. _____________________________________

7. _____________________________________

6. _____________________________________

5. _____________________________________

4. _____________________________________

3. _____________________________________

2. _____________________________________

1._____________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

PAINTING

14. ____________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

ARTIST

15. ____________________________________

Calculator Applications

The calculator applications contest is designed to
stimulate the development of mathematical and
calculator skills. Goals are both intellectual and practical:
developing mathematical reasoning and knowledge
and requiring the application of problem-solving skills
toward realistic problems.

Section 1414: CALCULATOR
APPLICATIONS
(a)

(1)

(2)

(b)
(1)

(2)

Calculator
grade level
division=
6-8
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(3)

•
•
•

THE CONTEST.
Summary. This contest is designed
to stimulate the development of
mathematical and calculator skills.
Goals are both intellectual and
practical: developing mathematical
reasoning and knowledge and
requiring the application of
problem-solving skills toward
realistic problems.
Contest Format. Students will take
a test containing 80 problems. The
contest consists of problems that
may include calculations involving
addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, roots and powers. It
also includes straightforward
calculation problems and simple
geometric and stated problems
similar to those found in recently
adopted textbooks. Districts shall
offer either a separate division
for each participating grade level
or combined grade level divisions
as specified in official contest
procedures.
REPRESENTATION.
Contestants. Students in officially
prescribed grade levels below
9th grade who are eligible under
Sections 1400 and 1405 may enter
this contest.
Divisions. Districts shall offer
either a separate division for
each participating grade level or
combined grade level divisions
as specified in official contest
procedures.
Individual Competition. For each
division, each participant school
may enter as many as three
contestants in the district meet.

(4)

(c)
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Team Competition. If the district
has elected to include team
competition, the combined scores
of the three contestants in each
division from a school shall
constitute the school’s team score.
A team shall have three contestants
compete to participate in the team
competition.
CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
Personnel. All personnel in this
contest may be coaches of
participating students.
Verification Period. Contestants and
coaches shall be given a period not
to exceed 15 minutes to examine
their test papers with official keys.
Unofficial results should be posted.
Questions should be directed
to the contest director, whose
decision will be final.
Official Results. After the
verification period has ended and
all test papers have been collected,
the contest director shall announce
the official results. Official results,
once announced, are final.
Points and Ties. Points are awarded
as specified in Section 1408 (i). Tied
individual or teams split the total
points equally for the two or more
places in which a tie exists. Should
there be a tie for first place, there
will be no second place. Should
there be a tie for second place,
there will be no third place, etc.
Returning Materials. No materials
from district contests may be
returned to contestants prior to
official release dates.

Practice & Preparation

Junior High Study Materials Booklet
Practice Tests from previous years
Independent Vendors

Contest Administration Script

Is the script
mandatory?

Thirty minutes before the contest begins, assemble contestants sparsely around the room. Check tests for defects and omissions
in the presence of coaches. No pre-recorded programs may be used in the contest. Coaches may assist in clearing calculators
of all data and program memory that can be cleared prior to the contest.
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

Clear Room. Inform contestants and coaches of the time and place of the verification period. Spectators and coaches not
assigned specific duties in administering the contest should be dismissed from the contest room before the contest starts.
Distribute test booklets and call roll (if necessary).
Say: "This is the UIL Calculator test. Write your contestant number in the upper right
corner of your test booklet, and circle your correct grade level. Do not open your test
booklet until I tell you to do so."
After all students have written their contestant number and circled their grade level, read the following rules aloud: Say:
(A)
"You may use any silent, hand-held calculator that does not require auxiliary
electric power. Your calculator data and program memory should now be
cleared. You may not use pre-recorded programs during the contest.
(B)
You may write on the test paper, but only the answer should be written in the
answer space. You may erase or mark out an answer previously written, provided
you write the revised answer within the answer space and clearly indicate the
answer you wish to be graded.
(C)
Timing devices, including watches, that emit an audible signal are not allowed in
the contest room.
(D)
This is a 30-minute contest. No time warnings will be given. Remain in your
seat throughout the contest period. No talking or distracting noises will be
permitted.
(E)
When the end of the contest period is indicated, you shall cease calculator
operations. After the stop signal is given you may, however, write down the
number displayed on your calculator.
(F)
Any answer may be written in decimal or in powers of 10 notation of the form,
1.23 x 10-6, but not in both. Except in the integer and dollar sign problems,
answers should be written with three significant digits only, with plus or minus
one unit error in the third significant digit permitted. Integer problems require
answers written as an integer and no error is permitted. Dollar sign problems
should be answered to the exact cent, but plus or minus one cent error is
permitted. Answers should be given in the units specified on the answer blank,
if a unit is required, and with the correct sign.
(G)
All problems through the last problem completed or attempted will be graded. A
problem is considered to have been attempted if any mark or erasure appears in
the answer space for that problem. Scoring is plus five points for correct answers
and minus four points for incorrect, skipped or illegible answers."

(5)

Say: “You may mark on your test booklet; however, all answers should be recorded in the
answer spaces. If you need a reminder about how to write your answers, refer to the
information located on the back of your test booklet cover page. After 30 minutes, I will
give you the stop signal.’”

(6)

Then, Say: “You may now open your test booklet to the first page and begin taking the
test.”

(7)
(8)

Calculator
Applications

If the answer to
a question is 3.68
x 101, would the
answer be correct
if it were given as
36.8 x 10 with the
exponent 1
omitted?
The following are
correct answers:
3.68 x 101
3.68 x 10
36.8
The following are
incorrect answers:
3.68E1
3.68 • 10
36.8 x 10

Allow students 30 minutes to take the test.
When the test period of 30 minutes has ended, Say: “Please stop taking the test. You may write the
number displayed on your calculator, but that is all. I will now collect your test booklet
and scratch paper.”

* The contest official may ad lib as necessary while conducting the contest.
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General Contest Information
Contest Grade Divisions
• This contest will consist of one division (sixth-eighth) unless the district executive committee approves
separate divisions for each grade.
Calculator
Applications

Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. The contest director will be in charge of running the contest and resolving any problems
that arise. The director may appoint an assistant director.
•

Monitor. Two monitors make certain that contestants work quietly and independently.

•

Graders. At least three graders should be familiar with the instructions for grading and the contest rules.
The contest director may recruit more than three graders.

Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL- Tests, Answer key. One test will be provided for all three grades.
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the appropriate requisitions. See Section
1408 (c) and (e) for the dates when invitational materials and district materials will be available
•

Provided by the host school- Blank paper (scratch paper for contestants if requested)

•

Provided by the school or student- Only silent, commercially available calculators that do not require auxiliary
power are permitted. Spare calculators or battery packs are also permitted. Pens, pencils and/or erasers.

•

Other- No other materials or notes may be used in the contest.

Grading/Scoring Rules
Criteria
• The 80-question test is graded objectively. Only problems through the last completed or attempted problem
will be graded. Add five points for each correct answer. Deduct four points for each incorrect, skipped or
illegible answer.
Briefing Graders
• Brief graders on the procedure to be used for grading, and go over the information about how answers are
to be written.
Scoring
• Exclude contestants from the room when grading. Allow sufficient time for careful grading. Ask coaches to
disqualify themselves in scoring their own cotestant’s papers, if they recognize handwriting. Each test should
be independently scored twice, and papers contending to place should be scored a third time. Draw a line
after the last problem attempted. Any mark in the answer blank, including erased marks, constitutes an
attempt. Erasing or marking through an answer is allowed as long as the correct answer is clearly placed in
the answer blank.
Ranking
• Rank tests from highest to lowest scores. Individual places shall be determined and recognized through sixth
place in each division. Team places may be determined and recognized through third place in each division.
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Ties
• If two individual contestants’ papers or two teams have the same score, then a tie exists.

FAQs about Rules
What kind of calculator may be used?
The “General Contest Information” states that “only silent, comercially available calculators that do not
require auxiliary power are permitted.” And that “spare calculators or battery packs are also permitted.”
Therefore, there is no specific calculator that may be used for this contest as long as it follows the
aforementioned parameters.

Calculator
Applications

How long does the contest last?
Thirty minutes will be allowed for the contest. A clock should be visible to all contestants.
How many sets of materials are available?
The UIL will make available one test for invitational meets, one test for fall/winter district meets and one
test for spring district meets.

Calculator Applications Sample Test
Write Answers Here
1. 1150 + 2680

1. _____________

2. 48.7 X 320 X 79.1

2. ____________

3. Ramiro earns $15.75 per hour at work. If he works
24 1/4 hours, how much does he earn?
4. (42 + 117)[32 - 65 -91]
5. If a 12-inch ruler casts a shadow of 14 inches,
how long does an 18-foot tree cast a shadow?
6. [427 - (1110 + 536)] + [(5.11)(1320-1420)]

3. $____________
4. _____________
5. ___________feet
6. _____________

7. (343 + 464) 2 (0.177 + 0.119) 2
8. (1/(0.00483))(3000-2770)2
9. Larry drove from San Angelo to South Padre Island, a distance of 510 miles, in 8 hours 9 minutes.
What is his average speed?
10. (rad) tan(36.4) + (84.1/28.3)

7. _____________
8. _____________
9. ___________mph
10. _____________

These sample
questions are
taken from
2017-2018
Fall/Winter
district test.
An actual
exam contains
80 fill-in-theblank
questions.

Answers to
Sample Test
1. 3830
3.83x103
2. 1.23x106
3. 381.94
4. -19700
-1.97x104
5. 21.0
2.10 x 101
6. -1730
-1.73 x 103
7. 57100
5.71 x 104
8. 1.10x107
9. 62.6
6.26 x 101
10. -0.618
-6.18 x 10-1
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Chess Puzzle

The benefits of chess are well documented for
players of all ages, and especially for young people.
Chess teaches problem solving, hones concentration and encourages analytical and strategic
thinking. Chess can be a lifelong pursuit. Chess
puzzle solving introduces students to the study of
chess in a format that can be easily implemented
in A+ school programs and district meets.

Section 1416:
CHESS PUZZLE

Chess Puzzle
grade level
divisions=
2/3, 4/5, and
6-8

(a)THE CONTEST.
(1) Summary. The study of chess teaches
analytical thinking, pattern recognition
and creativity, which in turn improve
student performance in reading, writing,
history, geography, and math.
(2) Contest Format. Students will take an
objective test containing approximately
20 chess puzzles, plus a tiebreaker section. Answer formats may include fill-inthe-blank, multiple choice and/or true/
false. Thirty minutes will be allotted
for the testing period and an additional
five minutes will be allotted for the tiebreaker, exclusive of time required for
instructions.
(b) REPRESENTATION.
(1) Contestants. Students in officially prescribed grade levels below 9th grade
who are eligible under sections 1400
and 1405 may enter this contest.
(2) Divisions. Districts shall offer either a
separate division for each participating
grade level or combined grade level
divisions as specified in official contest
procedures.
(3) Individual Competition. For each division, each participant school may enter
as many as three contestants in the
district meet.
(4) Team Competition. If the district has
elected to include team competition,
the combined scores of the three contestants in each division from a school
shall constitute the school’s team score.

(c)
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

A team shall have three contestants
compete to participate in team competition.
CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
Personnel. All personnel in the contest
may be coaches of participating students.
Verification Priod. Contestants and
coaches shall be given a period not to
exceed 15 minutes to examine their
test papers with official answer keys.
Unofficial results should be posted.
Questions should be directed to the
contest director, whose decision shall
be final.
Official Results. After the verification
period has ended and all test papers
have been collected, the contest director shall announce the official results.
Official results, once announced, are
final.
Points and Ties. Points are awarded as
specified in Section 1408 (i). Tied individuals or teams split the total points
equally for the two or more places in
which the tie exists. Should there be
a tie for first place, there will be no
second place. Should there be a tie for
second place, there will be no third
place, etc.
Returning Materials. No materials from
district contests may be returned to
contestants prior to official release
dates.

Practice & Preparation
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•
•
•
•

Chess Puzzle page
Study Material Booklets
Practice Tests from previous years
Independent Vendors

Contest Administration Script

Is the script
mandatory?

(1) Inform contestants and coaches of the time and place of the verification period. Spectators and coaches not
assigned specific duties in administering the contest should be dismissed from the contest room before the
contest starts.
(2) Distribute answer sheets, test booklets, and call roll (if necessary).
(3) Say: “This is the UIL Chess Puzzle test. Write your contestant number in the
upper right corner of the answer sheet, and circle your correct grade level. Do not
open your test booklet until I tell you to do so.”
(4) After all students have written their contestant number and circled their grade level, read the following rules
aloud:
Say:
(A) “There are _____ (16 or 20) questions on this test. You will have 30 minutes to
complete it. All questions are multiple choice. All answers should be recorded on
your answer sheet. You may write or mark on the test booklet. Multiple-choice
answers purposely do not indicate check, checkmate, or e.p. symbols.
(B) You will be awarded one point for each correct answer. No deductions will be
made for incorrect answers or skipped questions on this test. Finishing early is not
rewarded, even to break ties. So use all of your time.
(C) Some of the questions may be hard, but all of the puzzles are interesting! Good
luck and have fun! If you don’t already know chess notation, reading and referring
to the section inside your test booklet will help you.
(D) After 30 minutes, I will give you the stop signal. You may now open your
test booklet to the first page and begin taking the test.”
(5) Allow students 30 minutes to take the test.
(6) When the test period of 30 minutes has ended Say: “Please stop taking the test. Close your
test booklet and put it to the side. I will now pass out the tiebreaker test booklet.
Do not open the booklet until I tell you to do so. You will have 5 minutes to take
the tiebreaker.”
(7) After all students have received their tiebreaker booklet, Say: “You may now open the tiebreaker
test booklet.”
(8) Allow students 5 minutes to take the tiebreaker.
(9) When the tiebreaker period of five minutes has ended, Say: “Please stop taking the tiebreaker
and put your pens or pencils down. I will now collect your answer sheet, test
booklet, and tiebreaker booklet.”
* The contest official may ad lib as necessary while conducting the contest.
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General Contest Information

Chess Puzzle

Contest Grade Divisions
• This contest will consist of three divisions (second/third, fourth/fifth, and
sixth-eighth) unless the district executive committee approves separate
divisions for each grade.
Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. The contest director will be in charge of running the
contest and resolving any problems that arise.The director may appoint
an assistant director.
•

Timekeeper. The contest director will serve as official timekeeper and
will give only a start and stop signal. A clock should be visible to all
contestants.

•

Graders. At least three graders should be familiar with the instructions
for grading and contest rules.The contest director may recruit more than
three graders.

Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL: Copies of test, answer key and answer sheet
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the
appropriate requisitions. See Section 1408 (c) and (e) for the dates
when invitational materials and district materials will be available.
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•

Provided by the school or student- Pens or pencils and blank sheets of paper

•

Other- No other materials or notes may be used in the contest.

Grading/Scoring Rules

Chess Puzzle

Criteria
• The test is graded objectively. For the test and tiebreaker, award one point
for each correct answer. There are no deductions for incorrect or skipped
questions.
Briefing Graders
• Brief graders on the procedure to be used for grading and explain scoring
process.
Scoring
• Each test should be independently scored twice, and papers contending to
place should be scored a third time.
Ties
• It is only necessary to grade the tiebreaker only for papers involved in a tie.
In individual competition, if two or more contestants tie, the contestant with
the best tiebreaker score receives the higher place. In team competition, if two
or more teams tie, the team with the best combined tiebreaker score for all
team members wins the tiebreaker and receives the higher place. If two or
more individuals or teams have both the same objective score and the same
tiebreaker score, the tie stands and will not be broken. If there is a tie for first
place, there is no second place. If there is a tie for second place, there is no
third place, etc.
Points
• Points are awarded through sixth place. Team points are awarded through third
place. See Section 1408 (i).Tied contestants or teams split the total points equally
for the two or more places in which the tie exists.

FAQs about Rules
How long does the contest last?
For all divisions, contestants will be given 30 minutes to answer all test questions
and 5 minutes for the tiebreaker section.
How many sets of materials are available?
The UIL will make available sets of test questions, one test for each division for
invitational meets, one test for each division for fall/winter district meets, and one
test for each division for spring district meets.
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From 2/3 Fall/Winter District Test 2017-2018

UIL Chess Puzzle Solving—Fall/Winter District 2017-2018—Grades 2 and 3

Chess Puzzle

These sample
test questions
are taken from
the 2017-2018
Fall/Winter
tests for
grades 2/3 and
4/5, and the
Spring Test
for grades
6-8. Actual
tests include
16 questions
for 2/3 and 20
questions for
4/5 and 6-8.

#1. Black to move

#2. Black to move

What term best describes this situation?

What term best describes this situation?

a) Black is in checkmate.
b) Black is in stalemate.
c) Black is in check.
d) None of the above.

a) Black is in checkmate.
b) Black is in stalemate.
c) Black is in check.
d) None of the above.

#3. Black to move
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#4.

What term best describes this situation?

Which side has material advantage?

a) Black is in check.
b) Black is in stalemate.
c) Black is in checkmate.
d) None of the above.

a) White
b) Black
c) It’s even.
d) It’s not possible to tell without knowing
who is to move.

Answers: 1- c

2-b 3-c

4-a

From 4/5 Fall/Winter District Test 2017-2018

UIL Chess Puzzle Solving—Fall/Winter District 2017-2018—Grades 4 and 5
#1. Black to move

#2. Black to move

Chess Puzzle

UIL Chess Puzzle Solving—Fall/

IMPORTAN
[Test-administrators, ple

This is the UIL Chess Puzzle Solving
20 questions on this test. You have 30 m
choice. Use the separate answer she
answers purposely do not indicate chec
one point for each correct answer. No
on this test. Finishing early is not rewa

If you don’t already know chess notat
on this page will help you. Some of th
are interesting! Good luck and have fu

What term best describes this situation?

What term best describes this situation?
a) Black is in checkmate.
b) Black is in stalemate.
c) Black is in check.
d) None of the above.

a) Black is in checkmate.
b) Black is in stalemate.
c) Black is in check.
d) None of the above.

#3 Black to move.

How to read and an
Test questions
use standard
algebraic
• Everychess
square on the board has an “addres
made up of a letter and a number.
notation.

• To answer the questions on this test, yo
need to know how to read chess moves.
simple to do.

#4.

Every square
on the
At right are two sample moves.
chessboard
If you look closely at the diagrams in
has an
the questions below, you’ll see that the
frame “address”
around the diagram labels the
ranks (1-8) and files (a-h) to help you.
made up of a
letter and a
number.

What term best describes this situation?

Which side has material advantage?
a) White
b) Black
c) It’s even.
d) It’s not possible to tell without knowing
who is to move.

a) Black is in checkmate.
b) Black is in stalemate.
c) Black is in check.
d) None of the above.

Answers: 1- c

2-a

3-b

4-b
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From
6-8 Spring District Test 2017-2018
UIL Chess Puzzle Solving—Spring District 2017-2018—Grades 6-8
#1. Black to move

#2. Black to move

Chess Puzzle

All test and
tiebreaker
questions
are multiple
choice format.

Coaches
may serve as
graders for
Chess Puzzle.

What term best describes this situation?

What term best describes this situation?

a) Black is in checkmate.
b) Black is in stalemate.
c) Black is in check.
d) None of the above.

a) Black is in checkmate.
b) Black is in stalemate.
c) Black is in check.
d) None of the above.

#3. Black to move

What term best describes this situation?

Which side has material advantage?

a) Black is in checkmate.
b) Black is in stalemate.
c) Black is in check.
d) None of the above.

a) White
b) It is even.
c) Black
d) It is not possible to tell.

Answers: 1- a
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#4.

2-b 3-c

4-c

From Fall/Winter Tiebreaker (All Grades) 2017-2018

UIL Chess Puzzle Solving—Fall/Winter District 2017-2018—Tiebreaker, all grades

#2. White to move

#1. White to move

If White can force checkmate, how
many moves does it take?

What should be the outcome of the game?

a) 2 moves
b) 3 moves
c) 4 moves
d) White can’t force checkmate.

a) White wins.
b) Black wins.
c) Draw.
d) It is not possible to tell.

#3. White to move

Chess Puzzle

All grade
levels take
the same
tiebreaker.
Contestants
are not
expected to be
able to solve
all tiebreaker
puzzles in the
time allotted.

#4. White to move

What is White’s best move?

What is White’s best move?

a) Qh7
b) Qh8
c) g6
d) c3

a) Nxd6
b) Nh6
c) Qxd3
d) Re8

Answers: 1- b

2-a

3-c

4-a
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Creative Writing

Creative writing is designed to promote creativity
in an academic format and to encourage writing
skills at an early grade level. Through preparation
for the contest, students will be able to evaluate their own writing and the writing of others.

Section 1418:
CREATIVE WRITING
(a)
(1)

Creative
Writing =
2nd Grade

THE CONTEST.
Summary. This contest is designed to
promote creativity in an academic
format and to encourage writing
skills at an early grade level. Through
preparation for the contest, students
will be able to evaluate their own
writing and the writing of others.
Contest Format. Contestants will be
given a prompt with several captioned
pictures. From these pictures, the
students will create an original story
based on their selections. The stories
shall contain at least one of the
pictured items, but it is not required
that all items on the page be included.
Thirty minutes will be allotted for
writing exclusive of time required for
instructions.
REPRESENTATION.
Contestants. Students in the second
grade who are eligible under Section
1405 may enter this contest.

(2)

(b)
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(c)
(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

Divisions. This contest will consist of only one
division.
Individual Competition. Each participant school
may enter as many as three contestants in the
district meet.
Team Competition. There is no team competition
in creative writing.
CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
Personnel. The contest director may be the coach
of a participating student.
Viewing Period. An optional period not to exceed
15 minutes may be arranged for coaches and
contestants to review their own evaluations,
stories and verify identification.
Official Results. After the viewing period has
ended and all contest papers have been collected,
the contest director shall announce the official
results. Official results, once announced, are final.
Returning Materials.No materials from the district
contests may be returned to contestants prior to
official release dates.

Practice & Preparation
•
•
•
•

Elementary Study Materials Booklet
Ready Writing & Creative Writing Handbook
Prompts from previous years
Independent Vendors
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Contest Administration Script

Is the script
mandatory?

Before the contest begins, coaches may assist with putting contestant numbers on
students’ blank paper if necessary. Inform contestants and coaches of the time and
place of the viewing period, if one is scheduled. A verification period is strongly
encouraged not to exceed 15 minutes to review evaluations and compositions and verify
identification (not to question judge decisions). Spectators and coaches not assigned a
specific duty in administering the contest should be dismissed from the contest room
before the contest begins.
(1) Call roll (if necessary).
(2) Say: “This is the UIL Creative Writing event. Write your
contestant number in the upper right corner of your blank
writing paper.”
(3) After all students have written their contestant number, Say: “Now, I am going
to pass out the Creative Writing prompt sheet faced down. Do
not turn it over until I tell you to do so.”
(4) After all students have received a prompt sheet, Say: “Turn over the prompt
page. Now, I will read the instructions. ‘Write a story on your
own paper. You must write about at least one of the things
shown on this page. You may use as many of the pictures as
you want.’ You may use the instruction and prompt page for
notes or ideas.”
(5) Next, read the captions underneath each picture.
(6) Say: “You will have 30 minutes to write a story, and I will
give you a 5 minute warning before time is up. You may begin
writing your story now.”
(7) After 25 minutes, Say: “You now have five minutes to finish your
story.”
(8) After 30 minutes, Say: “It is now time to stop writing. Please put
your pencils or pens down, and I will collect your prompts and
contestant papers.”

* The contest official may ad lib as necessary while conducting the contest.
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Creative Writing
The contest
has no
minimum
word length.

General Contest Information
Necessary Contest Personnel:
• Contest Director. The contest director will be in charge of running the contest and resolving any
problems that arise.The director may appoint an assistant director.The contest director may be the
coach of a participating student.
• Judges (Graders). A single or an odd number of judges should be familiar with the instructions for
grading and the contest rules. They should be qualified and impartial. Judge(s) may not be coaches
of participating students. The contest director may recruit as many judges as necessary.
Contest Material Overview:
• Provided by UIL- Prompts and evaluation sheets, judges’ ballots, instruction sheet for judges
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the appropriate requisitions. See
Section 1408 (c) and (e) for the dates when invitational materials and district materials will
be available.
• Provided by the Host School- Blank paper
• Provided by the School or student- Pens, pencils and/or erasers
• Other- Contestants may use a standard thesaurus and dictionary during the contest

Judging/Scoring Rules
Criteria for Judging
(A) The stories are evaluated as to relative excellence in creativity (60%), organization (30%)
and grammatical correctness of style (10%).
(B) Interest depends primarily upon substance. It depends next upon clarity and upon including
specific details and examples which individualize the story as an outgrowth of the writer’s
character and experience.
(C) A well-organized story will present ideas in a logical and coherent manner.
(D) Grammatical correctness of style includes avoiding errors in sentence structure,
punctuation, grammar, spelling and word usage.
Briefing Judges: Prior to the contest, the director should discuss thoroughly with judges the criteria
for evaluating the stories.
Ranking Stories: Judges shall read the stories and, without marking on the papers, shall rank them in
the order of their excellence: 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.The judges should discuss the stories contending for a rank and
may alter their decisions as a result of the discussion. Judges are to reach a consensus on the rankings.
Ties: There can be no ties in this contest.
Preparing Evaluation Sheets: Judges shall prepare comments on the Creative Writing Evaluation
Sheets for each entry. Comments should reflect the UIL philosophy of judging. Identify and comment first
on the positive aspects of the story, then offer constructive criticism. Comments need not be long, but
they should be specific rather than general.
Points: Points are awarded through sixth place. See Section 1408 (i).
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FAQs about Rules
How long does the contest last?
Allow 30 minutes for students to create and write stories.
How many sets of materials are available?
The UIL will make available one prompt sheet for invitational meets, one prompt sheet for fall/winter district
meets and one prompt sheet for spring district meets.
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Creative Writing

Instructions for the Judges
Instructions
At some convenient time before the contest begins, the director shall discuss with the judges the
criteria for evaluating the stories, making sure that they all have the same conception of those criteria
and understand the relative importance to be accorded each. Each judge shall be given a copy of the
evaluation sheet provided by the League office. Judges should also see the captioned picture prompts
contestants were given to use in creating their stories. The stories must contain at least one of the
pictured items, but there is no requirement that all items on the prompt page be included.
Criteria
The stories are to be evaluated as to relative excellence in creativity and interest (60%), organization
(30%) and correctness of style (10%). Please make comments constructive and supportive. While
judges are to consider all three elements in selecting the most effective stories, more weight should
be given to creativity and interest than to organization, and to organization more than to
correctness of style.
(A) Interest depends primarily upon substance. It depends next upon clarity and upon including
specific details and examples which individualize the story as an outgrowth of the writer’s
character and experience.
(B) A well-organized story will present ideas in a logical and coherent manner.
(C) Grammatical correctness of style includes avoiding errors in sentence structure, punctuation,
grammar, spelling and word usage.
Completing Evaluation Sheets
Comments on the Creative Writing Evaluation Sheet should first identify and focus on the
positive aspects of the story and then offer constructive criticism. Comments need not be long, but
should be specific rather than general.

Rating the compositions
Judges shall read all of the stories submitted and, without marking on the manuscripts, shall rank
them in order of their excellence; 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. If more than one judge is used, they shall then discuss
the stories which have been ranked first through sixth place, any judge being permitted to alter his/
her ranking as a result of the discussion. Judges are to reach a consensus in the papers ranked first
through sixth.
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Contestant Number

Contestant Name ________________________________________
(to be filled in after judging)

UIL A+ Creative Writing Evaluation Sheet
Elementary
Evaluation criteria are listed in the order of importance. Circle score rating in each of
the three major areas of creativity & interest, organization, and correctness of style and
tally the points.
(60%) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
CREATIVITY &
INTEREST

Interest depends primarily upon substance. It depends next upon clarity and upon including
specific details and examples, which individualize the story as an outgrowth of the writer’s
character and experience.

(30%) 1 2 3 4 5 6
Organization

A well-organized story will present ideas in a logical and coherent manner.

(10%) 1 2
Correctness of
Style

Grammatical correctness of style includes avoiding errors in sentence structure, punctuation,
grammar, spelling and word usage.

TOTAL SCORE: ______________/20
_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______
CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS FOR THE CONTESTANT
Please read “Instructions for the Judges” before evaluating second grade Creative Writing contestants’ papers. Please make your
comments using language understandable to the contestant and make all comments constructive and supportive. While judges are to
consider all three elements in selecting the most effective compositions, they should weigh creativity and interest more than
organization, and organization more than correctness of style.

Judge’s signature _________________________________________________________

Writing Events
___CREATIVE WRITING

JUDGE’S BALLOT
___READY WRITING

___EDITORIAL WRITING

INSTRUCTIONS

Each judge should use a copy of this form to rank each contestant’s entry. Refer to the Constitution and Contest
Rules or Evaluation Sheet for the criteria used to evaluate each contest.
SITE ___________________________
DATE_______________________________
GRADE
2
  3          4          5          6          7          8
CONTESTANT		
NUMBER/CODE

JUDGE
TITLE OF COMPOSITION

RANK

PLACE WINNER*

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

___________________________________________________________________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________
* PLACE WINNER indicates the final ranking (first through sixth place) of the contestants if several judges evaluate the papers.

Judge’s signature_______________________________________________________

Dictionary Skills

Thorough knowledge of the dictionary is a way
to increase a student’s ability to find the information that is needed for class work as well as
everyday living. The subject matter of all tests is
taken from Merriam-Webster’s Intermediate Dictionary.
Contestants may use other dictionaries in the
contest, but the correct test answers will be found
in the official dictionary.

Section 1422:
DICTIONARY SKILLS

Dictionary
Skills
grade level
divisions=
5/6 and 7/8

(a) THE CONTEST.
(1) Summary. Thorough knowledge of the
dictionary is a way to increase a student’s
ability to find the information that is
needed for class work as well as everyday
living. The subject matter of all tests is
taken from Merriam Webster’s Intermediate Dictionary. Contestants may use
other dictionaries in the contest. In
preparation for this contest, students will
develop skills to communicate effectively.
(2) Contest Format. Each test consists of
40 objective questions. Contestants use
dictionaries in the competition. Twenty
minutes will be allotted for the testing
period exclusive of time required for
instructions.
(b) REPRESENTATION.
(1) Contestants. Students in officially prescribed grade levels below 9th grade
who are eligible under Sections 1400 and
1405 may enter this contest.
(2) Divisions. Districts shall offer either a
separate division for each participating grade level or combined grade level
divisions as specified in official contest
procedures.
(3) Individual Competition. For each division,
each participant school may enter as
many as three contestants in the district
meet.
(4) Team Competition. If the district has
elected to include team competition,
the combined scores of the three contestants in each division from a school
shall constitute the school’s team score.
A team shall have three contestants
competing to participate in the team
competition.

(c) CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
(1) Personnel. All personnel in this contest may be coaches of participating
students.
(2) Verification Period. Contestants and
coaches shall be given a period not
to exceed 15 minutes to examine
their test papers with official keys.
Unofficial results should be posted.
Questions should be directed to
the contest director, whose decision
shall be final.
(3) Official Results. After the verification period has ended and all test
papers have been collected, the contest director shall announce the
official results. Official results, once
announced, are final.
(4) Points and Ties. Points are awarded
as specified in Section 1408 (i). No
ties are to be broken in either the
individual or the team component
of this contest. Tied contestants or
teams split the total points equally
for the two or more places in which
a tie exists. Should there be a tie
for first place, there will be no second place. Should there be a tie for
second place, there will be no third
place, etc.
(5) Returning Materials. No materials from district contests may be
returned to contestants prior to
official release dates.
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Practice & Preparation
•

Study Materials Booklets

•

Practice Tests from previous years

•

Independent Vendors

Contest Administration Script

Dictionary Skills

Is the script
mandatory?

(1) Inform contestants and coaches of the time and place of the verification period.
Spectators and coaches not assigned specific duties in administering the contest
should be dismissed from the contest room before the contest starts.
(2) Distribute answer sheets, test booklets, and call roll (if necessary).
(3) Say: “This is the UIL Dictionary test. Write your contestant
number in the upper right corner of the answer sheet, and
circle your correct grade level. Do not open your test booklet
until I tell you to do so.”
(4) After all students have written their contestant number and circled their grade level,
Say:
“All answers should be recorded on your answer sheet, not on
your copy of the test. You will have 20 minutes to take the
test. You may now open your test booklet and begin taking
the test.”
(5) Allow students 20 minutes to take the test.
(6) When the test period of 20 minutes has ended Say: “Please stop taking
the test and put your pencils or pens down. I will now collect
your answer sheet and test booklet.”
* The contest official may ad lib as necessary while conducting the contest.
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OFFICIAL
DICTIONARY
One source for
dictionaries:
Texas
Educational
Paperbacks
3824 Cedar
Springs Rd� #202,
Dallas, TX 75219
phone:
800-443-2078
fax:
800-437-7070
web:
https://
tepbooks.com:4443
/contact.aspx

NOTE:
Refer to the
Dictionary Skills
.

General Contest Information
Contest Grade Divisions
•

This contest will consist of two divisions (fifth/sixth and seventh/ eighth) unless the district executive committee approves separate
divisions for each grade.

Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. The contest director will be in charge of running the contest and resolving any problems that arise. The
director may appoint an assistant director.
• Graders. At least three graders should be familiar with the instructions for grading and the contest rules. The contest
director may recruit more than three graders.
Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL- Tests and answer sheets, answer key
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the appropriate requisitions. See Section 1408 (c) and (e)
for the dates when invitational materials and district materials will be available.
• Provided by the Host School- Blank paper
• Provided by the School or student- Dictionary (which may be tabbed), pens, pencils and/or erasers
• Other- No other materials or notes may be used in the contest

Grading/Scoring Rules
Criteria

•

The 40-question test is graded objectively. A perfect score is 120.

Briefing Graders

•

Brief graders on the procedure to be used for grading and explain scoring process.

Scoring

•

Each test should be independently scored twice, and papers contending to place should be scored a third
time. For each correct answer, add three points. For each incorrect answer, subtract two points. No deduction
is taken for skipped or unanswered items.

Points

•

Points. Individual points shall be awarded through sixth place. Team points shall be awarded through third
place. See Section 1408 (i).

FAQs about Rules
How long does the contest last?
Twenty minutes are allowed for the contest.
Do students have to use the Merriam Webster’s Intermediate Dictionary?
Test questions will be based on this dictionary; however, contestants may use older editions or other dictionaries.
How many sets of materials are available?
One test will be provided for grades 5 and 6; another test will be provided for grades 7 and 8.The UIL will make
available one set of tests for invitational meets, one for fall/winter district meets and one for spring district
meets.
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From 5/6 Fall/Winter District Test 2017-2018
1. The word easel was an extension of what original meaning?
a. donkey

c. chalkboard

b. painting

d. frame

Dictionary Skills

2. Who is NOT an American author?
a. James Grover Thurber

c. Gilbert Charles Stuart

b. Oliver Wendell Holmes

d. Edith Wharton

3. To pitch in is to?
a. dance

c. throw a ball

b. brush your teeth

d. begin

4. Nuptial is a word related to?
a. vacation

c. marriage

b. mammals

d. education

Answer Key
1. A
2. C
3. D
4. C
5. B
6. D
7. D
8. A
9. C
10. B

5. A rickshaw is a small hooded carriage with two wheels and is pulled by what?
a. a donkey

c. a horse

b. a person

d. a car

6. What year did Enrico Fermi win the Nobel Peace Prize?
a. 1954

c. 1944

b. 1928

d. 1938

7. How many grams are in a metric ton?
a. 10

c. 1,000

b/ 100

d. 1,000,000

8. A fladiolus comes from a Latin word meaning what?
a. little sword

c. smiling

b. long leaves

d. glorious

9. How many strings does a zither have?
a. 20-25

c. 30-40

b. 45-50

d. 10-15

10. Which of the following is another word for irritation?
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a. demure

c. reserved

b. rankle

d. scrooge

Copies of last
year’s tests
are available
through the UIL
Online Store at
store.uiltexas.org.

These sample
test questions are
taken from the
2017-2018 Fall/
Winter Tests for
grades 5/6 and
7/8. Actual tests
include 40 questions.

From 7/8 Fall/Winter District Test 2017-2018
1. A cottonmouth is another name for a what?
Dictionary Skills

a. black widow spider

c. jackrabbit

b. water moccasin

d. crow

2. How many is a myriad?

Answer Key
1. A
2. C
3. D
4. D
5. C
6. D
7. C
8. D
9. A
10. C

a. 100

c. 100000

b. 1000000

d. 10000

3. What part of the body would you find a eustachian tube?
a. the throat

c. the ear

b. the knee

d. the elbow

4. You will find loess in all the following continents EXCEPT?
a. Asia

c. North America

b. Europe

d. Africa

5. Which of these plant eating dinosaurs is also known as “thunder lizard”?
a. diplodocus

c. brontosaurus

b. ankylosaur

d. triceratops

6. What happened to Chernobyl in 1986?
a. Cush

c. an earthquake

b. Gaul

d. a nuclear accident

7. How old was Milton Sirotta when he thought of the word Googol?
a. 15

c. 9

b. 6

d. 20

8. In Roman Mythology, who is the son of Mars and the twin broter of Remus?
a. Polyphemus

c. Jupiter

b. Medusa

d. Romulus

9. Any of various trematode worms that invade the liver of animals is known as a?
a. liver fluke

c. lacewing

b. haddock

d. krait

10/ If someone is endorsing a basketball game, they are doing what?
a. engaging

c. showing support

b. ruining

d. cancelling
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FOR GRADER USE ONLY
Score Test Below:

CONTESTANT NUMBER:

________out of 120. Initials________
________out of 120. Initials________
Papers contending to place:

University Interscholastic League
A+ Dictionary Skills Contest • Answer Sheet

________out of 120. Initials________

Write your contestant number in the upper right corner, and circle your grade below.
Circle Grade Level:
5
6
7
8
1.

21.

2.

22.

3.

23.

4.

24.

5.

25.

6.

26.

7.

27.

8.

28.

9.

29.

10.

30.

11.

31.

12.

32.

13.

33.

14.

34.

15.

35.

16.

36.

17.

37.

18.

38.

19.

39.

20.

40.

Editorial Writing

Texas teachers have always looked for ways to improve
their students’ writing skills. The editorial writing
contest will build those skills as well as refine the
students’ ability to prepare a well-balanced persuasive
paper.

Section 1424:

EDITORIAL WRITING

Editorial
grade level
division= 6-8

(a) THE CONTEST.
(1) Summary. Editorial writing teaches critical
and analytical thinking, as well as the ability
to write persuasively and concisely. Students
learn to examine both sides of an issue,
select and develop a stance and support that
stance with logical, clear writing.
(2) Contest Format. Contestants will be provided
a fact sheet from which they will develop and
write an editorial. Forty-five minutes will be
allotted for the writing period exclusive of
time required for instructions.
(b) REPRESENTATION.
(1) Contestants. Students in officially prescribed
grade levels below 9th grade who are eligible
under Section 1400 or 1405 may enter this
contest.
(2) Divisions. Districts shall offer either a
separate division for each participating grade
level or combined grade level divisions as
specified in official contest procedures.
(3) Individual Competition. Each participant
school may enter as many as three
contestants per division in the district meet.
(4) Team Competition. There is no team
competition in Editorial Writing.
(c) CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
(1) Personnel. The contest director may be the
coach of a participating student. A single or
an odd number of judges should be selected.
Judge(s) shall not be coaches of participating
students.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

Options for Writing. Contestants may
hand-write their editorials or may bring
and use their own computers. If contestants
choose to use their own computers, they
shall bring their own printers, associated
hardware, software and paper. Spell
check and thesaurus functions may be
used. Students who opt to compose their
entries on computers accept the risk of
computer malfunction. In case of computer
malfunction, the contestant may use the
remaining allotted time to complete the
composition in handwriting. Contestants
may use electronic or printed dictionaries
and thesauruses.
Viewing Period. An optional period not to
exceed 15 minutes may be arranged for
coaches and contestants to review their
own evaluations and stories and verify
identification.
Official Results. After the viewing period
has ended and all contest papers have
been collected, the contest director shall
announce the official results. Official results,
once announce, are final.
Points and Ties. Points are awarded as
specified in Section 1408 (i). There can be
no ties in this contest.
Returning Materials. No materials from
district contests may be returned to
contestants prior to official release dates.

Practice & Preparation
•

Junior High Study Materials Booklet

•

Prompts from previous years

•

Independent Vendors
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Contest Administration Script

Is the script
mandatory?

Before the contest begins, coaches may assist with putting contestant numbers on the
answer page if necessary. Inform contestants and coaches of the time and place of the
optional viewing period, if one is scheduled. Spectators and coaches not assigned a specific
duty in administering the contest should be dismissed from the contest room before the
contest begins.
(1) Distribute answer sheets and call roll (if necessary).
(2) Say: “This is the UIL Editorial Writing event. Write or type
your contestant number in the upper right corner of your blank
first page. Remember to also write or type your number in the
upper right hand corner of any additional pages you use.”
(3) After all students have written their contestant number and circled their grade level,
Say:
“Now, I am going to pass out the Editorial Writing prompt. Do
not turn it over until I tell you to do so.”
(4) After all students have received a prompt sheet, Say: “You will have 45
minutes to write your editorial. At the end of 45 minutes, I will
tell you to stop. I will let you know when there are 15 and then
5 minutes left to write your paper. You may now turn over the
prompt page and begin writing.”
(5) After 30 minutes, Say: “You now have 15 minutes to finish your
story.”
(6) After 40 minutes, Say: “You now have 5 minutes to finish your story.”
(7) After 45 minutes, Say: “It is now time to stop writing or typing.
Please put your writing utensil down, press “print” if you typed
your paper, and I will collect your prompts, notes and contestant
papers.”
* The contest official may ad lib as necessary while conducting the contest.
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General Contest Information
Contest Grade Divisions
• This contest will consist of one division (sixth-eighth) unless the district executive
committee approves separate divisions for each grade.
Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. The contest director shall be responsible for preventing any
communication between contestants or any reference on the part of contestants
to notes, books or printed material other than a standard bound or electronic
thesaurus and/or dictionary. The contest director shall be timekeeper of the
contest and give warnings of the time remaining at 15 and 5 minutes, even if the
contest is held in a room where a clock is clearly visible to the contestants. When
45 minutes have elapsed from the time the contestants have been instructed to
begin the contest, the contest director shall collect all entries.The contest director
may appoint an assistant.
•

Judges. The contest director shall select a properly qualified and impartial single
judge or an odd number panel of judges. The papers shall be graded in accordance
with the list of journalism contest judging criteria.

Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL- Prompts, instructions to the judges and a sample editorial, a list of
editorial judging criteria (the contest director shall make available copies of the list for
review by judges prior to the contest)
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the appropriate
requisitions. See Section 1408 (c) and (e) for the dates when invitational materials
and district materials will be available.
•

Provided by the School or student- Blank paper (ruled or plain white), pens, pencils, and/or
erasers, computers/laptops, portable printer, associated hardware and software when
students have chosen to type their response

•

Other- Students may use a standard bound or electronic thesaurus and/or dictionary
during the contest.
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Judging/Scoring Rules
Criteria
• Judging criteria shall be enclosed in the contest material requisition from the UIL office.
The contest director shall make these criteria available to judges prior to the contest. The
following is a general outline of an editorial for judges and contestants:
(1) Introduction - presents problem and establishes staff stance.
(2) Body supports stance taken.
(3) Conclusion.
(A) The contestant offers original solutions or suggestions, if warranted.
(B) Conclusion restates staff stance.
(4) Considerations for Judging.
(A) Writing is exact, active and precise.
(B) Alternative viewpoints are presented and rebutted when appropriate.
(C) Editorial is written in third person, although first person plural may be used when
appropriate.
(D) Secondary consideration is given to grammar, spelling and neatness.
•

Judges shall read all of the editorials submitted and rank them in order of their excellence:
1, 2, 3, 4, etc. Comments should be made on the evaluation sheets provided. Comments
should be specific enough to provide a clear sense of the positive elements of the editorial
and where improvement is needed. Judges should discuss the compositions contending for
rank, and reach a consensus on the rankings.

FAQs about Rules
How many sets of materials are available?
One prompt will be provided for grades seven and eight. The UIL will make available
one contest prompt for invitational meets, one for fall/winter district meets and one for
spring district meets.
How may students write their entries?
• Contestants may use ruled or plain white paper, standard notebook or typing paper to
handwrite their editorials.
• Students may bring and use their own computers. Laptop computers are permitted and
recommended.
• The entry should be written on one side in pencil or ink, or typed on a word processing
computer using any standard 12-point font and one-inch margins on regular sized
computer paper.
• Contestants shall not include their names or the names of their schools on the contest
entry. Papers will be identified by numbers assigned by the contest director.
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Editorial Writing

This is a
sample
prompt for
the editorial
writing test.

You are a
reporter for the
Leaguetown Press,
the
student
newspaper of
Leaguetown
Middle School.
From the given
information, write
an editorial as
you would for the
middle school
newspaper.
Remember that
as an editorial
writer you should
support or
oppose policy
or action; you
should not
sermonize.
You have 45
minutes.

Editorial Writing

UIL Editorial Writing Contest • A+ Spring District • 2017-2018
(Distribute
this sheet
to judges
prior to judging.)
A+ Spring
District
• 2017-2018

JUDGING INSTRUCTIONS
In each contestant's editorial, please look for clarity of thought, and if the writer came to a clear conclusion.
Remember that many of these writers have not been trained in proper editorial writing. Therefore key
considerations should be that they have made a statement of the situation and formed a stance. They should
back that stance with examples. Those examples do not have to come from the data sheet. The contestant
then should come to a specific solution or recommendation.
Remember that for purposes of the contest these students go to Leaguetown Middle School. Contestants
should not have to specify Leaguetown Middle School, because everyone reading the school paper knows
where they go to school. Also, when they refer to the school board they do not have to say “Leaguetown
School Board.” Again, they know in what city they live.
Judging criteria has been developed to help you score the papers. The criteria are intended to help you
evaluate the writing, not as a control over your background in editorial writing or the writing process.
SAMPLE EDITORIAL
After hearing complaints that students are making insensitive cultural remarks, Principal Dedrick
Tomson has proposed implementing a mandatory cultural awareness class. The class would take the place
of homeroom class three days a week and would focus on learning to respect other cultures. If passed by
the school board, the proposal would go into effect for the fall semester. The board will vote on the proposal
at the meeting Thursday.
The board should pass the proposal for student safety.
Students should always feel safe at school. Students can’t learn if they don’t feel comfortable in their
environment. As of now, students feel unsafe. For example, the school has a student that doesn’t want to go
to school because of hurtful remarks made by other students. This is unacceptable. The cultural awareness
class can help resolve this issue. It will teach students how to respect those who are different than them
and what is not okay to say. The class is necessary to promote a positive school environment.
The class will help students in daily life, in college and in their future careers. Accepting and understanding
differing cultures is necessary in society. Whether in college or the workplace, students will encounter
peers of different cultures, beliefs and ideas. Knowing how to interact with them brings knowledge and
perspective and will help students be successful. The earlier students learn how to do this--the better off
they will be. Taking the cultural awareness class is a huge benefit to students.
Opponents of the proposal argue that the class will take away valuable time teachers and students use
to complete assignments and other duties. However, school safety is more important than the convenience
of the homeroom period. Homeroom will still be available two days a week, and other time can be found
to complete homework, grading and other tasks.
All students deserve respect. The cultural awareness class proposed by Principal Tomson is essential
to promote safety at school. The board should give a strong yes to the proposal on Thursday.
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UIL Editorial Writing Contest • A+ Spring District • 2017-2018
(Distribute
sheet•to
prior
to judging.)
UIL Editorial
Writing this
Contest
A+judges
Spring
District
• 2017-2018
(Distribute this sheet to judges prior to judging.)

JUDGING INSTRUCTIONS
Editorial Writing
In each contestant's editorial, please look for clarity of thought, and if the writer came to a clear conclusion.
Remember that many of these writers have not been trained in proper editorial writing. Therefore key
considerations should be that they have made a statement of the situation and formed a stance. They should
back that stance with examples. Those examples do not have to come from the data sheet. The contestant
then should come to a specific solution or recommendation.
Remember that for purposes of the contest these students go to Leaguetown Middle School. Contestants
should not have to specify Leaguetown Middle School, because everyone reading the school paper knows
where they go to school. Also, when they refer to the school board they do not have to say “Leaguetown
School Board.” Again, they know in what city they live.
Judging criteria has been developed to help you score the papers. The criteria are intended to help you
evaluate the writing, not as a control over your background in editorial writing or the writing process.
SAMPLE EDITORIAL
After hearing complaints that students are making insensitive cultural remarks, Principal Dedrick
Tomson has proposed implementing a mandatory cultural awareness class. The class would take the place
of homeroom class three days a week and would focus on learning to respect other cultures. If passed by
the school board, the proposal would go into effect for the fall semester. The board will vote on the proposal
at the meeting Thursday.
The board should pass the proposal for student safety.
Students should always feel safe at school. Students can’t learn if they don’t feel comfortable in their
environment. As of now, students feel unsafe. For example, the school has a student that doesn’t want to go
to school because of hurtful remarks made by other students. This is unacceptable. The cultural awareness
class can help resolve this issue. It will teach students how to respect those who are different than them
and what is not okay to say. The class is necessary to promote a positive school environment.
The class will help students in daily life, in college and in their future careers. Accepting and understanding
differing cultures is necessary in society. Whether in college or the workplace, students will encounter
peers of different cultures, beliefs and ideas. Knowing how to interact with them brings knowledge and
perspective and will help students be successful. The earlier students learn how to do this--the better off
they will be. Taking the cultural awareness class is a huge benefit to students.
Opponents of the proposal argue that the class will take away valuable time teachers and students use
to complete assignments and other duties. However, school safety is more important than the convenience
of the homeroom period. Homeroom will still be available two days a week, and other time can be found
to complete homework, grading and other tasks.
All students deserve respect. The cultural awareness class proposed by Principal Tomson is essential
to promote safety at school. The board should give a strong yes to the proposal on Thursday.
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Editorial Writing

contestant #

Evaluation Sheet

In order to make this a complete learning experience, judges are asked to complete the evaluation sheet for students.
FAIR

GOOD

EXCELLENT

The situation or problem is explained in the first two or three paragraphs.

❏

❏

❏

The writer takes an obvious stance in the first few paragraphs.

❏

❏

❏

The writer supports the stance through specific examples.

❏

❏

❏

The writer presents a logical solution or conclusion.

❏

❏

❏

What were the strong points of the editorial?

What were the weak points of the editorial?

What suggestions do you have for improvement?

Judge’s Signature ______________________________________________________________________________
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Impromptu Speaking

Impromptu speaking provides opportunities for
students to explore the use of the voice and body in
speaking situations, to examine the different purposes
for speaking, to organize ideas, to prepare and deliver
various speeches and to develop self-confidence.
And it’s fun!

Section 1426:
IMPROMPTU SPEAKING
(a)

(1)

(2)

(b)
(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(c)
THE CONTEST.
(1)
Summary. This contest gives students experience
in formulating and organizing clear thoughts and
effectively delivering those thoughts to an audience.
The contest provides opportunities for students to
explore the use of the voice and body in speaking
situations; to examine different purposes for speaking;
to organize ideas and deliver speeches on a variety of
topics; to evaluate speeches given by others; and to
develop self-confidence.
(2)
Contest Format. Contestants will draw three topics, select one, and have three minutes to prepare a
speech, which shall be presented without any notes.
Contestants may not use costumes or props in the
contest. The maximum time limit for each speech is
(3)
five minutes. There is no minimum time limit. Students who exceed the allotted five minutes shall be
penalized one rank. For example, if the judges rank a
student second who has gone overtime, that student
shall be assigned third place and the student who was
(4)
ranked third will be given second place. No speaker
may be coached or prompted in any manner during
the presentation. Audiences are permitted.
REPRESENTATION.
Contestants. Students officially prescribed grade levels
below 9th grade who are eligible under Section 1400
and 1405 may enter this contest. A student may enter
no more than two speech events.
Divisions. Districts shall offer either a separate division for each participating grade level or combined
grade level divisions as specified in official contest
procedures.
(5)
Individual Competition. For each division, each participant school may enter as many as three contestants in
the district meet.
(6)
Team Competition. There is no team competition in
this contest.

CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
Personnel. The contest director may be the
coach of a participating student. A timekeeper should be provided for each section.
Contest officials should select one judge or
an odd-numbered panel of judges for each
section. Judges shall not be coaches of participating students. So far as possible, judges
should not know what school any contestant
represents.
Sections. A section shall consist of no more
than eight contestants. If nine or more students enter a division of impromptu speaking,
they shall be divided into sections according
to official contest procedures.
Rankings, Ties and Points. Contestants shall
be ranked as specified in official contest procedures. There can be no ties in this contest.
Points are awarded as specified in Section
1408 (i).
Verification Period. If a panel of judges is
used, a verification period shall be provided.
Unofficial results should be posted. Coaches
should be given no more than 15 minutes to
verify that tabulation of rankings is correct.
The decisions of the judges are not subject
to question. Evaluation sheets may be viewed
by contestants and coaches during the verification period and shall be returned to the
contest director at the end of the verification period. For rounds with single judges, a
15-minute viewing period is recommended.
Official Results. The contest director shall
announce the official results. Official results,
once announced, are final.
Returning Materials. No materials from district contests may be returned to contestants
prior to official release dates.

At the
district
meet,
students
may enter
no more
than two
speaking
events.

Impromptu
Speaking
grade level
division= 6-8
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Impromptu
Speaking

Practice & Preparation

•

Previous years topics

•

Independent Vendors

Contest Administration Script

Is the script
mandatory?

Contestants may be assigned to sections and speaker order may be established
prior to the day of the meet. If the contest director prefers, the contestants in each
preliminary section may draw for speaker order just before the contest begins.
Say: "This is the UIL Impromptu Speaking event� One
at
a time, contestants will draw three topics, select one
and return the other two to the container� Contestants
will have three minutes to prepare� Blank paper may
be used to organize ideas during preparation; however,
notes may not be used during the speech� The time limit
for each speech is five minutes� If a contestant exceeds
five minutes, he or she will be penalized one rank�
Contestants may remain in the contest room� Audiences
are permitted� Audiences are to remain seated and quiet
during all presentations� Audience courtesy should be
extended at all times�"
* The contest official may ad lib as necessary while conducting the contest.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Sample Topics

The difference between movies and
books...
A good leader...
Social media influences...
If the whole country coule hear me, I
would talk about...
Because I live in Texas...
A good parent...
A law should be made that...
Courage is...
Freedom is like the ocean because...
If I could only accomplish one thing in
my life, I would like to...

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

At the mall, I immediately go to...
If I was stuck in a cave for a night...
A picnic must include...
The greatest invention ever is...
The scariest animal is...
School spirit is...
My ideal bedroom looks like...
Little Red Riding Hood should have...
Loyalty should be given to...
Other cultures...
Professional athletes’ salaries...
Teenagers would be better off...
People often sterotype...
The strength of America lies in....

General Contest Information

Contest Grade Divisions
• This contest will consist of one division (sixth-eighth) unless the district executive
committee approves separate divisions for each grade.

See pages
18-21 of
the A+
Handbook
for
instructions
on creating
preliminary
sections and
determining
ranks.

Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. This person will be in charge of running the contest and resolving any
problems that arise. After the contest, provide the meet coordinator with the Contest
Roster, a list of first through sixth place contestants and their schools, and the number
of contestants participating. The director may appoint an assistant director.
• Timekeeper. A timekeeper should be provided for each contest to notify the contestant
of the amount of time remaining from the total allotted time. The timekeeper should
demonstrate to the contestant the type of time signals to be used.While the timekeeper
may use either hand signals or timecards to indicate to the speaker the remaining time,
time cards are a much preferred method of signal.
• Judge(s). A single or an odd number of judges for each preliminary section should be
selected and trained by the contest director. The judges should be provided with a
copy of the evaluation sheet prior to the beginning of the contest to make certain
they understand what is being evaluated. So far as possible, judges should not know
which school any contestant represents. Judges are to be instructed to give positive and
constructive comments. See the sectioning instructions for an estimate of how many
judges will be needed.
• Section Chairperson. One adult may be appointed per section to see that the contest
progresses without problems. This person can ensure that judges have ballots and
evaluation sheets and that the timekeeper is in place before the speaker begins. When
the round is over, the chairperson gathers the evaluations and ballots from the judges
and delivers them to the tabulation room. Instruct judges not to leave the contest until
released by the contest director, so they are available if any questions arise in tabulating
results.
• Tabulation Room Assistants. Adults may be appointed to work in the tab room to receive
ballots from the judges and to determine winners.
Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL- Evaluation sheets, one set of topics for the preliminary rounds, one
set of topics for the final round, judges’ ballots, Contest Director’s Ranking Sheet for a
panel of judges
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the appropriate requisitions.
See Section 1408 (c) and (e) for the dates when invitational materials and district
materials will be available.
• Provided by the school or student- Blank paper (ruled or plain white), Pens, pencils, and/or
erasers to be used to organize ideas during preparation
• Other- No other materials or notes may be used in the contest.
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Judging/Scoring Rules
Criteria
• Criteria. Judges should be instructed to use the following criteria in ranking the contestants:
(A) effectiveness of delivery;
(B) organization of ideas; and
(C) overall impression of the speech.
Briefing Judges
• Judges should be encouraged to give students written evaluations on the Impromptu Individual
Evaluation Sheet. Oral critiques are optional, but when given, should be directed to the group
as a whole, acknowledging good points and giving suggestions for improvement.
Questions
• Questions should be made to the contest director before the decision of the judges is
announced as official. The decisions of the meet officials in these matters are final.

FAQs about Rules
How long does the contest last?
Thirty minutes will be allowed for the contest. A clock should be visible to all contestants.
How many speaking events may a student enter at the district meet?
A student may enter a maximum of two of the following speaking events: Impromptu Speaking,
Modern Oratory, Oral Reading.
What are the time requirements for the speeches?
The maximum time limit for each speech is five minutes.There is no minimum time limit. Students
who exceed the allotted five minutes shall be penalized one rank. For example, if the judges rank a
student second who has gone overtime, that student shall be assigned third place and the student
who was ranked third will be given second place.
What kind of topics are used?
Topics may be serious or humorous in nature and will be designed to include subjects that are
familiar to the student.
May a student be coached during the event?
No speaker may be coached or prompted in any manner during the presentation.
May districts create sections?
Districts may create smaller sections than what the C&CR requires (a section may consist of no
more than eight students) when space permits. A separate room is needed for each preliminary
section. Winners from the preliminary rounds will compete in a final round using the guidelines
in Section 1003.
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How many sets of materials are available?
The UIL will make available one set of topics for invitational meets, one set of topics for fall/
winter district meets and one set of topics for spring district meets.

Impromptu Speaking
EVALUATION SHEET

INSTRUCTIONS

Contestants should be evaluated and ranked based on effectiveness of delivery, organization of ideas and the overall impression of the speech. Students draw three topics and have three minutes to prepare a speech. The maximum time limit for
speaking is five minutes.There is no minimum time limit.Topics may be serious or humorous in nature. Note cards may not
be used during the presentation. Please make your comments using language understandable to the contestant. Students and
instructors appreciate constructive narrative comments. Please do not confer with other judges before ranking students.
Judging decisions are an individual responsibility.

Speaker Number____________
Section _____________________

Speaker Name ________________________
Topic ________________________________

CRITERIA

Evaluate the contestant in each category. Do NOT total these numbers to determine rank in the round. They are only
designed to give the contestant an indication of strengths and weaknesses.
QUESTION

NEEDS WORK

GOOD

SUPERIOR

1. Was the presentation organized clearly and effectively?

1

2

3

4

5

2. Was the speaker’s delivery smooth and articulate?

1

2

3

4

5

3. Did the student have adequate eye contact?

1

2

3

4

5

4. Did the student have a creative approach to the topic?

1

2

3

4

5

5. Was the speaker poised and confident?

1

2

3

4

5

6. Did the speaker have vocal variety?

1

2

3

4

5

7. Was the speaker interested and enthusiastic?

1

2

3

4

5

8. Did the speaker communicate with the audience?

1

2

3

4

5

WRITTEN EVALUATION
Comments should be constructive and supportive.

Judge’s signature ____________________________________________________________________

JUDGE’S MASTER BALLOT
CIRCLE EVENT: Impromptu Speaking

Modern Oratory

Oral Reading

Storytelling

INSTRUCTIONS

Each judge should use a copy of this form to rank each of the presentations in the contest. Please do not confer
with other judges before ranking students. Judging decisions are an individual responsibility. Refer to the
Constitution and Contest Rules or Evaluation Sheet for the criteria used to evaluate the presentations.
DISTRICT_____________________________

SECTION__________________________

GRADE LEVEL ____________________________		 ROUND        ❐ Prelims        ❐ Finals
SPEAKER			
NUMBER NAME
TITLE

JUDGE
RANK

1.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

2.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

3.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

4.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

5.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

6.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

7.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

8.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

Judge’s signature__________________________________________________________________________

MAKE A COPY OF THIS FORM FOR EACH JUDGE

Contest Director’s Ranking Sheet
for a panel of judges in speaking events

EVENT

___________________________________________________________________

SECTION	 I

II

III

IV

FINALS

BEFORE RANKING, CHECK THE FOLLOWING

❐ Evaluation sheets have ranks

❐ Speaker order

❐ Length of presentation

CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING PLACES AND BREAKING TIES

Follow this order to place all contestants.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Majority (Watch for the “or better” language in determining a majority.)
Lowest sum
Judges’ preference
Decimal equivalents

NOTES

1.
2.
3.
4.

See Section 1003 of the Constitution and Contest Rules or the A+ Handbook for a full discussion of this procedure.
Ties must be broken before other contestants are placed.
Be careful! The lowest total does not automatically win. Follow prescribed order of criteria for each ranking.
A computer program is available for multiple judge tabulation. See the UIL Web site.

Speaker
Number

Judge
1

Judge
2

Judge
3

Totals

Preference*

Decimal
Value*

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
*

Judges’ preference and decimal values are used only to break ties.
THIS FORM SHOULD BE AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW BY ALL COACHES AND CONTESTANTS DURING BALLOT VERIFICATION.

Listening
The listening contest is designed to help students recognize
the importance of effective listening skills and to identify
problems they may have in listening effectively. The contest
provides a challenging format to test the improvement of
their listening abilities, and encourages students to develop
the foundation skills they will need through out their lives,
both in and out of the classroom.

Section 1430:
LISTENING
(a)

(1)

(2)

(b)
(1)

(2)

(3)

NOTE: The contest includes some short answer, fill-in-the-blank
questions. Scoring awards 3 points for each correct answer, and
subtracts 2 points for each incorrect answer. No points are
deducted for unanswered questions.

THE CONTEST.
Summary. This contest is designed to
help students recognize the importance
of effective listening skills and to identify
problems they may have in listening
effectively. It also provides a challenging
format to test the improvement of their
listening abilities. Through preparation for
the contest, participants will listen to a
variety of material and learn to evaluate
and critically analyze a speaker’s message.
The objective tests will measure skills such
as identifying the main idea and supporting
ideas, listening for details, drawing
conclusions and distinguishing fact from
opinion.
Contest Format. Contestants will listen to a
script ranging from approximately seven to
10 minutes in length, take notes as needed,
and use their notes to answer 25 objective
questions. Ten minutes will be allotted for
the testing period.
REPRESENTATION.
Contestants. Students in officially prescribed
grade levels below 9th grade who are
eligible under Sections 1400 and 1405 may
enter this contest.
Divisions. Districts shall offer either a
separate division for each participating grade
level or combined grade level divisions as
specified in official contest procedures.
Individual Competition. For each division,
each participant school may enter as many
as three contestants in the district meet.

(4)

(c)
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Team Competition. If the district has elected
to include team competition, the combined
scores of the three contestants in each
division from a school shall constitute the
school’s team score. A team shall have three
contestants compete to participate in the
team competition.
CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
Personnel. All personnel in this contest may
be coaches of participating students except
the script reader. The reader may not be
a coach of any contestant entered in the
contest.
Ties and Points. No ties are to be broken in
either the individual or the team component
of this contest. If there is a tie for first place,
there is no second place. If there is a tie for
second place, there is no third place, etc.
Points are awarded as specified in Section
1408 (i).
Verification Period. A verification period shall
be provided. Unofficial results should be
posted. Contestants and coaches should be
given no more than 15 minutes to examine
their test papers with official keys. Questions
should be directed to the contest director,
whose decision shall be final.
Official Results. After verification period has
ended and all test papers have been collected,
the contest director shall announce the official
results. Official results, once announced, are
final.
Returning Materials. No materials from district
contests may be returned to contestants
prior to official release dates.

No points
should be
deducted for
misspelling
if graders
determine
the answer
is correct.

Listening
grade level
divisions=
5/6 and 7/8
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Practice & Preparation
Listening

•

Study Materials Booklets

•

Practice Tests from previous years

•

Independent Vendors

Contest Administration Script

Is the script
mandatory?

(1) Inform contestants and coaches of the time and place of the verification period. Spectators and coaches not
assigned specific duties in administering the contest should be dismissed from the contest room before the
contest starts.
(2) Distribute answer sheets and call roll (if necessary).
(3) The contest director will now, Say: “This is the UIL Listening test. Write your contestant
number in the upper right corner of the answer sheet, and circle your correct
grade level.”
(4) After all students have written their contestant number and circled their grade level, Say: “All answers
should be recorded on your answer sheet, not on your copy of the test.”
(5) Now, the script reader will now, Say: “I am now going to read the listening script. You
may take notes on blank sheets of paper while I am reading the listening script.”
(6) The script reader will now read the listening script clearly and distinctly following the script’s time markings (or
play a recorded script).
(7) After the script has been read, the contest director will now pass out the test to contestants and will Say: “I
will now pass out your test booklet. Do not open the test until I instruct you to
do so. You will have 10 minutes to take the test. You may use your notes during
the test.”
(8) After all students have a copy of their test, Say: “You may now open your test booklet and
begin taking your test.”
(9) Allow students 10 minutes to take their test.
(10) When the test period of 10 minutes has ended, Say: “Please put your pen or pencil down
and stop taking the test. I will now collect your answer sheet, test booklet, and
any notes you took.”
(11) Following the contest, it is the contest director’s responsibility for destroying all copies of the script.
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* The contest official may ad lib as necessary while conducting the contest.

General Contest Information
Contest Grade Divisions
• This contest will consist of two divisions (fifth/sixth and seventh/ eighth) unless the district
executive committee approves separate divisions for each grade.
Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. The contest director will be in charge of running the contest and resolving
any problems that arise. Following the contest, provide the meet director with the Contest
Roster with each contestant’s score, a list of the individual and team winners, and the
number of contestants participating. The director may appoint an assistant director.
• Script Reader. The contest director may serve as the script reader or may appoint a qualified
person to act in this capacity. The script reader should be given the test script well in
advance of the contest. Contest directors may choose to administer the test by using a
recording of test material, but contest directors are responsible for creating the recording
before the contest. The UIL does not provide recorded contest scripts.
• Timekeeper. An official timekeeper will give only start and stop signals. The contest director
may serve as the official timekeeper.
• Graders. At least three graders should be familiar with the instructions for grading and the
contest rules. The contest director may recruit more than three graders.
Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL- Tests and answer sheets, Test script, Answer key
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the appropriate requisitions.
See Section 1408 (c) and (e) for the dates when invitational materials and district
materials will be available.
• Provided by the Host School- Blank paper for note taking
• Provided by the School or student- Pens, pencils and/or erasers
• Other- No other materials or notes may be used in the contest

Grading/Scoring Rules
Criteria
• The 25-question test is graded objectively. A perfect score is 75.
Briefing Graders
• Brief graders on the procedure to be used for grading and explain the scoring process.
Scoring
• Each test shall be independently scored twice, and papers contending to place should be
scored a third time. Award three points for every correct answer. Deduct two points for
every incorrect answer. There shall be no deduction of points for unanswered questions.
Points
• Individual points are to be awarded through sixth place. Team points shall be awarded
through third place. See Section 1408 (i). Tied contestants or teams split the total points
equally for the two or more places in which a tie exists.
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FAQs about Rules
What types of questions are on the test?
There are 25 total multiple choice, fill-in-the-blank and true/false test questions. A variety
of test subject matter will be used for the listening tests including, but not limited to,
language arts, fine arts, natural sciences and social studies.
Are points deducted when an answer is misspelled?
No points should be deducted for misspelling if graders determine the answer is correct.
How long does the contest last?
Time should be scheduled to read the script and distribute tests. Then, students will have
10 minutes to answer test questions.
How many sets of materials are available?
The UIL will make available one test for each division for invitational meets, one test
for each division for fall/winter district meets and one test for each division for spring
district meets.
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Halitosis- Real or Imagined?
Have you ever spoken with someone and realized they were taking a step back as you spoke? Did the thought
cross your mind that perhaps your breath was causing them problems? Many people habitually pop in a breath
mint before speaking in close proximity to someone because they are concerned with having bad breath. Bad
breath is considered one of the biggest social taboos. The general population places such great importance on Listening
the avoidance of bad breath that they spend an annual one billion dollars in the United States alone on products to defeat this problem. Commercials advertise for mouthwash, chewing gum, breath mints, and various
other types of breath fresheners. Why all the hype? Is it really worth spending all that money on fresheners
This
just to disguise the smell of your breath?

1:00 In order to answer that question, let's find out a little more about the problem. The scientific name for bad

2:00

3:00

breath is actually halitosis. The root word for the word halitosis is derived from the Latin word "halitus" which
means breath. When the Greek suffix
"-osis" which means diseased is added, the word becomes one that means the disease of bad breath. The earliest known mention of bad breath occurring is found in recipes from ancient Egypt. The recipes for toothpaste
were made even before the Pyramids were built. In 1550 BC, Ebers Papyrus wrote about tablets used to cure
bad breath, which contained incense, cinnamon, myrrh and honey. Hippocratic medicine suggested a mouthwash made of red wine and spices. The Ancient Roman physician Pliny wrote about methods to sweeten the
breath. In fact, some societies were greatly concerned about fresh breath. Ancient Chinese emperors required
visitors to chew clove before speaking. The Talmud describes bad breath as a disability that could be used as
grounds for divorce! During the Renaissance era, Laurent Joubert, King Henry III of France's doctor, said that
bad breath was caused by a dangerous miasma that falls into the lungs and through the heart and causes severe
damage.

sample
script is
taken from
the 20172018 Grade
7 & 8 Fall/
Winter
District
Test.

More recent medical research has given us a much better idea of what is causing halitosis and how to manage
it. Halitosis is not a disease in itself. It is actually a symptom in which a noticeably unpleasant odor is present
on the exhaled breath. Since the 1960s, the preeminent researcher in this field has been Dr. Jo Tonzetich of the
University of British Columbia. He and his coworkers established that bad breath is associated with the presence of volatile sulfur compounds, primarily hydrogen sulfide and methylmercaptan. Concern about halitosis is
estimated to be the third most frequent reason for people to seek dental care, following tooth decay and gum
disease. In general, about 20% of the population is reported to suffer from it to some degree. However, not
everyone who thinks they have halitosis actually does. Of the people who think they have halitosis, as many as
72% have been reported to have no halitosis at all when examined by a professional. The common "morning
breath" that most people wake up with is not considered halitosis. Neither is the bad breath you experience
after eating a spicy meal. True halitosis is a persistent smell that does not go away after brushing, flossing and
rinsing.
One quarter of the people seeking professional advice on bad breath suffer from a highly exaggerated concern
of having bad breath, known as halitophobia, or delusional halitosis. These patients are sure that they have bad
breath, although many have not asked anyone for an objective opinion. Halitophobia may severely affect the
lives of some 0.5–1.0% of the adult population. People who suffer from halitophobia are extremely self-conscious about their breath. They can be known to compulsively clean their mouths by using breath fresheners
and rinses. Sometimes they avoid social situations and become isolated. This can lead to depression, which
stems from having chronic fears about halitosis.
With such a high incidence of people thinking they have halitosis, what could be some of the causes?

4:00

Halitosis has several possible causes. About 80% of all cases involve the mouth. Halitosis can be caused by
cavities, gum disease, cracked fillings, and dentures that need cleaning. These causes can be treated by a dentist.
There are also dietary factors that could cause unpleasant breath. A high protein/low carbohydrate diet can be
a culprit as well as acidic or sweet foods. Certainly, everyone will agree that onions and garlic can cause problems as well as excessive coffee or alcohol consumption. Very spicy foods such as onions and garlic or coffee
may be detected on a person's breath for up to 72 hours after consumption. For example, onions are digested
in the stomach, but the odor is execrated through the lungs. Garlic can be rubbed on the soles of someone's
feet and then show up on their breath. Tobacco products are definitely a problem as well.
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5:00

6:00

7:00

Occasionally, though quite rarely, halitosis can be known to be caused by certain cancers or infections. Remember that
this is quite rare. Certain cancers of the mouth may create a distinct odor. In some cases, bad breath may actually help
reveal an early stage of cancer. Researchers have developed a breathalyzer that can detect lung cancer and assess whether
it is early or advanced. The device accurately detected lung cancer in four out of five cases, researchers reported. A
director at the Cleveland Clinic's respiratory center was able to recognize lung cancer in 80% of patients based on their
breath. Patients suffering from liver disease have bad breath known as fetor hepaticus. This musty smell has been found
to indicate liver disorders often before doctors have diagnosed the disease. Kidney failure can also be indicated by bad
breath. Remember, though, these conditions are very rare. Most people simply suffer from halitosis due to oral hygiene
and food consumption.
How does someone reduce or eliminate halitosis? There are several possible options. One is to clean the surface of the
tongue. This can be accomplished by using a toothbrush, tongue cleaner, or other smooth hard instrument. By gently
brushing or scraping the surface of the tongue, bacterial biofilm, debris and mucus can be removed. Be extremely careful,
however to avoid damaging the tongue or scraping the V-shaped row of vallate papillae found at the extreme back of the
tongue. Eating food containing fiber and roughage can help remove odor causing bacteria or debris from the back of the
tongue. You may also brush a small amount of antibacterial mouthwash or toothpaste onto the tongue to prevent bacterial growth. Chewing gum has also been used as a remedy for bad breath. Because dry-mouth can increase the bacterial
buildup, chewing sugarless gum can help with the production of saliva which will help prevent bad breath. Chewing aids
in the provision of saliva, which washes away oral bacteria. Saliva also has antibacterial properties. Some chewing gums
actually contain special anti-odor ingredients. Some common folk remedies include chewing fennel seeds, cinnamon sticks,
mastic gum, or fresh parsley.
Gargling right before bedtime with an effective mouthwash has been shown to reduce malodor for several hours. Mouthwashes may contain active ingredients that are inactivated by the soap present in most toothpaste. As a result, it is
recommended that one not use mouthwash directly after using toothpaste. In addition, maintaining proper oral hygiene is
critical. This should include tongue cleaning, brushing, flossing and periodic visit to the dentist. Flossing is important as it
helps remove rotting food debris and plaque from between the teeth, especially at the gum line.
Considering that bad breath has been around for centuries, it is interesting to discover the origin of the word halitosis. In
1874, Dr. Joseph William Howe coined the term halitosis in his book The Breath, and the Diseases Which Give It a Fetid
Odor. It was he who combined the Latin and Greek roots into the word we know today. Most of us have never heard of
Dr. Howe or his book. However, there is an interesting story about how the term halitosis became part of our everyday
lives.

8:00

9:00
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In the 1880s, Dr. Joseph Lister invented a surgical antiseptic, which became known as Listerine. This antiseptic had many
different uses including foot cleaning, floor scrubbing and as an anti-bacterial when preparing for surgery. It was also marketed to dentists as a way to kill germs in the mouth. However, no one paid much attention to it until the 1920s. That's
when Jordan Wheat Lambert, the owner of the company that produced Listerine, and his son, Gerard, devised a marketing
plan that would forever change the way we view our breath. They stumbled upon Dr. Howe's word that meant unpleasant
breath - halitosis. They began to start putting the term in their ads by using it as what sounded like medical terminology.
They called "chronic halitosis" a health condition that was keeping people from being their very best selves. Listerine's
new ads featured forlorn young women and men, eager for marriage but turned off by their mate's rotten breath. Until
that time, bad breath was not really considered such a social disaster, but Listerine changed that. Within just seven years,
the company's yearly revenues rose from $115,000 to more than $8 million. Ultimately, the ad campaign was so successful
that marketing historians refer to it as the "halitosis appeal". This means that Listerine used the fear of halitosis to sell its
product. This fear of halitosis has been the basis for multiple companies' advertising campaigns and leads to the marketing
of hundreds of products that might otherwise not be sold.
The next time you are in your favorite grocery store, dollar store, or convenience store, take a moment to look at all of
the products designed and marketed around the fear of bad breath and ask yourself, "Halitosis. Is it real or imagined?"

This
sample
test is the
2017-2018
Grade 7
& 8 Fall/
Winter
District
Test.

Halitosis- Real or Imagined?
1. Ebers Papyrus wrote about tablets used to cure bad
breath, which contained
A. incense, red wine, myrrh and honey.
B. cinnamon, myrrh, honey and cloves.
C. incense, cinnamon, myrrh and honey.
D. red wind, myrrh, honey, and incense.
2. About 80% of all cases of halitosis involve
A. decaying teeth.		
B. poor diet.
C. health problems.		
D. dental situations.

ANSWER KEY
Multiple Choice
1. c
2. d
3. b
4. a
5. b
6. c
7. d
8. b
9. c
10. c
11. a
12. b
13. c
14. 72
15. b
16. a
17. d
18. c
True/False
19. False
20. False
21. True
22. True
23. True
24. False
25. True

3. The term halitosis was first coined by
A. Dr. Joseph Lister.		
B. Dr. Joseph William Howe.
C. Jordan Wheat Lambert.		
D. Dr. Jo Tonzetich.
4. Concern about halitosis is estimated to be the third
most frequent reason for people
to seek dental care following
A. tooth decay and gum diease.
B. gum disease and teeth cleaning.
C. tooth decay and whitening.
D. cracked fillings and dentures.

12. The root word for the word halitosis is derived from the Latin word
“halitus” which means
A. odor.
B. breath.
C. repel.
D. mouth.
13. The term “halitosis appeal” describes an advertising campaign that
A. focuses on products such as mouthwash and breath mints.
B. uses social networking to promote products for romantic encoun
ters.
C. feeds on the fear of being socially unacceptable to sell products.
D. traps unsuspecting consumers into buying useless products.
14. Of the people who think they have halitosis as many as ______% have
none at all.
15. The Greek suffix “osis” means
A. breath.
B. disease.
C. odorous.
D. death.
16. The preeminent researcher in the field of Halitosis has been Dr. Jo
Tonzetich of the
A. University of British Columbia. B. University of Texas Austin.
C. University of Southern California. D. University of Ohiio Cleveland

5. During the Renaissance era, bad breath was believed to
be caused by a dangerous
miasma which fell into
17. All of these are considered culprits which cause halitosis except
A. the back of the throat.		
A. a high protein/low carbohydrate diet.
B. the lungs and heart.
B. excessive coffee or alcohol consumption.
C. the stomach and liver.		
C. acidic foods and/or very spicy foods.
D. soles of the feet.
D. foods containing high amounts of fiber.
6. Delusional halitosis is better known as
A. halitosis appeal.		
B. chronic halitosis.
C. halitophobia.		
D. halitopian disease.

18. Mouthwash can be rendered inactive by ______________ present in
toothpaste.
A. fluoride
B. mint flavoring
C. soap
D. whitening agents

True/False
7. In general, about ___________ percent of the population is reported to suffer from
19. After using the term “chronic halitosis,” Listerine’s yearly revenues rose
halitosis.
from
A. 5
B. 10
$115,000 to more than 15 million in just seven years.
C. 15
D. 20
20. Jordan Wheat Lambert and his son Gerard used the term “chronic hali8. Onions are digested in the stomach, but the odor is
tosis” in an ad campaign in the 1920’s to market a mouthwash that was
excreted through the ________.
highly controversial because of its social implications.
A. feet.
B. lungs.
C. tonsils.
D. liver.
21. Recipes for toothpaste existed before the Egyptian Pyramids were built.
9. Bad breath known as fetor hepaticus is caused by
A. kidney failure.
B. lung cancer.
C. liver disease.
D. tongue cancer.
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11. Before being allowed to speak, Ancient Chinese emperors required visitors to chew
A. clove.
B. cinnamon.
C. mint.
D. myrrh.

22. Researchers have developed a breathalyzer that can detect lung cancer
and assess whether it is early or advanced up to 80% of the time.
23. Maintaining proper oral hygiene is critical to reducing halitosis. This
includes tongue cleaning, brushing, flossing and visiting the dentist.

10. Researchers have determined that halitosis is generally 24. The Talmud describes bad breath as a disability that could be used as a
associated with the
means of committing someone to an asylum for treatment.
presence of
A. cancerous odor causing compounds or infections of
25. Delusional halitosis may severely affect the lives of approximately 0.5 to
the liver.
1.0% of the adult population and can lead to social isolation and depresB. cavities, gum disease or cracked fillings which need
sion.
dental care.
C. volatile sulfur compounds containing hydrogen sulfide
and methylmercaptan.
D. a chronic condition of bacterial buildup as a result of
dry mouth.

Maps, Graphs, and Charts
The maps, graphs and charts contest is designed to help
students learn to obtain information from a variety of maps, graphs
and charts including world maps, pie charts, bar graphs and local
area maps. Tests will include previously published maps as well as
charts, graphs and maps the students will never have seen before.
The objective test will measure skills such as using a reference
book to locate information, making comparisons, estimating and
approximating, using scale and interpreting legends and keys.

Section 1434:
MAPS, GRAPHS &
CHARTS
(a)

THE CONTEST.
(1) Summary. This contest is designed to
help students learn to get information
from a variety of maps, graphs and charts
including world maps, pie charts, bar
charts and local area maps.The objective
test will measure skills such as using an
atlas as a reference book to locate
information, -making comparisons,
estimating and approximating, using
scale and interpreting grid systems,
legends and keys.
(2) Contest Format. Some subject matter
will be taken from the designated
official sources(s). Students will be
given an objective test containing
approximately 75 objective questions.
Contestants may use an atlas during
the contest; an atlas will be needed to
answer some test questions. Forty-five
minutes will be allotted for the testing
period exclusive of time required for
instructions.
(b) REPRESENTATION.
(1) Contestants. Students in officially
prescribed grade levels below 9th
grade who are eligible under Sections
1400 and 1405 may enter this contest.
(2) Divisions. Districts shall offer either a
separate division for each participating
grade level or combined grade level
divisions as specified in official contest
procedures.
(3) Individual Competition. For each
division, each participant school may
enter as many as three contestants in
the district meet.

(4)

Team Competition. If the district has
elected to include team competition,
the combined scores of the three
contestants in each division from a
school shall constitute the school’s
team score. A team shall have three
contestants compete to participate in
the team competition.
(c) CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
(1) Personnel. All personnel in this contest
may be coaches of participating
students.
(2) Ties and Points. No ties are to be
broken in either the individual or the
team component of this contest. If
there is a tie for first place, there is no
second place. If there is a tie for second
place, there is no third place, etc. Points
are awarded as specified in Section
1408 (i).Tied contestants or teams split
the total points equally for the two or
more places in which a tie exists.
(3) Verification Period. A verification
period shall be provided. Unofficial
results should be posted. Contestants
and coaches should be given no more
than 15 minutes to examine their test
papers with official keys. Questions
should be directed to the contest
director, whose decision shall be final.
(4) Official Results. After the verification
period has ended and all test papers
have been collected, the contest
director shall announce the official
results. Official results, once announced,
are final.
(5)
Returning Materials. No materials
from district contests may be returned
to contestants prior to official release
dates.

M/G/C
grade level
divisions=
5/6 and 7/8

Students
may use
tabbed
atlases
during the
contest.
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Practice & Preparation
Maps, Graphs
& Charts
Subject matter
for a portion of
the contest will
be taken from
the Nystrom Desk
Atlas, which may
be purchased from
Nystrom and
Texas Educational
Paperbacks (the
UIL has discontinued selling atlases).

•

Study Materials Booklets

•

Practice Tests from previous years

•

Independent Vendors

Contest Administration Script

Is the script
mandatory?

(1) Inform contestants and coaches of the time and place of the verification period.
Spectators and coaches not assigned specific duties in administering the contest
should be dismissed from the contest room before the contest starts.
(2) Distribute answer sheets, test booklets, and call roll (if necessary).
(3) The contest director will now, Say: “This is the UIL Maps,
Graphs, and Charts test. Write your contestant number in
the upper right corner of the answer sheet, and circle your
correct grade level. Do not open your test booklet until I
tell you to do so.”

NYSTROM
EDUCATION

A division of Social
Studies School Service
10200 Jefferson Blvd.,
Box 802
Culver City, CA
90232
phone: 800-421-4246
fax: 800.944.5432
web:
nystromeducation.com
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(4) After all students have written their contestant number and circled their grade
level, Say: “All answers should be recorded on your answer
sheet, not on your copy of the test. You will have 45 minutes
to take your test. You may now open your test booklet and
begin taking the test.”
(5) Allow students 45 minutes to take their test.
(6) When the test period of 45 minutes has ended, Say: “Please put your
pen or pencil down and stop taking the test. I will now
collect your test booklet.”
* The contest official may ad lib as necessary while conducting the contest.

General Contest Information
Contest Grade Divisions
• This contest will consist of two divisions (fifth/sixth and seventh/ eighth) unless the
district executive committee approves separate divisions for each grade.
Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. The contest director will be in charge of running the contest and
resolving any problems that arise. Following the contest, provide the meet director with
the Contest Roster with each contestant’s score, a list of individual and team winners,
and the number of contestants participating. The director may appoint an assistant
director.
• Timekeeper. The contest director will serve as the official timekeeper and will give only
a start and stop signal.
• Graders. At least three graders should be familiar with the instructions for grading and
the contest rules. The contest director may recruit more than three graders.
Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL- Tests and answer sheets, answer key
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the appropriate requisitions.
See Section 1408 (c) and (e) for the dates when invitational materials and district
materials will be available.
• Provided by Host School- Blank paper
• Provided by the School or student- Pens, pencils, rulers, erasers, and/or pencil sharpener,
atlases (which may be tabbed)
• Other- No other materials or notes may be used in the contest

Grading/Scoring Rules
Criteria
•

The test is graded objectively.
Briefing Graders

•

Brief graders on the procedure to be used for grading and explain the scoring process. It
would be helpful for graders to have a copy of the Nystrom Desk Atlas.
Scoring

•

Each test should be independently scored twice, and papers contending to place should
be scored a third time. Award three points for each correct answer. Deduct two points
for each incorrect answer.There shall be no deduction of points for unanswered questions.
Points

•

Points are awarded through sixth place. Team points are awarded through third place. See
Section 1408 (i).
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New for
2018-19: The
test will be
multiple choice/
true false, and
the test materials will include
an answer sheet.
Students will
no longer write
answers in their
test booklet.

FAQs about Rules
What types of questions are on the test?
Subject matter used for the test will be taken from the Nystrom Desk
Atlas, available through Nystrom, a division of Herff Jones, Inc. and the
UIL. Contestants may use other atlases in the contest. Tests will also
include some combination of other maps, graphs and/or charts that
students have never seen before. The atlas and the test will contain the
information needed to answer the objective test questions.
What atlas will work for this contest?
The Nystrom Desk Atlas, copyright 2008 or newer will work. In other
words, the newest edition (2018) of the atlas as well as a Nystrom
Desk Atlas copyright 2008 or newer will work for the contest. The
UIL will wait 2-3 years before solely using the newest atlas that was
released Spring 2018.
Are tabbed atlases allowed?
Yes. The tabs may also be labelled (within reason).
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Maps, Graphs
& Charts

Maps, Graphs & Charts
Sample Test Questions

Use your atlas
to complete the following

Maps, Graphs
& Charts
Pts

The sample
questions
on this page
are taken
from the
2017-2018
Fall/Winter
district test
for students
in grades 5-6.
An actual
exam has 75
questions.

Answers to sample
questions:
1. d. Astana, Kazakhstan
2. d.Yemen
3. b. about 400 miles
4. b. India
5. d. Tianjin, China
6. c. Muscat, Oman
7. d.Yekaterinburg
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Answers - (Write answers in Answers column. Do Not mark in Pts. Column.)

Asia Political Relief Map
_____

______________________________1.

What is the northernmost country capital in Asia?
a. Astana, Kazakhstan
b. Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan
c. Tokyo, Japan
d. Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

_____

______________________________2.

The gulf of Aden separates what country from Africa?
a. Turkey
b. Saudi Arabia
c. Syria
d. Yemen

_____

______________________________3.

How far is it between the capitals of India and Pakistan?
a. about 250 miles
b. about 400 miles
c. about 550 miles
d. about 700 miles

_____

______________________________4.

The Laccadive Islands are a territory of which country?
a. China
b. India
c. Japan
d. Russia

_____

______________________________5.

What city of over 1,000,000 is just west of the Bo Gulf?
a. Dalian, China
b. Fukuoka, Japan
c. Tabriz, Iran
d. Tianjin, China

_____

______________________________6.

What country capital is located closest to the Tropic of Cancer?
a. Dhaka, Bangladesh
b. Hanoi, Vietnam
c. Muscat, Oman
d. Sanaa, Yemen

_____

______________________________7.

What is the northernmost Asian city with a population of over
1,000,000?
a. Krasnoyarsk
b. Novosibirsk
c. Omsk
d. Yekaterinburg

Grades 5/6 Fall-Winter 2017-2018

Maps, Graphs
& Charts

These
questions are
taken from
the 2017-2018
Fall/Winter
District Test
for grades 7/8.

Pts

Answers - (Write answers in Answers column. Do Not mark in Pts. Column.)

Red Bluff Preserve Visitors and Average Temperature
_____

_____________________________1.

What does the line with the triangles represent?

_____

_____________________________2.

What is shown on the x axis?

_____

_____________________________3.

What month had the highest attendance in 2016?

_____

_____________________________4.

How many times did the monthly number of visitors in 2015 exceed
the number of visitors in 2016?
a. 0
b. 1
c. 2
d. 3

_____

_____________________________5.

Which month had the lowest number of visitors for both years
combined?

_____

_____________________________6.

What is the hottest month in the park?

_____

_____________________________7.

For either year, what month saw the largest decrease in visitors
compared to the previous month?

_____

_____________________________8.

Which year had the higher overall amount of visitors?

_____

_____________________________9.

In what month of the year do temperatures begin to rise?

_____

_____________________________10.

What month saw the biggest difference in visitors between the two
years?

Answer Key:
1. average
temperature
2. month
3. April
4. c. 2
5. August
6. July
7. May 2015
8. 2016
9. January
10. December
11. TRUE
12. FALSE
13. TRUE
14. FALSE
15. FALSE

TRUE/FALSE
_____

_____

_____________________________11.
_____________________________12.

In January of 2016, the number of visitors increased compared to
the previous month.
Higher temperatures generally mean more visitors.

_____

_____________________________13.

Only in one month did the park have the same number of visitors
for both years.

_____

_____________________________14.

After August, the number of visitors always increases until the end
of the year.

_____

_____________________________15.

April had the highest number of visitors for both years.

______

TOTAL POINTS THIS PAGE
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Grades 7/8 Fall-Winter 2017-2018

Mathematics

Learning to complete math problems quickly is a valuable
skill in all facets of life including engineering, accounting,
completing a tax return and even grocery shopping. This
contest provides opportunities for students to further
develop and then apply their math knowledge and skills.

Section 1438:
MATHEMATICS

Math
grade level
division= 6-8

(a) THE CONTEST.
(1) Summary. Learning to complete math
problems quickly is a valuable skill in all
facets of life.This contest includes problems
covering, but not limited to: numeration
systems, arithmetic operations involving
whole numbers, integers, fractions, decimals,
exponents, order of operations, probability,
statistics, number theory, simple interest,
measurements and conversions. Geometry
and algebra problems may be included as
appropriate for the grade level.
(2) Contest Format. The contest consists of 50
multiple-choice problems. Thirty minutes
will be allotted for the testing period
exclusive of time required for instructions.
(b) REPRESENTATION.
(1) Contestants. Students in officially prescribed
grade levels below 9th grade who are
eligible under Sections 1400 and 1405 may
enter this contest.
(2) Divisions. Districts shall offer either a
separate division for each participating
grade level or combined grade level
divisions as specified in official contest
procedures.
(3) Individual Competition. Each participant
school may enter as many as three
contestants per division in the district
meet.
(4) Team Competition. If the district has elected
to include team competition, the combined
scores of the three contestants in each
division from a school shall constitute the
school’s team score. A team shall have
three contestants compete to participate
in the team competition.

(c) CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
(1) Personnel. All personnel in this contest
may be coaches of participating
students.
(2) Ties and Points. No ties are to be
broken in either the individual or the
team component of this contest. If
there is a tie for first place, there is
no second place. If there is a tie for
second place, there is no third place,
etc. Points are awarded as specified in
Section 1408 (i).
(3) Verification Period. A verification
period shall be provided. Unofficial
results should be posted. Contestants
and coaches should be given no more
than 15 minutes to examine their test
papers with official keys. Questions
should be directed to the contest
director, whose decision shall be final.
(4) Official Results. After verification
period has ended and all test
papers have been collected, the
contest director shall announce the
official results. Official results, once
announced, are final.
(5) Returning Materials. No materials
from district contests may be returned
to contestants prior to official release
dates.

Practice & Preparation
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•

Study Materials Booklets

•

Practice Tests from previous years

•

Independent Vendors

Contest Administration Script

Is the script
mandatory?

(1) Before the contest begins, open the test envelope in the presence of coaches. Check tests for defects
and omissions. Next, inform contestants and coaches of the time and place of the verification period.
Spectators and coaches not assigned specific duties in administering the contest should be dismissed
from the contest room before the contest starts.
(2) Distribute answer sheets, test booklets, and call roll (if necessary).
(3) Say: “This is the UIL Math test. Write your contestant number in the upper
right corner of the answer sheet, and circle your correct grade level. Do not
open your test booklet until I tell you to do so.”
(4) After all students have written their contestant number and circled their grade level, Say: “All
answers should be recorded on your answer sheet, not on your copy of the
test. You may use blank scratch paper during this test. You will have 30
minutes to take the test. You may now open your test booklet and begin
taking the test.”
(5) Allow students 30 minutes to take the test.
(6) When the test period of 30 minutes has ended Say: “Please stop taking the test and
put your pencils or pens down. I will now collect your answer sheet, test
booklet, and scratch paper.”
* The contest official may ad lib as necessary while conducting the contest.

General Contest Information

Contest Grade Divisions
• This contest will consist of one division (sixth- eighth) unless the district executive committee
approves separate divisions for each grade.
Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. The contest director will be in charge of running the contest and resolving
any problems that arise. Following the contest, provide the meet director with the Contest
Roster with each contestant’s score, a list of individual and team winners, and the number of
contestants participating. The director may appoint an assistant director.
• Graders. At least three graders should be familiar with the instructions for grading and the
contest rules. The contest director may recruit more than three graders.
Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL-Tests and answer blanks, answer key
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the appropriate requisitions.
See Section 1408 (c) and (e) for the dates when invitational materials and district
materials will be available.
• Provided by the Host School- Blank paper
• Provided by the School or student- Pens, pencils and/or erasers
• Other- No other materials, including calculators or notes, may be used in the contest
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Grading/Scoring Rules

Mathematics

Criteria: The 50-question test is graded objectively. A perfect score is 250.
Briefing Graders: Brief graders on the procedure to be used for grading.
Scoring: Each test should be independently scored twice, and papers contending
to place should be scored a third time. Award five points for each problem
solved correctly. Deduct two points for problems incorrectly solved. There is no
deduction for problems skipped.
Ranking: Rank tests from highest to lowest scores. Individual places shall be
determined and recognized through sixth place in each division. Team places may
be determined and ranked through third place in each division.
Points: Individual points are awarded through sixth place. Team points are
awarded through third place. See Section 1408 (i). Tied contestants or teams split
the total points equally for the two or more places in which a tie exists.

FAQs about Rules
What content does the test cover?
The test will cover the content of current state-adopted middle school/junior
high mathematics textbooks.
How long does the contest last?
Thirty minutes will be allowed for the contest. There should be a clock visible to
all contestants.
May students use calculators?
No, students may not use calculators during this test.
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Mathematics Sample Questions

2017 – 2018 University Interscholastic League JH/MS Mathematics Contest B

Mathematics

These
sample
questions
are taken
from the
2017-2018
Fall/Winter
District Test.
Each contest
includes 50
questions.
Answer Key:
1) A
2) C
3) C
4) E
5) B
6) C
7) C
8) D

(1)

Four-fifths of 80 divided by one-half is
A) 128
B) 64
C) 32

(2)

The surface area of a state is approximately 53,000 square miles. What is this number written
in scientific notation?
A) 5.3×106
B) 5.3×105
C) 5.3×104
D) 5.3×103
E) 5.3×102

(3)

Jill is trying to save money for a used car. She has saved $1,550. She needs to have a total of
$4,000 for her car. If Jill saves $200 a month, how many months will it take her to save money for
her car?
A) 8 months
B) 10 months
C) 13 months
D) 20 months
E) 28 months

(4)

Ellie swims laps in the pool. When she first started, she completed 10 laps in 25 minutes. Now she can
finish 12 laps in 24 minutes. By how many minutes has she improved her lap time?
1
1
A) 1 minute
B) 2 minutes
C) 3 minutes
D)
minute
E)
minute
4
2

(5)

12 + 11 + 10 + . . . + 0 =
A) 144
B) 78

(6)

2

+

A) 1
(7)

1

4
1
2

+

1
8

+

1

16

B) 1

7
8

190
195
198
211
219

What is the total area of the figure to
the right?
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

D) 36

E) 16

E) 24

=
C)

15

16

The boys in Mrs. Raymond’s class are collecting
aluminum cans for charity. The data to the right
shows the number of cans each boy collected.
What is the median number of aluminum cans
collected by the 6 boys?
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

(8)

83

1

C) 72

D) 256

90 square feet
135 square feet
180 square feet
225 square feet
360 square feet

D) 1

1

16

E)

7
8

Modern Oratory

In modern oratory, contestants will select one of the
topics, determine the critical issues in the topic, and
acknowledge both pro and con points citing support
discovered in their research. Students will choose a side
to defend and support that side with additional evidence.

Section 1442:
MODERN ORATORY
(a)

THE CONTEST.
(1) Summary. In this contest, the contestant
will select one of the topics, determine
the critical issues in the topic, and
acknowledge both pro and con points
citing support discovered in their
research. Students will choose a side
they will defend and support that side
with additional evidence. Along with the
skills of analysis, research, note-taking,
documentation, evaluation and decisionmaking come those of memorization
and delivery.
(2) Contest Format. The UIL will provide a
selection of topics each academic year
from which the student will pick one.
Contestants will deliver a three to six
minute speech on their topic without
the use of notes. Contestants shall not
use costumes or props in the contest.
Students going over the maximum or
under the minimum time limit shall be
penalized one rank. For example, if the
judges rank a student second who has
gone over the time limit, that student
shall be assigned third place and the
student who was ranked third will be
given second place. No speaker may be
coached or prompted in any manner
during the presentation. Audiences are
permitted.
(b) REPRESENTATION.
(1) Contestants. Students in officially
prescribed grade levels below 9th grade
who are eligible under Section 1400 and
1405 may enter this contest. A student
may enter no more than two speech
events.
(2) Divisions. Districts shall offer either a
separate division for each participating
grade level or combined grade level
divisions as specified in official contest
procedures..

(3)

Individual Competition. Each participant
school may enter as many as three
contestants per division in the district meet.
(4) Team Competition. There is no team
competition in this contest.
(c) CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
(1) Personnel. The contest director may be the
coach of a participating student. Contest
officials should select one judge or an oddnumbered panel of judges for each section.
Judges shall not be coaches of participating
students. So far as possible, judges should
not know what school any contestant
represents.
(2) Sections. A section shall consist of no more
than eight contestants. If nine or more
students enter a division of modern oratory,
they shall be divided into sections according
to official contest procedures.
(3) Rankings, Ties and Points. Contestants shall
be ranked as specified in official contest
procedures. There can be no ties in this
contest. Points are awarded as specified in
Section 1408 (i).
(4) Verification Period. If a panel of judges
is used, a verification period should be
provided. Unofficial results shall be posted.
Coaches should be given no more than 15
minutes to verify that tabulation of rankings
is correct. The decisions of the judges are
not subject to question. Evaluation sheets
may be viewed by contestants and coaches
during the verification period. For rounds
with single judges, a 15-minute viewing
period is recommended.
(5) Official Results. The contest director shall
announce the official results. Official results,
once announced, are final.
(6) Returning Materials. No confidential
materials are used in this contest. Therefore,
evaluation sheets may be returned to
contestants at the conclusion of the contest.

Modern
Oratory
grade level
division=
6-8

At the
district
meet,
students
may enter
no more
than two
speaking
events.
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Practice & Preparation
•
•

Review the Modern Oratory evaluation sheet
Independent Vendors

Contest Administration Script

Is the script
mandatory?

Contestants may be assigned to sections and speaker order may be established prior to the day of
the meet. If the contest director prefers, the contestants in each preliminary section may draw for
speaker order just before the contest begins.
Say: “This is the UIL Modern Oratory event� One at a time, I will call you
(contestants) into the contest room according to your arranged speaking
order. Your speech will need to be between three and six minutes. If
you go over or under the time limits, you will be penalized one rank.
You may remain in the contest room after your speech.”
* The contest official may ad lib as necessary while conducting the contest.

General Contest Information
Contest Grade Divisions
This contest will consist of one division (sixth- eighth) unless the district executive committee
approves separate divisions for each grade.
Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. The contest director will be in charge of running the contest and
resolving any problems that arise. After the contest, provide the meet coordinator with
the Contest Roster, a list of first through sixth place contestants and their schools, and
the number of contestants participating. The contest director may be the coach of a
participating student. The director may appoint an assistant director.
• Timekeeper A timekeeper should be provided for each section to notify the contestant
of the amount of time remaining from the total allotted time. The timekeeper should
demonstrate to the contestant the type of time signals to be used.While the timekeeper
may use either hand signals or time cards to indicate to the speaker the remaining time,
time cards are a much preferred method of signal.
• Judges. The contest director may recruit one judge or an odd-numbered panel of judges
for each section. Judges may not be coaches of participating students. So far as possible,
judges should not know what school any contestant represents.
• Section Chairperson- One adult may be appointed per section to see that the contest
progresses without problems.
• Tabulation Room Assistants- Adults may be appointed to work in the tab room to receive
ballots from the judges and to determine winners.
• Monitors. One person is needed for each section to see that the contest progresses
without problems. Monitors may be coaches of participating students.
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See pages
18-21 of
the A+
Handbook
for
instructions
on creating
preliminary
sections
and ranking
contestants.

General Contest Information (cont.)
Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL-Topics will be posted on the UIL website each year, evaluation sheets, judges’
ballots, Contest Director’s Ranking Sheet for a panel of judges
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the appropriate requisitions.
See Section 1408 (c) and (e) for the dates when invitational materials and district
materials will be available.
• Other- No other materials or notes may be used in the contest.

Judging/Scoring Rules
Briefing Judges: Judges should be encouraged to give students written evaluations on the
Modern Oratory Evaluation Sheet. Oral critiques are optional, but when given, should be directed
to the group as a whole, acknowledging good points and giving suggestions for improvement.
Criteria: Criteria for judging the contest should include:
(A) Delivery: Did the speaker demonstrate effective communication? Was the speaker
able to enlist and hold the interest of the audience?
(B) Content: Did the student analyze the topic, giving both sides of the issue?
(C) Organization: Did the student have an appropriate introduction? Did he/she clearly
define the problem and show both sides of the issue? Did he/she reach and support
a conclusion?
(D) Overall effectiveness.
Ranking the Contestants: If a panel of judges is used, the contest director shall tabulate all
judges’ ranks to determine places. See Section 1003 (b). Students going over or under the time
limit shall be penalized one rank. For example, if the judges rank a student second who has gone
over the time limit, that student shall be assigned third place and the student who was ranked
third will be given second place.
Questions: Questions should be made to the contest director before the decision of the
judges is announced as official. Decisions of the meet officials in these matters are final.

FAQs about Rules

How many speaking events may a student enter at the district meet?
A student may enter a maximum of two of the following speaking events: Impromptu Speaking, Modern
Oratory, Oral Reading.
How do students prepare for the contest?
Students will need to:
(A) define the problem;
(B) determine the pro and con issues;
(C) research the issue;
(D) look at both sides of an issue;
(E) reach a conclusion; and
(F) support that conclusion with documentation.
* Teachers and parents may guide the devepment of the research and writing of the speech, but no one other
than the contestant shall be permitted to write the speech.
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FAQs about Rules (cont.)

How is the speech delivered?
The oration shall be delivered from memory, without the assistance of notes, and shall be
between three and six minutes in length. Contestants may not use costumes or props in
the contest. Delivery may include an introduction, statement of the question, development
of both pro and con points, statement of the position, defense of that position and a
conclusion.
How are sections created?
A section shall consist of no more than eight contestants. If nine or more students enter
modern oratory, they shall be divided into sections using the guidelines in Section 1003.
Districts may create smaller sections when space permits. A separate room is needed for
each preliminary section.Winners from the preliminary rounds will compete in a final round
using the guidelines in Section 1003.
Are audiences permitted during the contest?
Audiences are permitted. Audiences should be instructed to remain seated and quiet during
all presentations. Audience courtesy should be extended at all times.
May a student be coached during the event?
No speaker may be coached or prompted in any manner during the presentation.

TOPICS FOR 2018-2019
* Should e-cigarettes be regulated like
other tobacco products?
* Are for-profit colleges a worthwhile
option for prospective students?
* Do protests provide an effective
vehicle for social change?
* Are online companies responding
adequately to user privacy concerns?
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* Should the Texas Legislature
convene more frequently than its
current biennial schedule?

SAMPLE TOPICS
From 2017-2018

* Can the healthcare industry do more to combat the
opiod crisis in the US?
* Does social media make citizens better informed?
* Should government do more to address economic
inequality in the US?
* Is the United Nations effective in comabting world
hunger?
* Does school choice lead to better public schools overall?

From 2016-2017

* Should computer science be a required course for high
school students?
* Are self-driving cars essential to the future of
transportation?
* Can governments do more to combat the spread of
diseases such as Zika virus?
* Does the US have a responsibility to aid in resolving
conflicts abroad?
* Can the Texas Legislature resolve the debate over funding
for Texas public schools?

Modern Oratory
EVALUATION SHEET

INSTRUCTIONS

Contestants select a topic from a list provided by the UIL, research and develop their speech. The contestants
should define the problem, show the pros and cons of the issue, and reach and support a conclusion. The speech
should be 3-6 minutes in length and delivered from memory. The judge should use the following criteria in evaluation and ranking the contestant. Please make comments using language understandable to the contestant. Students
and instructors appreciate constructive narrative comments. Please do not confer with other judges before ranking
students. Judging decisions are an individual responsibility.

Speaker Number____________
Section ____________________

Speaker Name _________________________
Topic _________________________________

DELIVERY
Did the speaker demonstrate effective communication? Was the speaker able to enlist and hold the interest of the audience?

ORGANIZATION
Did the student have an appropriate introduction? Did he or she clearly define the problem and show both sides of the issue? Did he or she reach and support a conclusion?

CONTENT
Did the student analyze the topic giving both sides of the issue?

OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS

Judge’s signature ______________________________________________________________________

JUDGE’S MASTER BALLOT
CIRCLE EVENT: Impromptu Speaking

Modern Oratory

Oral Reading

Storytelling

INSTRUCTIONS

Each judge should use a copy of this form to rank each of the presentations in the contest. Please do not confer
with other judges before ranking students. Judging decisions are an individual responsibility. Refer to the
Constitution and Contest Rules or Evaluation Sheet for the criteria used to evaluate the presentations.
DISTRICT_____________________________

SECTION ________________________

GRADE LEVEL ____________________________		 ROUND        ❐  Prelims        ❐  Finals
SPEAKER			
NUMBER NAME
TITLE

JUDGE
RANK

1.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

2.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

3.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

4.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

5.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

6.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

7.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

8.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

Judge’s signature ____________________________________________________________________

Contest Director’s Ranking Sheet
for a panel of judges in speaking events

EVENT

___________________________________________________________________

SECTION	 I

II

III

IV

FINALS

BEFORE RANKING, CHECK THE FOLLOWING

❐ Evaluation sheets have ranks

❐ Speaker order

❐ Length of presentation

CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING PLACES AND BREAKING TIES

Follow this order to place all contestants.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Majority (Watch for the “or better” language in determining a majority.)
Lowest sum
Judges’ preference
Decimal equivalents

NOTES

1.
2.
3.
4.

See Section 1003 of the Constitution and Contest Rules or the A+ Handbook for a full discussion of this procedure.
Ties must be broken before other contestants are placed.
Be careful! The lowest total does not automatically win. Follow prescribed order of criteria for each ranking.
A computer program is available for multiple judge tabulation. See the UIL web site.

Speaker
Number

Judge
1

Judge
2

Judge
3

Totals

Preference*

Decimal
Value*

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
* Judges’ preference and decimal values are used only to break ties.
THIS FORM SHOULD BE AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW BY ALL COACHES AND CONTESTANTS DURING BALLOT VERIFICATION.

Music Memory

The focus of the music memory contest is an
in-depth study of fine pieces of music literature taken from a
wide spectrum of music genres to expose
students to great composers, their lives and their music.
The official list is comprised of 16 pieces. There are no separate
titles for grades 3/4 and 5/6. Spelling and punctuation are
part of the contest. To receive full credit for an answer, all
information about the composer and musical selection should
be complete as shown on the official list.

Section 1446:
MUSIC MEMORY

Music
Memory
grade
level
divisions=
3/4 and
5/6
(plus
pilot
grades)

(4)

Team Competition. If the district has elected
to include team competition, the combined
scores of all contestants in each division
(a) THE CONTEST.
from a school, divided by the number of
(1) Summary. The focus of this
contestants from that school, shall
contest is an in-depth study
constitute the school’s team score.
IMPORTANT NOTE: See
of fine pieces of music taken
A team shall have at least three
from a wide spectrum of
the UIL web site for this year’s
contestants compete to participate
genres to expose students to
Official List, information on
in team competition.
great composers, their lives
(c)
CONTEST ADMINISTRAstudy
materials
and
additional
and their music. In the course
TION.
scoring
guidelines.
of preparing for the contest,
Personnel. All personnel in
(1)
students should be given the
this contest may be coaches of
opportunity to describe and
participating students.
analyze the music, relate the music to history,
(2) Ties and Points.Ties shall be broken by grading
to society and to culture, and to evaluate
the four tie breaking selections for each tied
musical performance. The UIL will publish each
contestant or team in the same way that the
year the official UIL Music Memory List and
original test was graded. If a tie remains after
provide sources for obtaining recordings of
the tiebreaker has been scored, the tie will
the music and information on the pieces and
stand. If there is a tie for first place, there is no
composers.
second place. If there is a tie for second place,
(2) Contest Format. Students will listen to
there is no third place, etc. Points are awarded
approximately 20 seconds of up to 20 musical
as specified in Section 1408 (i).Tied individuals
selections. Students in grades 3 and 4 should be
or teams split the total points equally for the
allotted sufficient time to answer the matching
two or more places in which a tie exists.
portion of the test and to write down the
(3) Certificates. Students having a 100% correct
name of the major work, if it is required, and
paper on the district test selections are
the selection title for the tie breaker. Students
eligible for a Certificate of Achievement. The
in grades 5 and 6 are allotted sufficient time
four tie-breaking questions are not to be
to write down the name of the major work, if
considered in determining 100% papers.
it is required, selection title and the name of
(4) Verification Period. A verification period shall
the composer. No matching portion exists for
be provided. Unofficial results should be
grades 5 and 6.
posted. Contestants and coaches should be
(b) REPRESENTATION.
given no more than 15 minutes to examine
(1) Contestants. Students in officially prescribed
their test papers with official keys. Questions
grade levels below 9th grade who are eligible
should be directed to the contest director,
under Sections 1400 and 1405 may enter this
whose decision shall be final.
contest
(5) Official Results. After the verification period
(2) Divisions. Districts shall offer either a separate
has ended and all test papers have been
division for each participating grade level or
collected, the contest director shall announce
combined grade level divisions as specified in
the official results. Official results, once
official contest procedures.
announced, are final.
(3) Individuals. Each participant school may enter
(6) Returning Materials. No materials from district
as many as five contestants in each division in
contests may be returned to contestants
the district meet.
prior to official release dates.
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Practice & Preparation
•
•
•

UIL’s Music Memory Passport
Current Music Tracks (purchase music through I-Tunes or Spotify or listen to free Spotify
playlist posted here)
Independent Vendors

Contest Administration Script

Is the script
mandatory?

Before the event begins, make sure to check the sound equipment in the contest room to ensure it
works properly and that contestants will be able to hear the selections.
(1) Spectators and coaches not assigned specific duties in administering the contest should be
dismissed from the contest room before the contest starts.
There
are no
separate
titles for
grades 3/4
and 5/6.

(2) Distribute answer sheets and call roll (if necessary).
(3) Say: “This is the UIL Music Memory test. Write your contestant number
towards the top of your answer sheet in the blank next to “Contestant
Number.”
(a) For Third/Fourth Graders:
After all students have written their contestant number and circled their grade level, Say:
“You are now going to complete Step One of the test. I will give you
around 10 minutes for this step. Write the letter of the selection and
major work in the blank next to the correct composer’s name, using
each letter once.”
Allow students around 10 minutes for this part of the test.
Next, Say: “I am now going to play the music for Step Two. Listen to the
music excerpt and put the correct number next to the selection name.
For the tiebreaker, write the major work (where needed) and selection
name. I will pause each music track for around one minute to give you
enough time to write your response.”
(b) For Fifth/Sixth Graders:
Next, Say: “I am now going to play the music� Listen to the music
excerpt and write the title of the selection, major work (where
needed) and the composer in the blanks provided� I will pause each
music track for around one minute to give you enough time to write
your response�”
(4) After students have been given time to listen and respond to the last musical excerpt,
Say, “Please stop writing and put your pencils or pens down. I will now
collect your answer sheet.”
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General Contest Information
Contest Grade Divisions
• This contest will consist of two divisions (third/fourth and fifth/sixth plus pilot grades)
unless the district executive committee approves separate divisions for each grade.
Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. The contest director will be in charge of running the contest and resolving
any problems that arise. Following the contest, provide the meet director with the Contest
Roster with each contestant’s score, a list of the winners and their schools, and the number
of contestants participating. The contest director may be the coach of a participating
student. The director may appoint an assistant director. Additional monitors may also be
used.
• Graders. At least three graders should be familiar with the instructions for grading and the
contest rules. The contest director may recruit more than three graders.
Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL:
• Matching test for the third/fourth grades and answer sheet for the fifth/sixth grades.
• The UIL posts the official list of selections at the beginning of each school year.
• Music Memory Audio (will be available to meet officials via digitial download; must not
be shared with others)
• Certificates of Excellence (for district meets)
• Provided by the Host School- Sound equipment to play audio material. The contest room
should be appropriate for an event that requires contestants to listen to and identify
recorded music.
• Provided by the School or Student. Pens, pencils and/or erasers.
• Other. No other materials or notes may be used in the contest.

Visit the A+ section of the UIL website to download the current year’s Official
Music Memory List (names of the pieces with links to purchase music), including
pilot grade levels, and to find information about study materials.
Copyright Notice: The UIL does not own rights to music selections; therefore,
selections are not available for download or purchase through UIL. The UIL
website provides information on how to acquire the music selections. Remember
that recordings of the musical selections are copyrighted and ensure that
your uses of the recordings do not violate copyright restrictions. Refer to
your source’s usage guidelines.
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Judging/Scoring Rules
Criteria: The test is graded objectively. Two points are awarded for each correct answer; one
point is awarded if the answer is correct but misspelled.
Briefing Judges: Brief graders on the procedure to be used for grading and explain the
scoring process. A copy of the Official Music Memory List is printed on the back of each answer
key.
Scoring: Each test should be independently scored twice, and papers contending to place
should be scored a third time.To receive full credit for an answer, all information about the music
selection should be complete as shown on the Official List. For additional scoring instructions,
refer to the official Music Memory Scoring Guidelines provided in the A+ Handbook and on the
UIL website.
(A) In the 3rd/4th-grade matching portion of the contest, award two points for recognition of
the composer and two points for recognition of selection title. In the 3rd/4th-grade tiebreaking portion of the contest, award two points for the correct major work, if required,
and two points for the correct selection. Award one point if the major work is correct
but misspelled. Award one point if the selection title is correct but misspelled. Award no
points for incorrect or unanswered items.
(B) In the 5th/6th-grade contest, award two points for the correct major work, if required,
and two points for the correct selection. Award one point if the major work is correct
but misspelled. Award one point if the selection title is correct but misspelled. Award two
points for the correct composer. Award one point if the composer’s name is correct but
misspelled. In the 5th/6th-grade tie-breaking portion of the contest, the same scoring
method shall be used. Award no points for incorrect or unanswered items.

Note:
Each element of an
answer is
worth two
points, with
one point
deducted
for misspelling.

Scores are
based on
the main
part of the
test (not the
tiebreaker).

Ranking Teams: Scores of all members who participated on the team should be added
and divided by the number of team members. A team shall have at least three contestants to
participate in the team competition.
Points: Individual points are awarded through sixth place. Team points are awarded through
third place. See 1408 (i).

FAQs about Rules

How long does the contest last?
Allow approximately 20 seconds of listening time for each of the 16 music segments and the four tiebreaking segments, and at least one minute between each selection for writing. In the matching portion for
3/4 grade students, allow adequate time. 10 minutes is usually about right, but if students get finished before,
you may cut that time limit short.
May a musical selection be replayed?
The only time a music selection would be replayed is because of a technical glitch , distraction(such as a bell
going off) or other external noise.
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17.
18.
19.
20.

Tie Breakers

16.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1.
2.
3.

Composer

Major Work (if needed)

Contestant Number _________								
Selection

Score__________

5th and 6th Grade Music Memory Answer Sheet

SAMPLE 3RD/4TH GRADE TEST FORMAT

Visit the A+ section of the UIL website for a sample test based on this year’s Official List.

Contestant Number

Score

Directions:
Step One: Put the letter of the selection and major work in the blank next to the correct
composer’s name. Use each letter once.
Step Two: Listen to the music excerpt and place the correct number in the blank before
the selection name.
Listening
Number

Major Work

Selection

Composer

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)
I)
J)
K)
L)
M)
N)
O)
P)

Tie Breakers: Write major work (where needed) and selection
Major Work
Q)
R)
S)
T)

Selection

Number Sense

Every day, individuals are called upon to use their
ability to make quick mental calculations to make
decisions. The development of such abilities is an
integral part of the math curriculum.

Section 1450:
NUMBER SENSE
(a)

Number
Sense
grade level
divisions=
4-6 and 7/8
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THE CONTEST.
(1) Summary. Individuals are called upon
every day to use their ability to make
quick mental calculations to make
decisions. The development of such
abilities should be an integral part
of the math curriculum. Concepts
covered include, but are not limited
to: addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, proportions, and use of
mathematic notation.
(2) Contest Format. Students will be
given a fill-in-the-blank test which
they shall complete without doing
calculations on paper or on a calculator. Erasures, mark-overs and
mark-outs are not permitted.
Requirements for numeric forms
shall be as specified in official contest procedures. Exactly 10 minutes shall be allotted for the testing
period exclusive of time required for
instructions.
(b) REPRESENTATION.
(1) Contestants. Students in officially
prescribed grade levels below 9th
grade who are eligible under Sections 1400 and 1405 may enter this
contest
(2) Divisions. Districts shall offer either
a separate division for each participating grade level or combined grade
level divisions as specified in official
contest procedures.
(3) Individual Competition. For each
division, each participant school may
enter as many as three contestants
in the district meet.

(4)

Team Competition. If the district has
elected to include team competition,
the combined scores of the three
contestants in each division from a
school shall constitute the school’s
team score. A team shall have three
contestants compete to participate in
the team competition.
(c) CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
(1) Personnel. All personnel in this contest may be coaches of participating
students.
(2) Ties and Points. Ties are not to be
broken in either individual or team
competition. If there is a tie for first
place, there is no second place. If
there is a tie for second place, there is
no third place, etc. Points are awarded
as specified in Section 1408 (i). Tied
individuals or teams split the total
points equally for the two or more
places in which a tie exists.
(3) Verification Period. A verification period shall be provided. Unofficial results
should be posted. Contestants and
coaches should be given no more
than 15 minutes to examine their test
papers with official keys. Questions
should be directed to the contest
director, whose decision shall be final.
(4) Official Results. After the verification
period has ended and all test papers
have been collected, the contest director shall announce the official results.
Official results, once announced, are
final.
(5) Returning Materials. No materials from district contests may be
returned to contestants prior to official release dates.

Practice and Preparation
•
•
•
•

Study Materials Booklets
Developing Middle School Number Sense Skills
Practice Tests from previous years
Independent Vendors

Contest Administration Script

Number Sense

Is the script
mandatory?

(1) Before the contest begins, the contest director shall number the folded sheets and keep notes of the name and school
of each contestant. Next, inform contestants and coaches of the time and place of the verification period. Spectators
and coaches not assigned specific duties in administering the contest should be dismissed from the contest room before
the contest starts.
(2) Say: “This is the UIL Number Sense test� I am now going to place your folded test
sheet in front of you� Do not handle or unfold the test sheet until I tell you to do so�
While you are taking your test, write your answers in the blank immediately following
the problem without attempting to solve the problem on paper, in accordance with
instructions on your test sheet� This is a test in mental mathematics, and only the
results of calculations arrived at without the use of pencil and paper will be accepted�
If you do not follow that contest rule, you will be disqualified� You will have 10 minutes
to take this test� You may now unfold your test and begin�”
(3) The contest director shall give contestants start and stop signals to begin and end the 10-minute testing period. No
other time signals shall be given. Allow students 10 minutes to take the test.
(4) When the test period of 10 minutes has ended Say: “Sit back and put your writing utensil down�
Be ready to deliver your test to the person collecting the test�”

* The contest official may ad lib as necessary while conducting the contest.

General Contest Information
Contest Grade Divisions
• This contest will consist of two divisions (fourth-sixth, seventh/ eighth) unless the district executive committee
approves separate divisions for each grade.
Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. The contest director will be in charge of running the contest and resolving any problems that
arise. Following the contest, provide the meet director with the Contest Roster with each contestant’s score, a list
of individual and team winners, and the number of contestants participating. The contest director may be the coach
of a participating student. The director may appoint an assistant director.
• Graders. At least three graders should be familiar with the instructions for grading and the contest rules. The
contest director may recruit more than three graders.
Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL- Tests, answer key
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the appropriate requisitions. See Section 1408 (c)
and (e) for the dates when invitational materials and district materials will be available.
• Provided by the School or Student- Pencils or pens
• Other- No other materials or notes may be used in the contest.
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Grading/Scoring Rules

Briefing Graders: Brief graders on procedure to be used for grading and explain the scoring process.
Scoring: Each test should be independently scored twice, and papers contending to place should be
scored a third or fourth time as needed. Award five points for each problem solved correctly. Deduct four
points for each problem not solved correctly and for each problem skipped. No deduction is taken for
problems after the last problem attempted. An illegible figure constitutes an incorrect answer. The contest
director, with the assistance of graders, may determine whether a figure is legible.
(A) Fractions. All fractions in test papers must be reduced to lowest terms. Improper fractions
are permitted. Decimal answers are permitted for those unstarred problems whose
answers are exactly expressible as decimals. For example, 3⁄2, 11⁄2, and 1.5 are all acceptable.
Starred problems on the test sheets require approximate integral answers, i.e., they permit
5% error; unstarred problems require exact answers.
(B) Symbols. Symbols such as o and % are usually printed on the sheet.Therefore, answers require
only the writing of numerals. If a symbol is omitted from the printed sheet, it is not the
responsibility of the contestant to make sure the answer is complete. If not printed, the student
need not include it in the answer.
(C) Exception for Dollars and Cents. In agreement with the philosophy that answers should be
complete, all dollars and cents problems must have complete answers. That is, twentythree dollars must be written as $23.00 (with $ and .00). Sixteen cents must be written
as $.16 or 16¢, depending on the answer blank format.
(D) Efficient Forms. Numerical answers should be written so that the answers are complete
as in the two examples above. However, the answer should be written in the most
efficient form possible. For example, if the answer is 16, the written answer 16.000 is not
acceptable for the purposes of the number sense competition. Extraneous zeroes are not
to be used. For example, if .16 is the answer, 0.16 is not an acceptable format.
(E) Exponentials. An answer such as 3 x 103 should be expressed as 3000 and not left in
exponential form.

FAQs about Rules
What types of questions are on the test?
The test will cover basic arithmetic and mathematical functions in grades four through six. Another test for
the junior high level will include algebra, geometry and number theory.
How long does the contest last?
Ten minutes are allowed for the contest.
Are commas permissible in answers?
Commas are not required in the answer, however if the student writes the answer using commas, they must
be in the correct place or they will be considered as extraneous marks and will be counted incorrect.
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Problem Sequencing
Elementary Number Sense Test

Problem Sequencing
Junior High Number Sense Test

Problem 1 - 20*
1. Addition, subtraction, multiplication, & division of whole
numbers
2. Recognizing place value
3. Rounding off whole numbers
4. Multiplication short-cuts
5. Remainder type problems
6. Even & odd number type problems
7. Expanded notation
8. Sums of whole numbers with regrouping
9. Differences of whole numbers with regrouping
10. Roman numerals/Arabic numbers conversion

Problems 1 - 20*
1. Addition, subtraction, multiplication & division of
whole numbers, fractions, and decimals
2. Order of operations
3. Use of the distributive property
4. Comparison of fractions & decimals
5. Multiplication short-cuts
6. Squaring numbers
7. Roman numerals/Arabic numbers
8. Mean, median, mode
9. Sums of whole numbers of multiple terms of a
finite series

Problems 21 - 40
1. Addition/subtraction of fractions with common
denominators
2. Addition, subtraction, multiplication, & division of
decimal fractions
3. Comparing decimal & fractions
4. Conversion problems (either way): fraction/decimal,
percent/fraction,
percent/decimal
5. Order of operations
6. More multiplication short-cuts
7. Ratio/proportion
8. Consumer type problems
9. Problems about prime numbers
10. Greatest common divisor (gcd) & least common
multiple (lcm)
11. Conversion problems (either way): length,
measurements, time

Problems 21 - 40
1. Addition, subtraction, multiplication & division of
mixed numbers and integers
2. More multiplication short-cuts
3. Percent problems
4. Conversion problems (either way): English/metric,
length, area, capacity, time
5. Consumer type problems
6. Substitution problems
7. Solving simple equations
8. Square roots/cube roots
9. Greatest common divisor (gcd) & least common
multiple (lcm)
10. Number theory - prime numbers and divisors
11. Perimeter/area of: square, rectangle, circle
12. Ratio/proportion
13. Inverses
14. Multiplication of 101, 111

Problems 41 - 60
1. Addition, subtraction, multiplication & division of
fractions and mixed numbers
2. Substitution problems
3. Perimeter/area of: square, rectangle, triangle
4. Radius/diameter of a circle
5. Powers & roots of numbers
6. Solving simple equations
7. Sequences
8. Sets
9. Word problems
10. Volume of cube/rectangular box
11. Right triangle problems
12. More multiplication short-cuts
13. Base systems conversions

Problems 41 - 60
1. Sets
2. Word problems
3. Pythagorean theorem
4. Sequences
5. Volume/surface area of rectangular solid/cube
6. Base systems: conversions and basic operations
7. Area of: parallelogram, rhombus, trapezoid, circle
8. Solving inequalities
9. Basic geometry facts
10. Remainder problems

Problems 61 - 80
1. Addition, subtraction, multiplication & division of
integers
2. Inverses
3. Basic geometry facts
4. More area problems
5. Squaring two-digit numbers
6. More multiplication short-cuts
7. More powers and roots of numbers
8. More consumer type problems
9. Inequalities
10. Probability
11. More area problems: parallelogram, rhombus, trapezoid
12. Coordinate geometry - number line
13. More percent type problems

Number Sense

.

Problems 61 - 80
1. Repeating decimals
2. More number theory
3. Powers of numbers
4. Volume of: circular cylinder, cone, sphere
5. Sequences & series
6. Factorial
7. Coordinate geometry
8. Probability/odds
9. More percent type problems: Advanced
10. More remainder type problems
11. More multiplication short-cuts
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Sample Number Sense Test
University Interscholastic League
2017 2018 Elementary Number Sense Test B

Final ______
2nd ______
1st
______

Number Sense Contestant’s Number _______________
These sample
test questions
are from the
2017-2018 Fall/
Winter Test,
grades 4-6.
They are meant
only to show
the form of the
test. Actual
copies of Number Sense tests
are available
as part of the
study materials
booklets.

Answer Key

(1) 36
(2) 28
(3) 32
(4) 53
(5) 168
(6) 309
(7) 3
(8) 396
(9) 15
*(10) 38384- 42424
(11) 168
(12) 3
(13) 160
(14) 46
(15) 2789300
(16) 1400
(17) 7
(18) 30
(19) 360
*(20) 23007-25427
(21) 870
(22) 19/21
(23) 22
(24) 12
(25) 168
(26) 68
(27) 528
(28) 3/5; 6
(29) 67
*(30) 37646- 41608
(31) 80
(32) 3
(33) 2929
(34) 40
(35) 15
(36) 96
(37) 6

Read Directions Carefully
Before Beginning Test

Do Not Unfold This Sheet
Until Told to Begin

Initials

Directions: Do not turn this page until the person conducting this test gives the signal to begin. This is a ten-minute test. There are 80
problems. Solve accurately and quickly as many as you can in the order in which they appear. ALL PROBLEMS ARE TO BE
SOLVED MENTALLY. Make no calculations with paper and pencil. Write only the answer in the space provided at the end of each
problem. Problems marked with a (*) require approximate integral answers; any answer to a starred problem that is within five
percent of the exact answer will be scored correct; all other problems require exact answers.
The person conducting this contest should explain these directions to the contestants.
Stop – Wait for Signal!
(1)

21 + 15 =___________________________________

(21)

(2)

14 × 2 =____________________________________

(22)

(3)

64 ÷ 2 =____________________________________

(4)

79 – 26 = ___________________________________

(5)

8 × 21 =____________________________________

(6)

30 × 29 = __________________________________
27

42

+

11

42

=_________________(common fraction)

(23)

24 – 6 ÷ 3 = ________________________________

(24)

36 feet =_______________________________yards

616 – 307 = _________________________________

(25)

7 days =_______________________________hours

(7)

4071 ÷ 9 has a remainder of ____________________

(26)

11 + 15 + 19 + 23 = __________________________

(8)

36 × 11 =___________________________________

(27)

24 × 22 = __________________________________

(9)

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 = ___________________________

(28)

Which is smaller:

*(10)

444 × 91 = _________________________________

(11)

12 × 14 = __________________________________

(29)

What is the largest prime number smaller than

(12)

Which digit is in the ten-thousands place in
231078.4965 ? ______________________________

(13)

8 × 12 + 8 × 8 = _____________________________

(14)

XLVI =______________________ (Arabic numeral)

(15)

2789295 rounded to the hundreds is ______________

(16)

28 × 50 =___________________________________

(17)

28 – 11 – 10 = ______________________________

(18)

How many even numbers are between 18 and 79?
__________________________________________
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Score

_______
_______
_______

(19)

15 × 24 = __________________________________

*(20)

2018 × 11 + 2019 = __________________________

8

13

or

3

5

? __________________

70? _______________________________________
*(30)

333 × 119 = ________________________________

(31)

Four-fifths = __________________________percent

(32)

How many unique prime numbers will evenly divide
into 30? ____________________________________

(33)
(34)

29 × 101 = _________________________________
24

100



6

1000

= _____________________________

(35)

Twenty-four is to eight as n is to five. n = _________

(36)

If 9 cost 48¢, then 18 cost _________________¢

(37)

What is the greatest common divisor of 24 and 18?
__________________________________________

Sample Number Sense Test
University Interscholastic League
2017 2018 Junior High Number Sense Test C

Final ______
2nd
______
1st
______

Contestant’s Number _______________
Read Directions Carefully
Before Beginning Test

Do Not Unfold This Sheet
Until Told to Begin

Score

_______
_______
_______
Initials

Directions: Do not turn this page until the person conducting this test gives the signal to begin. This is a ten-minute test. There are 80
problems. Solve accurately and quickly as many as you can in the order in which they appear. ALL PROBLEMS ARE TO BE
SOLVED MENTALLY. Make no calculations with paper and pencil. Write only the answer in the space provided at the end of each
problem. Problems marked with a (*) require approximate integral answers; any answer to a starred problem that is within five
percent of the exact answer will be scored correct; all other problems require exact answers.
The person conducting this contest should explain these directions to the contestants.
Stop – Wait for Signal!
(1)

216 ÷ 4 =___________________________________

(21)

(2)

219 + 218 =_________________________________

(22)

(3)

704 – 438 = _________________________________

(4)

3 × 409 =___________________________________

(5)

25 × 31 =___________________________________

(6)

24  8 ÷ 2 = ________________________________

(7)

1.50 × 600 = ________________________________

(8)

7.1 + 1.9 + 3.20 =_____________________(decimal)

(9)

1 + 3 + 5 + . . . + 11 = ________________________

*(10)

2018 × 19 + 2017 = __________________________

(11)

75 × 16 = __________________________________

(12)

5

8

of 48 is __________________________________

(13)

MMXVIII =__________________ (Arabic numeral)

(14)

22 × 23 + 22 × 17 = __________________________

(15)

7

+

9

11

12

= __________________________________

(16)

The arithmetic mean of 8, 13, 17 and 10 is_________

(17)

47 = _____________________________________

(18)

Which is smaller:

(19)

75 × 11 = __________________________________

*(20)

49 × 179 ÷ .25 = _____________________________

2

11

13

or

5
6

65 × 35 = __________________________________
9

20

÷

3

= _________________________________

2

(23)

101 × 385 = ________________________________

(24)

5

(25)

64% of 25 = ________________________________

(26)

603 decimeters = _______________________meters

(27)

31 × 29 = __________________________________

(28)

If x = -12, then 16  2x = ______________________

(29)

What is the smallest prime number bigger than 80?

4

7

×5

3

7

= ___________________(mixed number)

__________________________________________
*(30)

374 × 399 = ________________________________

(31)

841 = ____________________________________

(32)

How many positive integers divide evenly into
42? _______________________________________

(33)

629 × 111 = ________________________________

(34)

The greatest common factor of 24 and 42 is _______

(35)

If fifteen is to six as twenty-five is to n, n = ________

(36)

If 15 cost 25¢, then 18 cost ________________¢

(37)

What is the least common multiple of 36 and 30?
__________________________________________

____________________
(38)

The area of a square with a perimeter of 88 is ______

(39)

If

1

3

+

1
x

=

7

6

Number Sense
These sample
test questions
are from the
2017-2018 Spring
District Test,
grades 7-8. They
are meant only
to show the
form of the test.
Actual copies
of Number
Sense tests
are available
as part of the
study materials
booklets.

Answer Key

(1) 54
(2) 437
(3) 266
(4) 1227
(5) 775
(6) 20
(7) 900
(8) 12.2
(9) 36
*(10) 38342- 42376
(11) 1200
(12) 30
(13) 2018
(14) 880
(15) 61/36; 1 25/36
(16) 12
(17) 2209
(18) 5/6
(19) 825
*(20) 33330- 36838
(21) 2275
(22) 3/10; .3
(23) 38885
(24) 30 12/49
(25) 16
(26) 60.3; 60 3/10;
603/10
(27) 899
(28) 40
(29) 83
*(30) 141765156687
(31) 29
(32) 8
(33) 69819
(34) 6
(35) 10
(36) 30
(37) 180
(38) 484
(39) 6/5; 1 1/5; 1.2

, x = __________________________
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One-Act Play

Students will have the opportunity to work in all
aspects of the production of a 40-minute play including the opportunity to satisfy the competitive,
artistic spirit with friendly rivalry among schools,
emphasizing high-quality performance. The contest
promotes interest in an art form most readily usable
in leisure time during adult life.

Section 1454:
ONE-ACT PLAY
(a)

THE CONTEST.
Summary. Students will have the opportunity
to work in all aspects of the production of a
40-minute play. During the production of the
play they will be able to:
(A) satisfy the competitive, artistic spirit with
friendly rivalry among schools, emphasizing high quality performance in this
creative art;
(B) foster appreciation of good acting, good
directing and good drama;
(C) promote interest in that art form most
readily usable in leisure time during adult
life;
(D) learn to lose or win graciously, accepting
in good sportsmanship the judge’s decision and criticism with a view to improve
future productions; and
(E) increase the number of schools that have
adopted theatre arts as an academic subject in school curricula.
(2) Contest Format. Schools will produce a play
in strict accordance to the rules and regulations in the current One-Act Play Handbook
and Sections 1033 and 1034, with the following exceptions:
(A) All deadlines and schedules are to be
determined by the district executive
committee.
(B) Enrollment and Title Entry Forms are not
required for junior high schools and will
not be available from the UIL office.
(1)

The critique
is a required
component
of the OAP
competition.
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(C) Directors for eighth grade and below do
not have to be full-time employees of the
school district as required by 1033 (b) (5)
(A).
(b) REPRESENTATION.
(1) Contestants. Students in the seventh and eighth
grades who are eligible under Section 1400
may enter this contest. Sixth graders who are
eligible under Section 1405 may participate in
the contest if they are on the same campus
as the seventh and eighth grade. Participants
shall be full-time students in grades six, seven
or eight at the school they represent.
(2) Divisions. This contest consists of
one division.
(c) OFFICIAL RESULTS. The decision of the critic
judge or judges is final. The winner of a junior
high school one-act play contest shall not
advance beyond the district level. Winners
shall be ranked first, second and third.
(d) MATERIALS. No printed materials are shipped
for A+ One-Act Play contests. All instructions
and forms are available for download from the
UIL website.

Frequently Asked OAP
Questions

1.	 Do we have to follow all the rules?
Yes and No. The Constitution and Contest Rules (C&CR)
states that “schools will produce a play in strict accor
dance to the rules and regulations in the current One-Act
Play Handbook and C&CR.”However, there are
some exceptions listed in the C&CR.

2.	 How do we enroll?
Online enrollment is not required for junior high. The
procedures for enrolling are determined by your
district executive committee. Each campus may compete
in only one district OAP contest.
3.	 Do we have to submit online title registrtion?
No.
4.	 Does our play have to be approved?
If your title is on the approved lists (check UIL web site) you do not need approval. If it is
not, follow the procedures under Section 1033(c)(3)(A) of the C&CR. Requests for approval
must be made at least four weeks prior to the contest.
5.	 Do we have to use a judge from the list?
Yes.Your contest judge MUST come from the approved critic judge list available on the UIL
web site.
6.	 May we use ratings instead of rankings?
No. The rules require that plays be ranked 1-3.

The UIL
requires all
OAP directors sign the
Professional
Acknowledgment Form
at the beginning of their
tenure in that
position. Your
principal or
superintendent is responsible for
keeping it on
file.

The
Handbook
for OneAct Play is
available
as a free
download
on the
Theatre
section of
the UIL
website.

7.	 Can we give out awards for Best Supporting Actor and Actress?
No.
8.	 How many schools need to participate to schedule a contest?
Three. If you do not have enough, you may combine with schools from different districts to
have a contest. Each school takes their points back to their “home” district.
9.	 How do we get contest materials?
You may download all necessary materials from the UIL web site. No printed materials are
shipped from the UIL office for A+ OAP contests.
10.	 Can the critiques be done at a later date?
The critiques must be public and done immediately after the awards presentation.
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Oral Reading

Reading literature out loud provides opportunities for
students to analyze the text, to grow and to develop as
a performer, to communicate a message to an audience
and to perform an artistic creation. The oral reading
competition should be an extension of the classroom
literary and language arts activities in poetry, short
stories and children’s fiction. See the UIL web site for
frequently asked questions about oral reading.

Section 1458:
ORAL READING
(a)

THE CONTEST.
Summary. Reading a text out loud serves four
purposes: to analyze the text as a literary
critic; to grow and to develop as a performer;
to communicate a message to an audience;
and to perform an artistic creation.All of these
apply to the Oral Reading competition, which
should be an extension of the classroom
literary and language arts activities in poetry,
short stories and children’s fiction.
(2) Contest Format. Requirements for acceptable
selections shall be as specified in official
contest procedures. The maximum time for
each presentation is six minutes. There is no
minimum time limit. Students who exceed the
allotted six minutes shall be penalized one
rank. For example, if the judges rank a student
second who has gone overtime, that student
shall be assigned third place and the student
who was ranked third will be given second
place. Contestants may not use costumes
or props in the contest. No speaker may be
coached or prompted in any manner during
the presentation. Audiences are permitted.
(b) REPRESENTATION.
(1) Contestants. Students in officially prescribed
grade levels below 9th grade who are eligible
under Sections 1400 and 1405 may enter this
contest at the district meet. Eligible ninth
grade students may also enter oral reading.
At the district meet, students in grades four
through eight may enter no more than two
speech events. Ninth grade students are
limited by the requirements in Section 1000
(b).
(2) Divisions. Districts shall offer either a separate
division for each participating grade level or
combined grade level divisions as specified in
official contest procedures.
(3) Individual Competition. Each participant
school may enter as many as three contestants
per division in the district meet.
(4) Team Competition. There is no team
competition in this contest.
(1)

Oral Reading
grade level
divisions=
4-6 and 7-9

A student
may enter a
maximum of
two speaking
events at
the district
meet.
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(c) CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
(1) Personnel. The contest director may be
the coach of a participating student. A
timekeeper should be provided for each
section. Contest officials should select one
judge or an odd-numbered panel of judges
for each section. Judges shall not be coaches
of participating students. So far as possible,
judges should not know what school any
contestant represents.
(2) Sections. A section shall consist of no more
than eight contestants. If nine or more
students enter a division of oral reading,
they shall be divided into sections according
to official contest procedures. Winners from
the preliminary rounds will compete in a
final round.
(3) Rankings, Ties and Points. Contestants shall
be ranked as specified in official contest
procedures. There can be no ties in this
contest. Points are awarded as specified in
Section 1408 (i).
(4) Verification Period. If a panel of judges is used,
a verification period shall be provided, during
which unofficial results should be posted.
Coaches should be given no more than 15
minutes to verify that tabulation of rankings
is correct. The decisions of the judges are
not subject to question. Evaluation sheets
may be viewed by contestants and coaches
during the verification period and shall be
returned to the contest director at the end
of the verification period. For rounds with
single judges, a 15-minute viewing period is
recommended.
(5) Official Results. The contest director shall
announce the official results. Official results,
once announced, are final.
(6) Returning Materials. No confidential materials
are used in this contest.Therefore, evaluation
sheets may be returned to contestants at the
conclusion of the contest.

Practice & Preparation
•
•
•

Review Children’s Literature Awards for potential titles
How to determine if a piece is poetry or prose
Independent Vendors

Contest Administration Script

Oral Reading
Is the script
mandatory?

Contestants may be assigned to sections and speaker order may be established prior to the day of the
meet. If the contest director prefers, the contestants in each preliminary section may draw for speaker
order just before the contest begins.
Say: “This is the UIL Oral Reading event. Audiences are allowed for this
event, but cheering is not permitted during a contestant’s presentation.”
The contest director shall see that this rule is strictly enforced.
** The contest director will need to be familiar with the rest of the contest rules to run the
Oral Reading event. **
* The contest official may ad lib as necessary while conducting the contest.

See pages
18-21 for
instructions on
creating
preliminary sections and
determining ranks.

General Contest Information
Contest Grade Divisions
• This contest will consist of two divisions (fourth-sixth and seventh-ninth) unless the district executive
committee approves separate divisions for each grade.
Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. The contest director will be in charge of running the contest and resolving any
problems that arise. Following the contest, provide the meet director with a list of winners and their
schools and the number of contestants. The director may appoint an assistant director.
• Timekeeper. A timekeeper should be provided for each contest to notify the contestant of the amount
of time remaining from the total allotted time. The timekeeper should demonstrate to the contestant
the type of time signals to be used. While the timekeeper may use either hand signals or timecards to
indicate to the speaker the remaining time, time cards are a much preferred method of signal.
• Judges. Prior to the contest, judges should become familiar with the oral reading evaluation sheet
and the standards for style and delivery. So far as possible, judges should not know what school any
contestant represents.
• Section Chairperson (not mandatory)- Each section may have a section chairperson to ensure that the
contest progresses without problems.
Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL- Evaluation sheets, Judges’ Ballots, Contest Director’s Ranking Sheet for a panel of
judges
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the appropriate requisitions. See Section
1408 (c) and (e) for the dates when invitational materials and district materials will be available.
• Provided by the Student- Literature to be performed in appropriate notebook
• Other- No other materials or notes may be used in the contest
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Judging/Scoring Rules
Criteria
• The evaluation sheet will include sections for commentary on understanding of the text, control of the
performance, appropriateness of the selection, how well the performer prepared the audience and made the
meaning of the selection clear as well as the quality of the performance including portrayal of the characters
and how well the performer captured and communicated the essence of the literary work.
Briefing Judges
• Prior to the contest, judges should become familiar with the oral reading evaluation sheet and the standards
for style and delivery.
Length of Readings
• Students who go over the allotted six minutes shall be penalized one rank. For example, if the judges rank
a student second who has gone over the time limit, that student shall be assigned third place and the
student who was ranked third will be given second place. Because contestants of many ages participate in
this activity, and because coaches are encouraged to choose selections of lengths which are suited to the
ages of the contestants, there is no minimum time limit.
Questions
• Questions should be made to the contest director before the decision of the judges is announced as official.
The decisions of the contest directors and/or meet officials on these matters are final.
Ranking the Contestants
• If a panel of judges is used, the contest director shall tabulate all judges’ ranks to determine places. See 1003
(b).

FAQs about Rules
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What do students read for the contest?
The UIL does not prescribe a list of poetry or prose selections for oral reading. Selections used by
contestants should not offend the moral standards of the community nor be in bad taste. Plays or
speeches may not be used as selections. Coaches should revise or reject all selections that in any way
fail to meet these qualifications.
• Grades 4, 5 and 6. Students shall have a maximum of six minutes to read a selection of poetry. Each
selection may be one poem, a cutting of a poem or a combination of poems.The same selection may
be read in all rounds, but different selections are permissible. Selections shall be published although
the poet may be unknown or anonymous. The maximum time for each presentation is six minutes.
There is no minimum time limit.
• Grades 7, 8 and 9. Students shall have a maximum of six minutes to read selections of prose or poetry
according to the following schedule.
2018-19 – prose
2019-20 – poetry
2020-21 – prose
• Each may be a single reading, a cutting from a longer selection or a combination of several selections.
The same selection may be read in all rounds, but different selections are permissible. Selections shall
be published although the author may be unknown or anonymous. Prose readings may include fables,
yarns, tales, science fiction, fantasy, mysteries, etc. Selections may be fiction or nonfiction.The maximum
time for each presentation is six minutes. There is no minimum time limit.

FAQs about Rules (cont.)
Oral Reading

How many speaking events may a student enter at the district
meet?
A student may enter a maximum of two of the following speaking events: Impromptu
Speaking, Modern Oratory, Oral Reading.
May a student be coached during the event?
No speaker may be coached or prompted in any manner during the delivery of
the selection.
Do students read their selection?
Yes. Students shall read their selection from a manuscript. It is suggested that the
selection be held in a simple, dark-colored folder or small notebook that does
not draw attention to itself. The manuscript must be in printed form; electronic
devices are not allowed in Oral Reading.
Are introductions and transitions required?
Introductions and transitions are not required but are permitted (and may be
helpful to the judges). The introduction and transitions shall be delivered within
the six minute time limit. The main emphasis should be on the individual selection
or selections of prose or poetry.
Are costumes and props permitted?
No. Contestants may not use costumes or props in this contest.
May students act out their selection?
Responsive use of the body (i.e. spontaneous changes in posture, gesture and
place-to-place movement) is permissible. However, this active use of the body
should:
(A) be appropriate to the demands of the selection;
(B) be a natural outgrowth from the literature to be performed; and
(C) be limited in scope.
* The judge’s opinion in this matter is final. Coaches are encouraged to
prepare contestants for the fact that judges will apply their own opinions
to what they value in style and delivery and these opinions will vary from
judge to judge.
How many contest rooms are necessary?
Ask the contest director how many divisions there will be in the contest. Include
one room for each preliminary section.
May districts create sections larger than eight students?
No. The largest section is eight students.
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Suggested Sources

There is no required list for Oral Reading. Selections must be published although the author may
be unknown or anonymous. The following list is provided only as a springboard for ideas. There are
countless examples of quality literature that is age-appropriate for students in oral reading. One
of the benefits and much of the fun of participating in oral reading is exploring literature to find a
selection you love and want to share with others. Happy hunting!

Poetry
• Aiken, Conrad, Cats and Bats and Things with
Wings
• Arbuthnot, Mary Hill, The Arbuthnot Anthology;
A Time for Poetry (with Shelton L. Root, Jr.)
• Benet, Stephen Vincent, “Nightmare Number
Three”
• Bennett, Rowena Bastin, Songs from Around a
Toadstool Table
• Berry, James, ed., Classic Poems To Read Aloud
• Bissett, Donald J., Poems and Verses about the
City, Poems and Verses to Begin On
• Bradbury, Ray, “I was the Last, the Very Last”
• Brecht, Bertolt, “The Children’s Crusade”
• Brooks, Gwendolyn, Bronzeville Boys and Girls;
“The Life of Lincoln West”
• Cammaerts, Emile, The Poetry of Nonesense
• Candill, Rebecca, A Pocketful of Crickets
• Carroll, J.A. & Wilson, E.E. compilers, Poetry
After Lunch
• Carroll, Lewis, “The Walrus and the Carpenter”
• Ciardi, John, The Reason for the Pelican; Someone Could Win a Polar Bear;You Know Who;
You Read to Me, I’ll Read to You
• Coatsworth, Elizabeth, Poems; Summer Green;
Down Half the World; Peaceable Kingdom
and Other Poems
• Cullum, Albert, The Geranium on the Windowsill
Just Died But Teacher You Went Right On;You
Think Just Because You’re Big,You’re Right
• Dahl, Roald, Revolting Rhymes
• Dakos, Kalli, Don’t Read this Book Whatever You
Do; If You’re Not Here, Please Raise Your Hand
• de la Mare, Walter, Peacock Pie
• Dicky, James, “Tucky the Hunter”
• Dr. Seuss, Many books
• Dunning, Stephen, Edward Lueders, and Hugh
Smith, eds., Reflections on a Gift of Watermelon Pickle
• Eliot, T.S., Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats
• Fadiman, Clinton, ed. The World Treasury of
Children’s Literature (3 volumes)
• Field, Rachael, Poems;Taxis and Toadstools
• Fields, James Thomas, “The Owl Critic”
• Frost, Francis, The Little Whistler
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• Frost, Robert, You Came,Too: Favorite Poems for
All Ages.
• Fyleman, Rose, Fairies and Chimneys
• Giovanni, Nikki, Ego-Tripping and Other Poems
for Young People
• Glenn, Mel, Class Dismissed; Class Dismissed II
• Graham, Al, “Casey’s Daughter at the Bat”
• Greenfield, Eloise, Honey, I Love and Other Love
Poems
• Hader, Berta and Elmer, Snow in the City
• Harbaugh, Thomas Charles, “Trouble in the
Amen Corner”
• Hubbell, Patricia, The Apple Vendor’s Fair
• Hughes, Langston, Don’t You Turn Back
• Kay, Helen, City Spring
• Klein, Gerda, The Blue Rose
• Kuskin, Karla, Dogs and Dragons, Trees and
Dreams
• Lansky, Bruce, The New Adventures of Mother
Goose, and other books of poems
• Lenski, Lois, The Life I Live
• Lewis, Richard, ed., Miracles
• Livingston, Myra Cohn, Sky Songs
• McCloskey, Robert, Time of Wonder
• McGinley, Phyllis, Merry Christmas, Happy New
Year (contains some prose)
• McNaughton, Colin, Who’s Been Sleeping in My
Porridge?
• Merriam, Eve, Boys and Girls, Girls and Boys;
Catch a Little Rhyme; Finding a Poem;The Inner City Mother Goose; It Doesn’t Always Have
to Rhyme; Rainbow Writing;There is No Rhyme
for Silver, “Inside a Poem”
• Milne, A.A, “Blinker”
• Moss, Jeff, The Butterfly Jar
• Nash, Ogden, A Boy is a Boy, “Custard the
Dragon”
• Noyes, A., “The Highwayman”
• Plath, Sylvia, “Beds”
• Prelutsky, Jack, The New Kid on the Block; Snop
on the Sidewalk
• Sandburg, Carl, Early Moon & other poems
• Service, Robert, “The Pencil Seller”
• Silverstein, Shel, A Light in the Attic; Falling Up;
Where the Sidewalk Ends

Oral Reading

• Smith, William J., Typewriter Town
• Soto, Gary, Canto Familiar
• Stein, Gertrude, The World is Round
• Tresselt, Alvin, Sun Up

Oral Reading

Prose
• Baum, Frank, The Wizard of Oz
• Bloomingdale, Teresa, Murphy Must Have Been
a Mother & other stories
• Blume, Judy, Books
• Bombeck, Erma, Stories
• Bradbury, Ray, Stories
• Brown, Rita Mae, Six of One
• Brown,Virginia, Who Cares
• Byars, Betsy, The Summer of Swans & other
books
• Canfield, Jack, Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul
& others
• Carroll, Lewis, Alice in Wonderland;Through the
Looking Glass
• Cisneros, Sandra, Stories about growing up
• Cleary, Beverly, Books
• Clymer, Eleanor, The Big Pile of Dirt
• Collier, Christopher & James, My Brother Sam
is Dead & other books (history & historical
fiction)
• Conford, Ellen, If This is Love, I’ll Take Spaghetti
• Cooney, Barbara, “Three Cheesecakes and a
Coffee”
• Cooney, Caroline, Drivers Ed; Goddess of Yesterday & others
• Crutcher, Chris, Athletic Shorts
• Dahl, Roald, Short stories or novels
• Danziger, Paula, The Cat Ate My Gymsuit &
other stories
• DiCamillo, Kate, The Tale of Despereaux; Because of Winn-Dixie
• Dolson, Hildegard, “How Beautiful with Mud”
• Dr. Suess, 500 Hats of Bartholomew Cubbins,
Butter Battle Book
• Ephron, Delia, Funny Sauce; How to Eat Like
a Child (and Other Lessons in Not Being a
Grownup)
• Faulkner, William, The Wishing Tree
• Fleming, Ian, Chitty-Chitty-Bang-Bang
• Gag, Wanda, Millions of Cats
• Gilbert, Sarah, League of their Own
• Grahame, Kenneth, Wind in the Willows
• Henry, O., Stories
• Hinton, S. E., Tex
• Jackson, Shirley, Stories

• Kipling, Rudyard, The Jungle Book; Just So Stories, “The Elephant’s Child”
• Lang, Andrew, “The Six Sillies”
• Lawson, Robert, Ben and Me
• Lee, Harper,To Kill a Mockingbird (some
scenes)
• Lewis, C.S., The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe
• Lewis, Richard, ed., Journeys: Prose by Children of
the English Speaking World
• Lindgren, Astrid, Pippi Longstocking
• MacIntosh, Prudence, Any stories
• McManus, Patrick, “Tenner Shoes”
• Milne, A.A., The House at Pooh Corner;Winnie
the Pooh
• O’Connor, Frank, “First Confession”
• O’Hara, Mary, My Friend Flicka
• Osborne, Mary Pope, the Magic Treehouse
books
• Peck, Richard, A Long Way from Chicago; A Year
Down Yonder
• Pintauro, Joseph, One Circus,Three Rings, Forever
and Ever Hooray
• Saki, “The Storyteller”
• Sandburg, Carl, Abe Lincoln Grown Up; Rootabaga Pigeons; Rootabaga Stories
• Sendak, Maurice, Where the Wild Things Are
• Silverstein, Shel, Lafcadio; The Lion Who Shot
Back;The Giving Tree
• Singer, Isaac B., Tales for Children
• Slobodkin, Louis, The Amiable Giant
• Soto, Gary, Summer on Wheels and other stories and novels
• Spryi, Johanna, Heidi
• Thurber, James, Stories
• Tolkein, J.R.R., The Hobbit
• Travers, P.L., Mary Poppins
• Twain, Mark, Novels or short stories
• Weik, Mary Harp, The Jazz Man
• White, E.B., Charlotte’s Web; Stuart Little;The
Trumpet of the Swan
• Wilder, Laura Ingalls, Little House books
• Zion, Gene, Harry by the Sea
• Zipes, Jack, ed., The Outspoken Princess and the
Gentle Knight: A Treasury of Modern Fairy Tales

Links to numerous lists of award winning
literature for children and young adults are
available on the UIL web site.
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Oral Reading
EVALUATION SHEET

INSTRUCTIONS

Please read from the Constitution and Contest Rules the instructions for evaluating the performances of the Oral Reading contestants. This evaluation criteria has been developed to feature each element of the oral reading situation: the text, the performer,
the audience and the combination of all of these – the performance. The questions will overlap, but your comments will be
valuable and instructional if you can address each area.You may continue your comments on the back. Please make your comments using language understandable to the contestant. Students and instructors appreciate specific and constructive comments.
Please do not confer with other judges before ranking students. Judging decisions are an individual responsibility.

Speaker Number____________
Name ______________ Section
Selection _____________________

Speaker
___________________________________________

TEXT
Did the performer understand and recreate the speaker or narrator in the selection? Who is talking and why? Did the performer understand and recreate the scene in the selection? Where and when is the speaker/narrator talking and why? Did the
performer understand and recreate the situation in the selection? What is happening?

PERFORMER
Was the performer in control of the performance situation? Did the performer adequately reflect the mood of the selection?

AUDIENCE
Introductions and transitions are optional. If presented, did the performer prepare you to listen to the selection? Was the reading memorable to you? Was the meaning of the selection clear to you?

PERFORMANCE
Was the climax(es) of the selection evident in the performance? Did pacing, pauses and builds seem appropriate? Were characters distinctly portrayed vocally, physically, emotionally, intellectually? Did the performance capture and communicate the
essence of the literary work? Was it effective?

Judge’s signature _____________________________________________________________________________________

JUDGE’S MASTER BALLOT
CIRCLE EVENT:

Impromptu Speaking

Modern Oratory

Oral Reading

Storytelling

INSTRUCTIONS

Each judge should use a copy of this form to rank each of the presentations in the contest. Please do not confer with other judges
before ranking students. Judging decisions are an individual responsibility. Refer to the Constitution and Contest Rules or Evaluation
Sheet for the criteria used to evaluate the presentations.

DISTRICT _____________________________

SECTION_________________________

GRADE LEVEL ____________________________		 ROUND           Prelims           Finals
SPEAKER			
NUMBER NAME
TITLE

JUDGE
RANK

1.

_____________________________

_____________________________

_________

2.

_____________________________

_____________________________

_________

3.

_____________________________

_____________________________

_________

4.

_____________________________

_____________________________

_________

5.

_____________________________

_____________________________

_________

6.

_____________________________

_____________________________

_________

7.

_____________________________

_____________________________

_________

8.

_____________________________

_____________________________

_________

Judge’s signature ______________________________________________________________________

MAKE A COPY OF THIS FORM FOR EACH JUDGE

Contest Director’s Ranking Sheet
for a panel of judges in speaking events

EVENT

___________________________________________________________________

SECTION	 I

II

III

IV

FINALS

BEFORE RANKING, CHECK THE FOLLOWING

❐ Evaluation sheets have ranks

❐ Speaker order

❐ Length of presentation

CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING PLACES AND BREAKING TIES

Follow this order to place all contestants.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Majority (Watch for the “or better” language in determining a majority.)
Lowest sum
Judges’ preference
Decimal equivalents

NOTES

1.
2.
3.
4.

See Section 1003 of the Constitution and Contest Rules or the A+ Handbook for a full discussion of this procedure.
Ties must be broken before other contestants are placed.
Be careful! The lowest total does not automatically win. Follow prescribed order of criteria for each ranking.
A computer program is available for multiple judge tabulation. See the UIL Web site.

Speaker
Number

Judge
1

Judge
2

Judge
3

Totals

Preference*

Decimal
Value*

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
* Judges’ preference and decimal values are used only to break ties.
THIS FORM SHOULD BE AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW BY ALL COACHES AND CONTESTANTS DURING BALLOT VERIFICATION.

Ready Writing

Section 1462:
READY WRITING

Ready
Writing
grade level
divisions=
3/4, 5/6,
and 7/8
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Texas puts great emphasis on writing skills at all
levels of school and all levels of state-wide testing. Ready writing builds those skills and helps
students refine their writing abilities. In particular,
this contest helps them learn to write a clear and
correct paper that is interesting and original.

(a) THE CONTEST.
(1) Summary. Texas has put a great emphasis
(4) Team Competition. There is no team
on writing skills at all levels of school
competition in this contest.
and all levels of statewide testing. Ready (c) CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
Writing builds upon those skills and helps
(1) Personnel.
students refine their writing abilities. In
(A) Contest Director. The contest
particular, this contest helps them learn to
director may be the coach of a
write clearly and correctly a paper that is
participating student. A single or
interesting and original.
an odd number of judges should
(2) Contest Format. Contestants are given
be selected. Judge(s) shall not be
a choice between two prompts, each of
coaches of participating students.
which defines the audience and provides
(2) Options for Writing. Contestants
the purpose for writing. Students should
may hand-write their essays or may
be encouraged to analyze the prompts
bring and use their own computers.
for purpose, format, audience and point
If contestants choose to use their
of view. The format may be, for example,
own computers, they shall bring their
a letter, an article for the newspaper or
own printers, associated hardware,
an essay for the principal. Various writing
software and paper. Spell check and
strategies may be stated or implied in the
thesaurus functions may be used.
prompt. Some of these include:
Students who opt to compose their
(A) description to inform – describe the
entries on computers accept the risk
happening or person/object from
of computer malfunction. In case of
imagination or memory;
computer malfunction, the contestant
(B) narration – write a story;
may use the remaining allotted
(C) persuasion – describe and argue just one
time to complete the composition
side of an issue; describe both sides of
in handwriting. Contestants may use
an issue then argue only one side; write
electronic or printed dictionaries and
an editorial; write a letter to persuade,
thesauruses.
etc.
(3) Viewing Period. An optional period of
There is no minimum or maximum
time not to exceed 15 minutes may be
number of words the contestants may
arranged for coaches and contestants
write. Two hours are allowed for writing
to review their own evaluations and
the composition. The District Executive
compositions, and verify identification.
Committee may shorten the length of the
(4) Ties and Points. There can be no ties
contest period to conform to the needs of
in this contest. Points are awarded as
the grade level.
specified in Section 1408 (i).
(b) REPRESENTATION.
(5) Official Results. After the optional
(1) Contestants. Students in officially
viewing period has ended and all
prescribed grade levels below 9th grade
compositions have been collected, the
who are eligible under Sections 1400 and
contest director shall announce the
1405 may enter this contest.
official winners. Official results, once
(2) Divisions. Districts shall offer either a
announced, are final.
separate division for each participating
(6) Returning Materials. No materials from
grade level or combined grade level
district contests may be returned to
divisions as specified in official contest
contestants prior to official release
procedures.
dates.
(3) Individual Competition. For each division,
each participant school may enter as many
as three contestants in the district meet.

•
•
•
•

Practice & Preparation

Study Materials Booklets
Ready Writing & Creative Writing Handbook
Prompts from previous years
Independent Vendors

Contest Administration Script

Ready
Writing
Is the script
mandatory?

Before the contest begins, coaches may assist with putting contestant numbers on students’ blank paper if
necessary. Inform contestants and coaches of the time and place of the viewing period, if one is scheduled. A
verification period is strongly encouraged not to exceed 15 minutes to review evaluations and compositions and
verify identification (not to question judge decisions). Spectators and coaches not assigned a specific duty in
administering the contest should be dismissed from the contest room before the contest begins.
(1) Call roll (if necessary).
(2) Say: “This is the UIL Ready Writing event. Write or type your contestant
number in the upper right hand corner of your blank writing paper.”
(3) After all students have written their contestant number, Say: “Contestants may use ruled or
plain white paper, standard notebook or typing paper to hand-write their
essays. The essay should be written on one side in pencil or ink, or typed on
a word processing computer using any standard size font and one-inch
margins on regular sized computer paper.”
(4) Then, Say “Now, I am going to pass out the Ready Writing topic sheet. Do not
turn it over until I tell you to do so.”
(5) After all students have received a prompt sheet, Say: “Now, you may turn over your topic
sheet. I will read the two prompts aloud.”
(6) Read the two prompts aloud.
(7) Then, Say “Select only one topic for your paper. Write the topic you have
chosen about two inches below the top of your first page, and begin the body
of your composition below the topic. Do not include your name or name of
your school on your paper. Papers will be identified by numbers assigned by
the contest director. You may use the instruction and prompt page for notes
or ideas. You will have _____ (up to 2 hours is allowed) to write the paper. I will let
you know when only 15 minutes remain. You may now begin writing.”
(8) When 15 minutes remain, Say: “You now have 15 minutes to finish your story.”
(9) After the writing period is over, Say: “It is now time to stop writing. Please put your
writing utensil down, press “print” if you typed your paper, and I will collect
your contest material.”
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Ready
Writing

General Contest Information
Contest Grade Divisions
• This contest will consist of three divisions (third/fourth, fifth/sixth, seventh/
eighth) unless the district executive committee approves separate divisions
for each grade.
Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. The contest director will be in charge of running the contest
and resolving any problems that arise. Following the contest, provide the
meet director with a list of winners and their schools and the number of
contestants. The director may appoint an assistant director.
• Judges. A single or an odd number panel of judges should be familiar
with the instructions for judging and the contest rules. They should be
qualified and impartial. The contest director may recruit as many judges
as necessary.
Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL- Prompts and evaluation sheets, Judges’ ballots, Instructions
for the Judges
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the
appropriate requisitions. See Section 1408 (c) and (e) for the dates
when invitational materials and district materials will be available.
• Provided by the Student or School-Blank paper (ruled or plain white)
• Other- Contestants may use a standard thesaurus and dictionary during the
contest

FAQs about Rules

How many sets of material are available?
The UIL will make available one set of prompts for invitational meets, one
for fall/winter district meets and one for spring district meets. One set of
prompts will be provided for grades 3 and 4; another set of prompts for 5 and
6, and a third set of prompts for grades 7 and 8.
How much time does the contest require?
Two hours are allowed for writing the composition. The district executive
committee may shorten the length of the contest period to conform to the
needs of the grade level.
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Judging/Scoring Rules
Criteria for Judging: The composition is judged on interest (50%), organization (35%) and correctness of style (15%).
(A) Interest depends primarily upon substance, i.e., having something to say that is worth saying because of its acuteness of analysis and its originality of thought. It depends next upon clarity and upon including specific details and
examples which individualize the writing as an outgrowth of the writer’s character and experience.
(B) The plan of the whole composition should be such that each part contributes to an understanding of the writer’s
main idea or thesis. No part should be misleading or unrelated to that thesis. The organization of each paragraph
should be directed to the logical and full development of one idea.
(C) Correctness of style includes avoiding errors in sentence structure, punctuation, grammar, spelling and word use
that hinder clear communication.
Briefing Judges: Prior to the contest, the director should discuss thoroughly with judges the criteria for evaluating
the compositions.
Ranking Stories: Judges should read the compositions and without marking on the papers, rank them in the order
of their excellence: 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. The judges should discuss the compositions contending for rank, and may alter their
decisions as a result of discussion. Judges are to reach a consensus on the rankings.
Preparing Critiques: Judges should prepare comments for each entry on the Ready Writing Individual Evaluation
Sheets.
Points: Points are awarded through sixth place. See Section 1408 (i).

Ready Writing Sample Topics
INSTRUCTIONS

Choose one of the following topics. Write the topic you have chosen at the top of your paper. Remember you should
not use your real name or that of your school in the composition.

THIRD AND FOURTH GRADES

These
sample
topics
were
taken
from
20172018
tests.

Topic: Medicine of
Laughter

There is a common saying that, “Laughter is the best medicine. Think about your own life. Write an
essay describing when laughter made you or someone you know feel better.

Topic: Funny Event

Using your imagination, create a story where something funny happens to a character or characters.
Write your story being as creative as you would like.

FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADES
Topic: Money and
Happiness

There is a saying that money cannot buy happiness. Think about what that saying means. Do you
believe that money can or cannot buy happiness? Write an essay persuading your reader about your
opinion.

Topic: Spreading
Happiness

Write a story about a character who deciees to make other people feel happy for one week. Make
sure you develop your characters and provide details about what this character does.

SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES
Topic: New Idea

Someone once said that, “A person’s mind stretched to a new idea never goes back to its original
dimensions.” Think about a time in your life when you or someone you know was affected and
changed in some way by a new idea. Write an essay explaining this event.

Topic: Something I
Learned

Think about the last couple years of your life. Write an essay about something important you have
learned during this period and how that knowledge has affected you.

Contestant Number

Contestant Name ________________________________________
(to be filled in after judging)

UIL A+ Ready Writing Evaluation Sheet: Elementary, Middle School, and Junior High
Evaluation criteria are listed in the order of importance. Write the number that indicates the quality in each of the sub-areas
and tally the points.
(50%) __________/100
INTEREST: Writing exhibits originality of thought, analytical acuteness and overall coherence of exposition.
POOR
FAIR
GOOD
EXCELLENT
Perceptive ideas

__________/7

__________/13

__________/19

__________/25

Originality

__________/7

__________/13

__________/19

__________/25

Examples

__________/7

__________/13

__________/19

__________/25

Title

__________/7

__________/13

__________/19

__________/25

(35%) __________/70
ORGANIZATION: Each paragraph develops one idea and contributes to an understanding of main idea or thesis.
POOR
FAIR
GOOD
EXCELLENT
Clear thesis

__________/3

__________/7

__________/11

__________/14

Well-developed
paragraphs, focused
on one idea

__________/3

__________/7

__________/11

__________/14

Transition

__________/3

__________/7

__________/11

__________/14

Thesis support

__________/3

__________/7

__________/11

__________/14

Composition clarity (as
a whole)

__________/3

__________/7

__________/11

__________/14

(15%) __________/30
CORRECTNESS OF STYLE: Writing avoids errors in sentence structure, punctuation, grammar, word usage and spelling
that hinder clear communication.
POOR
FAIR
GOOD
EXCELLENT
Punctuation
__________/1
__________/3
__________/5
__________/6
Sentence structure

__________/1

__________/3

__________/5

__________/6

Grammar

__________/1

__________/3

__________/5

__________/6

Word Usage

__________/1

__________/3

__________/5

__________/6

Spelling

__________/1

__________/3

__________/5

__________/6

TOTAL SCORE: ___________/200
CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS FOR THE CONTESTANT:
Please read “Instructions for the Judges” for Ready Writing Writing before evaluating contestants’ papers. While judges are to consider all
three elements in selecting the most effective compositions, they should weigh interest more than organization, and organization more than
correctness of style.

AREAS NEEDING IMPROVEMENT:

Judge’s signature_______________________________________________________________

Writing Events
JUDGE’S BALLOT

___CREATIVE WRITING

___READY WRITING

___EDITORIAL WRITING

INSTRUCTIONS

Each judge should use a copy of this form to rank each contestant’s entry. Refer to the Constitution and Contest
Rules or Evaluation Sheet for the criteria used to evaluate each contest.
SITE ___________________________
DATE_______________________________
GRADE
2
  3          4          5          6          7          8
CONTESTANT		
NUMBER/CODE

JUDGE
TITLE OF COMPOSITION

RANK

PLACE WINNER*

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

___________________________________________________________________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

_______

_________________________________________________________ __________ _______________

* PLACE WINNER indicates the final ranking (first through sixth place) of the contestants if several judges evaluate the papers.

Judge’s signature_______________________________________________________________

Science

Emphasis for the science contest will be placed
on knowledge of scientific fact, understanding
of scientific principles and the ability to think
through scientific problems. The contest is
designed to test not only memory but the
ability to think critically about science and
science concepts.

Science

Section 1466:
SCIENCE I and II

(a) THE CONTEST.
(1) Summary. Emphasis for the Science
contest will be placed on knowledge
of scientific fact, understanding of
scientific principles and the ability to
think through scientific problems. The
contests are designed to test not only
memory but the ability to think critically
about science and scientific processes
and concepts. Such concepts include,
but are not limited to: matter and
energy, equilibrium, force and motion,
physical and chemical properties, the
relationship between organisms and
the environment, the components of
our solar system, the composition
of matter and genetics. The contests
will build upon the vast body of
changing and increasing knowledge
described by physical, mathematical
and conceptual models.
(2) Contest Format. Each test will
consist of approximately 35 objective
questions that will be taken primarily
from current state-adopted science
textbooks and the curriculum. Fortyfive minutes will be allotted for the
testing period exclusive of time
required for instructions.
(b) REPRESENTATION.
(1) Contestants. Students in officially
prescribed grade levels below 9th
grade who are eligible under Section
1400 or 1405 may enter each division
of this contest only one time.
(2) Divisions. Districts shall offer either a
separate division for each participating
grade level.

Individual
Competition.
Each
participant school may enter as many
as three contestants per division in
the district meet.
(4) Team Competition. If the district has
elected to include team competition,
the combined scores of the three
contestants in each division from a
school shall constitute the school’s
team score. A team shall have three
contestants compete to participate
in the team competition.
(c) CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
(1) Personnel. All personnel in this
contest may be coaches of
participating students.
(2) Verification Period. A verification
period shall be provided. Unofficial
results should be posted. Contestants
and coaches should be given no
more than 15 minutes to examine
their test papers with official keys.
Questions should be directed to the
contest director, whose decision shall
be final.
(3) Ties and Points. Ties shall not be
broken. If there is a tie for first place,
there is no second place. If there is
a tie for second place, there is not
third, etc. Points are awarded as
specified in Section 1408 (i).
(4) Official Results. After the verification
period has ended and all test papers
and answer sheets have been
collected, the contest director shall
announce the official results. Official
results, once announced, are final.
(5) Returning Materials. No materials
from district contests may be
returned to contestants prior to
official release dates.
(3)

With
permission of
the district
executive
committee,
sixth grade
students may
participate in
the Science
I contest.
Students are
limited to
one year of
eligibility in
each division.

Science
grade level
divisions= 7
and 8
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Practice & Preparation

Science

•

Junior High Study Materials Booklets

•

Practice Tests from previous years

•

Independent Vendors

Contest Administration Script

Is the script
mandatory?

(1) Inform contestants and coaches of the time and place of the verification period. Spectators and
coaches not assigned specific duties in administering the contest should be dismissed from the
contest room before the contest starts.
(2) Distribute answer sheets, test booklets, and call roll (if necessary).
(3) Then, Say: “This is the UIL Science test. Write your contestant number
in the upper right corner of the answer sheet, and circle your correct
grade level. Do not open your test booklet until I tell you to do so.”
(4) After all students have written their contestant number and circled their grade level, Say:
“All answers should be recorded on your answer sheet. You may use
blank scratch paper during this test. You will have 45 minutes to take
the test, and I will give you a 15 minute warning before time is up. You
may now open your test booklet and begin taking your test.”
(5) After 30 minutes, Say “You now have fifteen minutes to finish your test.”
(6) After 15 minutes, Say: “Please put your pen or pencil down and stop
taking the test. I will now collect your answer sheet, test booklet,
and scratch paper.”
* The contest official may ad lib as necessary while conducting the contest.
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General Contest Information
Contest Grade Divisions
• This contest will consist of two divisions (seventh, eighth).
Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. The contest director will be in charge of running the contest and resolving any problems
that arise. Following the contest, provide the meet director with each contestants’s score, a list of
individual and team winners, and the number of contestants participating. The director may appoint an
assistant director.
• Graders. At least three graders should be familiar with the instructions for grading and the contest rules.The
contest director may recruit more than three graders.

Science

Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL- Printed tests and answer blanks, Answer keys
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the appropriate requisitions. See Section
1408 (c) and (e) for the dates when invitational materials and district materials will be available.
• Provided by the Host School-Blank paper, Pens, Pencils, and/or Erasers
• Other-No other materials or notes may be used in the contest
Sets of Material Available
• For both Science I and Science II, one invitational test, one fall/winter district test and one spring
district test will be available.

Grading/Scoring Rules
Criteria
• The 35-question test is graded objectively.
Briefing Graders
• Brief graders on the procedure to be used for grading and explain scoring process.
Scoring
• Each test should be independently scored twice, and papers contending to place should be scored a third time. For each correct
answer, add five points. For each incorrect answer, subtract two points. No deduction is taken for skipped or unanswered items.
Points
• Individual points are awarded through sixth place.Team points are awarded through third place.Tied contestants or teams split
the total points equally for the two or more places in which a tie exists.

FAQs about Rules
Can sixth grade students participate?
This contest will consist of two divisions: Science I for seventh grade; Science II for eighth grade; however, with
permission of the district executive committee, sixth grade students may participate in the Science I contest.
Keep in mind that students shall not compete more than one year in each division.
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Science I

1. In addition to the water and sunlight autotrophs need, what else is needed for
an organism to be able to photosynthesize?

Science
Answer Key
Science I
1. C
2. B
3. A
These
sample
questions
are taken
from the
Science I &
II 2017-2018
Fall/Winter
District
Tests.
Answer Key
Science II
1. D
2. C
3. A

A.
B.
C.
D.

Oxygen
Sugar
Carbon dioxide
Nitrogen

2. If you eat a hamburger and your tongue breaks the food into smaller pieces,
what type of change has occurred?
A.
Chemical
B.
Physical
C.
Stationary
D.
Irreversible
3. Carbohydrate digestion begins in the mouth by which of the following chemi
cals?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Amylase
Pepsin
Hydrochloric acid
Bile

Science II
1. Which of the following shows a chemical reaction?
A.
Melting butter
B.
Shattering glass
C.
Dissolving sugar in water
D.
Explosion of fireworks
2. What is the correct chemical formula for ammonia?
A.
B.
C.
D.
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Am
AH
NH3
ArN

3.According to the periodic table, which element most readily accepts electrons?
A.
Fluorine
B.
Nitrogen
C.
Aluminum
D.
Helium

The Social Studies Contest
This contest is designed to encourage students to
expand their knowledge of social studies, particularly
in the areas of history, government systems, economics, citizenship and culture. Students will be given an
objective test containing approximately 40 questions
which must be answered in 30 minutes. The contest
consists of two divisions, one for grades 5 and 6 and
one for grades 7 and 8.
Note: New contest study outlines and primary source
documents are available on the UIL web site.

Section 1468:

SOCIAL STUDIES

Social
Studies
grade level
divisions=
5/6 and 7/8

(a) THE CONTEST.
(1) Summary. This contest is designed
to encourage students to expand
their knowledge of social studies,
particularly in the areas of history,
government systems, economics,
citizenship and culture. Subject
matter used for the test will be
taken from currently adopted social
studies textbooks and identified
primary sources.
(2) Contest Format. Students will be
given an objective test containing
approximately 40 questions. Thirty
minutes will be allotted for the
testing period exclusive of time
required for instructions.
(b) REPRESENTATION.
(1) Contestants. Students in officially
prescribed grade levels below
9th grade who are eligible under
Sections 1400 and 1405 may enter
this contest.
(2) Divisions. Districts shall offer
either a separate division for each
participating grade level or combined
grade level divisions as specified in
official contest procedures.
(3) Individual Competition. For each
division, each participant school may
enter as many as three contestants
in the district meet.
(4) Team Competition. If the district has
elected to include team competition,

the combined scores of the three
contestants in each division from a
school shall constitute the school’s
team score. A team shall have three
contestants compete to participate in
the team competition.
(c) CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
(1) Personnel. All personnel in this contest
may be coaches of participating
students.
(2) Verification Period. A verification period
shall be provided. Unofficial results
should be posted. Contestants and
coaches should be given no more than
15 minutes to examine their test papers
with official keys. Questions should be
directed to the contest director, whose
decision shall be final.
(3) Ties and Points. No ties are to be
broken. If there is a tie for first place,
there is no second place. If there is a tie
for second place, there is no third place,
etc. Points are awarded as specified in
Section 1408 (i).
(4) Official Results. After the verification
period has ended and all test papers
have been collected, the contest
director shall announce the official
results. Official results, once announced,
are final.
(5) Returning Materials. No materials from
district contests may be returned to
contestants prior to official release
dates.
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Practice & Preparation

Social Studies

•

Study Materials Booklets

•

Practice Tests from previous years

•

Independent Vendors

Contest Administration Script

Is the script
mandatory?

(1) Inform contestants and coaches of the time and place of the verification period. Spectators
and coaches not assigned specific duties in administering the contest should be dismissed
from the contest room before the contest starts.
(2) Distribute answer sheets, test booklets, and call roll (if necessary).
(3) The contest director will now, Say: “This is the UIL Social Studies test.
Write your contestant number in the upper right corner of the
answer sheet, and circle your correct grade level. Do not open
your test booklet until I tell you to do so.”
(4) After all students have written their contestant number and circled their grade level, Say:
“All answers should be recorded on your answer sheet. You will
have 30 minutes to take the test. You may now open your test
booklet and begin taking your test.”
(5) Allow students 30 minutes to take the test.

(6) After 30 minutes, Say: “Please put your pen or pencil down and stop
taking the test. I will now collect your answer sheet and test
booklet.”
* The contest official may ad lib as necessary while conducting the contest.
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General Contest Information
Contest Grade Divisions
• This contest will consist of two divisions (fifth/sixth and seventh/ eighth) unless the
district executive committee approves separate divisions for each grade.
Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. The contest director will be in charge of running the contest and
resolving any problems that arise. Following the contest, provide the meet director
with each contestants’s score, a list of individual and team winners, and the number
of contestants participating. The director may appoint an assistant director.
• Timekeeper. The contest director or assistant will serve as the official timekeeper
and will give only a start and stop signal.
• Graders. At least three graders should be familiar with the instructions for grading
and the contest rules. The contest director may recruit more than three graders.

Social Studies

Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL- Tests, Answer key, Answer sheets
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the appropriate
requisitions. See Section 1408 (c) and (e) for the dates when invitational
materials and district materials will be available.
• Provided by the School or Student- Pencils and/or pens
• Other- No other materials or notes may be used in the contest.

Grading/Scoring Rules
Criteria: The test is graded objectively.
Briefing Graders: Brief graders on the procedure to be used for grading and
explain the scoring process.
Scoring Each test should be independently scored twice, and papers
contending to place should be scored a third time. Award three points for each
correct answer. Deduct two points for each incorrect answer. No points are
added or deducted for questions that are not answered.

FAQ about Rules
How long does the contest last?
Contestants will be given 30 minutes to answer the test questions.
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Sample Social Studies Questions for 5 and 6
1. What is the free enterprise system?
a. Political and economic system in which the government owns all businesses
and land
Social Studies
b. Economic system in which people are free to start their own businesses and
own their own property
c. Loyalty to one section of the country rather than to the whole country
d. Economic, social and political system based on the teachings of Karl Marx,
These
which advocated the elimination of private property
sample test
questions 2. How many years had Parliament given examples of the “Spirit and Consequences”
are taken
they held over the colonies before the colonists decided to act?
from the
a. 2 years
c. 11 years
2017-2018
b. 5 years
d. 15 years
Spring
District 3. Which act was NOT stated as a reason for the colonists to be unhappy with Great
Tests.
Britain?
a. Depriving citizens the right to trial by jury in cases affecting life and property
b. Giving and granting colonist money without colonists’ consent
c. Suspending the legislature of one of the colonies
d.Creating fair trade laws
7/8
Answer Key
1. A
2. D
3. A
4. B

Sample Social Studies Questions for 7 and 8
1. How long did the actual fighting at the Battle of San Jacinto last?
a. 18 minutes
c. 90 minutes
b. 3 hours
d. 6 days
2. What tune did the Texas forces play on their march to meet the Mexican forces
at San Jacinto?
a. “Journey Through Texas”
b. “Deguello”
c.“Where Seventeen Railroads Meet the Sea”
d.“Will You Come to the Bower”
3. Who was the Texas commander at Goliad during the Texas Revolution?
a. James Fannin
c. Haden Edwards
b. William Ward
d. George Hockley
4. Which political leader served as the third President of the Republic of Texas?
a. David G. Burnet
c. Thomas Green
b. Sam Houston
d. Samuel Chase
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5/6
Answer
Key
1. B
2. C
3. D

Spelling

“university”

Section 1470:
SPELLING

The spelling contest is designed to expose students to a wide
variety of vocabulary words. It is not a contest of memorization.
For the most educational value, preparation for this contest
should include instruction in the rules of the English language,
meanings and definitions, and root words.
Note: The A+ Spelling List changes each year,
so students need the current list to study.

(a)

Spelling
grade
level
divisions=
3/4, 5/6,
and 7/8

THE CONTEST.
(1) Summary. This contest is designed to give
students exposure to a wide variety of
vocabulary words. It is not a contest of
memorization. For the most educational
value, preparation for this contest should
include instruction in the rules of the English
language, meanings and definitions, and
root words. In addition to learning to spell
proficiently, contestants will learn to write
clearly and to capitalize words properly.
Words will come from the appropriate UIL
spelling list, state adopted textbooks and
words of common usage. Approximately 20
percent of the test words will come from
sources other than the UIL spelling lists.
The source designated in official contest
procedures will serve as the authority for all
words in the contest.
(2) Contest Format. Students will write down
words given by the pronouncer on their
paper at a rate of approximately five words
per minute.
(A) Grades 3 and 4: 50 words; tie breaker, 15
words.
(B) Grades 5 and 6: 80 words; tie breaker, 20
words.
(C) Grades 7 and 8: 110 words; tie breaker, 30
words.
The tiebreaker is given to all contestants
immediately following the initial test.
Contestants who do not take the
tiebreaker shall be disqualified.
(b) REPRESENTATION.
(1) Contestants. Students in officially prescribed
grade levels below 9th grade who are eligible
under Sections 1400 and 1405 may enter this
contest.
(2) Divisions. Districts shall offer either a
separate division for each participating grade
level or combined grade level divisions as
specified in official contest procedures.
(3) Individual Competition. For each division,
each participant school may enter as many as
three contestants in the district meet.
(4) Team Competition. If the district has elected
to include team competition, the combined
scores of the three contestants in each
division from a school shall constitute the

(c)
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

school’s team score. A team shall have three
contestants compete to participate in the
team competition.
CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
Personnel. The contest director will be in
charge of running the contest and resolving
any problems that arise. The director may
also serve as the pronouncer as long as
he/she is not the coach of any student in
the contest. The pronouncer shall not be
a coach of any contestant entered in the
contest. Responsibilities of the pronouncer
are as specified in official contest procedures.
Additional required and recommended
contest personnel are specified in official
contest procedures.
Verification Period. A verification period shall
be provided. Unofficial results should be
posted. Contestants and coaches should be
given no more than 15 minutes to examine
their test papers with official keys. Questions
should be directed to the contest director,
whose decisions shall be final.
Ties and Points. Ties in individual competition
are to be broken by scoring the tie breaker
test of only those involved in the tie. When
calculating team scores, do not include scores
from the tie breaker portion of the test unless
a tie exists. If a tie exists in team competition,
calculate the tie breaker scores for only those
teams involved in the tie. If the tie remains
after scoring the tie breaker, the tie shall
stand. If there is a tie for first place, there is no
second place. If there is a tie for second place,
there is no third place, etc. Points are awarded
as specified in Section 1408 (i).
Certificates. Students who score 100% in
district competition are eligible to receive a
Certificate of Achievement. Words misspelled
on the tie breaker do not disqualify a student
from a certificate.
Official Results. After the verification period
has ended and all test papers have been
collected, the contest director shall announce
the official results. Official results, once
announced, are final.
Returning Materials. No materials from district
contests may be returned to contestants
prior to official release dates.
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Practice & Preparation
•

Download the free, current A+ Spelling Booklet

•

Independent vendors

Contest Administration Script

Is the script
mandatory?

(1) Inform contestants and coaches of the time and place of the verification period. Spectators and
coaches not assigned specific duties in administering the contest should be dismissed from the
contest room before the contest starts.
(2) A contest official will now, Say: "This is the UIL Spelling test� Write your
contestant number in the upper right-hand corner of your answer
document (blank paper or Spelling answer sheet found here)�"
(3) The pronouncer and verifier will now conduct the contest including the tiebreaker(students
who do not take the tiebreaker test shall be disqualified) keeping these points of clarification
in mind:
(A) Homonyms. The pronouncer should be careful to distinguish between words
that sound alike but have different meanings. When pronouncing the word
“bass,” be careful to give an example phrase “bass drum,” or “bass voice,” to
distinguish it from “base.”
(B) Clarification. The pronouncer may provide a sentence and/or definition for
clarification, if needed.
(C) Verifiers. Verifiers should be given a copy of the test list and should mark any
words for which they question the pronunciation or definition as the test is
being dictated.
(D) Verifying Pronunciation. After each test, when all words have been pronounced,
the pronouncer, with the assistance of the verifier, shall verify and clarify any
words in question. These words should be repronounced by the pronouncer.
(4) After the test and tiebreaker have been given, the pronouncer will either repronounce any word
deemed necessary by the verifier or will conclude the contest and collect all answer sheets. After
that is complete, the contest official will Say: “Please put your pen or pencil
down� I will now collect your answer sheet�”
* The contest official may ad lib as necessary while conducting the contest.
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General Contest Information
Contest Grade Divisions
This contest will consist of three divisions – one for grades 3 and 4, one for grades 5 and 6, and
one for grades 7 and 8 – unless the district executive committee approves separate divisions
for each grade.
Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. The director may appoint an assistant director. Following the contest,
provide the meet director with the Contest Roster with each contestant’s score, a list of
the winners and their schools, and the number of contestants participating.
• Pronouncer. The pronouncer shall not be a coach of any contestant entered in the contest. The
pronouncer should receive the test and tie breaker well in advance of the contest and should
become familiar with the words and verify pronunciations and spellings of all words on the test.
The pronouncer should be prepared not only to give two pronunciations of each word (if the
word has more than one pronunciation) but also to provide an illustrative sentence for words
which offer unusual difficulties.
• Verifier. One or two verifiers check the pronunciations and definitions given by the
pronouncer.
• Monitor (Optional). The monitor shall not be a coach of a contestant in the contest. The
monitor’s duty is to make certain that contestants work quietly and independently.
• Graders. At least three graders should be familiar with the instructions for grading and the
contest rules, and they may be coaches. The contest director may recruit more than three
graders.

Spelling
All tests
should be
delivered to
the contest
director
and/or
pronouncer
well in
advance of
the contest.

Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL- List of test and tie breaker words Instructions for the pronouncer,
grader, verifier and monitor, Certificates of Excellence (for district meets)
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the appropriate requisitions.
See Section 1408 (c) and (e) for the dates when invitational materials and district
materials will be available.
• Provided by host school: Dictionary for the pronouncer, verifiers and graders to use if needed,
the current A+ Spelling List
• Provided by the school or student: Pens or pencils and blank, lined paper, (an example is found
here) which may be numbered
• Other- No other materials or notes may be used in the contest
Length of Contest
Time should be allotted for introductory information, roll call, for pronouncing each word at
a rate of approximately five words per minute, and for pronouncing words a second time, as
needed.
(A) Grades 3 and 4: approximately 30 minutes
(B) Grades 5 and 6: approximately 45 minutes
(C) Grades 7 and 8: approximately 60 minutes
Available Sets of Material
One test will be provided for grades 3 and 4, another for grades 5 and 6 and another for grades
7 and 8. For elementary and junior high contests, words will come from the appropriate UIL
spelling list, state adopted textbooks and words of common usage. The authority for all words
is Merriam Webster’s Intermediate Dictionary. Approximately 20 percent of the test words will
come from sources other than the UIL spelling lists.
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Grading/Scoring Rules
Criteria
• The test is graded objectively.

Spelling

Briefing Graders
• Brief graders on the procedure to be used for grading and explain the scoring
process.
Scoring
• Each test should be independently scored twice, and papers contending to place
should be scored a third time. From the total number of word entries, deduct
one point for each incorrectly spelled word.
(A) Word Order. Any word omitted by the contestant is a miss. If all
contestants omit the same word, the pronouncer is presumed to have
failed to have given the word, so the omission by contestants is not
considered a miss.
(B) Punctuation and Capitalization. The misuse of an apostrophe or hyphen,
or a mistake in capitalization is considered a miss. Contractions and
possessive forms may be written with all letters connected or written
separately.
(C) Misspelled Words on List. Any word misspelled on the spelling list is not to
be considered in grading the tests unless a correction has been sent to UIL
meet directors.
Points
• Individual points are awarded through sixth place. Team points are awarded
through third place. See Section 1408 (i). Tied individuals or teams split the total
points equally for the two or more places in which a tie exists.

FAQs about Rules
What if we can’t read a student’s handwriting?
Contestants may print or write words. If there is a legibility of a letter question,
place a blank piece of paper on either side of the letter, separating it from its context
and then determine whether the letter can be identified. If two of three graders rule
a letter is legible, it should be considered correct.
May a student ask for a word to be repeated or for a sentence for
a word?
No. It is the pronouncer’s responsibility to decide beforehand which words should
include a sentence. Also, the pronouncer and verifier(s) should confer after all words
have been pronounced and determine any words that need to be repronounced.
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Sample Spelling Test

Spelling

Before the contest begins, the pronouncer should read the Instruction to the Pronouncer accompanying the list. Also, the pronoucer should watch the numbers in the
parentheses and the minute hand of a clock or stopwatch while giving out the
words. Numbers not in parentheses are the cumulative total of words pronounced.
Please Note: The A+ Spelling List is published each year with a new list of
words. Students must have the current A+ Spelling List to prepare for the contest.

This test is
taken from the
2017-2018 Fall/
Winter test
for grades 5/6.
In the actual
test, there
is also a tie
breaker section
included, but
the format is
the same.
Grades 3 and 4
50 words
tiebreaker, 15 words
approximately 30
min.
Grades 5 and 6
80 words
tiebreaker, 20 words
approximately 45
min.
Grades 7 and 8
110 words
tiebreaker, 30 words
approximately 60
min.

		ballet
		essential
		guava
		heirloom
5. traveling*
nailbrush
technique
raincoat
videotape
10. autonomy*
zeakiys
thwart
pyramid
heckle
15. monologue*
flourish
		binocular
filibuster
		hubbub
20. foliage*
		lattice
		veterinarian
		regiment
		ultima
25. senators*

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

tamale
		owlet
		inattention
fiddlestick
30. advocate*
boulevard
civilize
vitality
davenport
35. peaceful*
fainthearted
chaos
bittersweet
cramming
40. artificial*
audible
dehydrate
impersonate
haphazard
45. playwright*
incision
launchpad
roommate
nurturant
50. bifocals*

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

* Denotes word not on the 2017-2018 spelling list
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Spelling

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE GRADER
Thank you for contributing your time to the UIL Spelling contest. The contestants are relying on you to grade their tests
accurately and to be familiar with the rules for grading and scoring the tests. A couple of reminders:
• Plain writing rules are not a part of UIL Spelling contest. Students in all grade levels may use either a cursive or
printing style of handwriting.
• Words may be written or printed in pen or pencil.
• Students may erase as necessary.

Legibility

The correct spelling of a word consists of writing legibly the letters that compose it in their proper order. Contestants
in all grade levels may use either a printing or a cursive style of handwriting. Legibility, and not handwriting style, is to be
emphasized.To determine whether a given letter is legible, place a blank piece of paper on either side of it, thus separating
it from its context, and then see whether the character can be identified. Any letter, even though it may not be perfectly
written, is considered correct if it can still be identified when separated from the remainder of the word. If two of three
judges rule that a letter is legible, it should be considered correct.

Dictionary

The authority is the Merriam-Webster’s Intermediate Dictionary.

Misspelling

Any word misspelled in the A+ Spelling List should not be considered in grading the spelling papers unless a correction has
been given in the “Official Notices” section of the Leaguer and/or posted on the UIL web site.

Correction

If a word is misspelled on the test provided for the district meet, that word is to be corrected by the contest director
and given to contestants for spelling.

Miss

The misuse of an apostrophe or hyphen, or a mistake in capitalization is considered a miss.

Pronunciation

Words are to be pronounced in order from the test lists furnished, and any word omitted by the contestant is a miss. If all
papers omit the same word, the pronouncer is presumed to have failed to give the word, so the omission by contestants
is not considered a miss.

Contractions and Possessive Forms

Contractions and possessive forms may be written with all letters connected or may be written separately. Either way is
correct.
Contest directors are responsible for determining the grade on each paper, but they may enlist your assistance. The contestant’s grade shall be determined by deducting one point for each misspelled word. The contestant making the highest
score shall be given first place; the one making the next highest score second place; and so on through sixth place.
In case of a tie for first through sixth place, the score on the tie breaker test shall be used to break the deadlock and determine the winner. If a tie still exists after the tie breaker has been graded, this tie shall not be broken. Should there be an
unbroken tie for first place, there is no second place. Should there be a tie for second place, there is no third place, etc.
Please remain at the contest site during the verification period until the final results are announced in the event of any
questions or protests.
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Spelling

INSTRUCTIONS TO MONITOR/VERIFIER
Thank you for contributing your time to the UIL Spelling Contest.Your role as monitor assures a fair, well-managed contest.Your job is to ensure that the contestants are separated from each other as far as space in the room permits and to
oversee contestants during the contest.
You should have a copy of the test list. If you cannot hear a word or if a definition is unclear, circle that word on your test
copy.After all spelling words are pronounced, you will meet with the pronouncer and ask that these words be pronounced
again. The procedure will be repeated for the tie breaker.
Thank you again for your time and effort. We appreciate your assistance.

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE PRONOUNCER
Thank you for accepting this important job in the UIL Spelling Contest. The contestants are relying on your abilities to
pronounce and pace the spelling words in this contest.
Well in advance of the contest, you should open and read each word on the test provided. It is the responsibility of the
contest director and the pronouncer to see that the test does not reach any unauthorized person. Examining the test
before the contest will give you time to become familiar with the words to be sure they can be pronounced properly
and, if required, used in an illustrative sentence. If needed, consult a dictionary. The authority is the Merriam-Webster’s
Intermediate Dictionary.
If a word has two or more acceptable pronunciations, at least two of the pronunciations should be given by the pronouncer.
Each pronunciation may be given only twice. If a word seems to offer unusual difficulties to the contestants, it should be
briefly defined or used in an illustrative sentence.
The pronouncer should be careful to distinguish between words which sound alike but have different meanings. Thus, if
you pronounce the word “bass,” you should be careful to say “bass drum,” or “bass voice,” to distinguish it from “base,”
meaning “low or mean.”
To time the test properly, watch the numbers in parentheses and the minute hand of a clock or stopwatch. Numerals to the
right of the word on the test list indicate minutes. Each group of words should be given out in no less than one minute.
Numbers not in parentheses are the cumulative total of words on the list.You may, at your discretion, increase the time if
a few extra seconds are needed to define words which sound alike.
The tie breaker is to be given to all contestants immediately following the initial test.
For clarity’s sake, the director has placed a monitor/verifier in the contest room.This monitor/verifier should have a copy of
your test list. If he/she cannot hear a word or if a definition is unclear, the monitor/verifier will circle that word on his/her
test copy. After all the spelling words are pronounced, the monitor/verifier will meet with you and ask you to pronounce
again the words noted. This procedure should ensure clarity and consistency for all the contestants. The procedure will
be repeated for the tie breaker.
Please remain at the contest site during the grading and verification period in the event any questions or protests are
raised.
Thank you again for your time and effort. We greatly appreciate your support.
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Storytelling

To tell a story, the participant must develop skills in
listening, thinking and speaking. This contest also allows
for the development of creative expression, something
being given more attention in the professional world.
For practice, teachers can use stories from any good
children’s books or magazines.

Section 1474:
STORYTELLING

Storytelling
grade
level
division
= 2/3

(a) THE CONTEST.
(1) Summary. To tell a story, the participant should
develop skills in listening, thinking and speaking.
This contest also allows for the development of
creative expression. For practice, teachers can
use stories from any good children’s books or
magazines.
(2) Contest Format. Contestants shall listen to a
storyteller read a brief story (between 600 and
1100 words long) only once, and then retell that
story in their own words before a judge or judges.
Contestants shall not use costumes or props in
the contest. No materials or notes may be used
during the presentation. There is no minimum
or maximum time limit for the presentation.
Contestants may not receive prompting of the
story plot or details. Audiences are permitted to
hear contestants tell their stories.
(b) REPRESENTATION.
(1) Contestants. Students in officially prescribed grade
levels below 9th grade who are eligible under
Section 1400 or 1405 may enter this contest.
(2) Divisions. Districts shall offer either a separate
division for each participating grade level or
combined grade level divisions as specified in
official contest procedures.
(3) Individual Competition. Each participant school
may enter as many as three contestants per
division in the district meet.
(4) Team Competition. There is no team competition
in this contest.
(c) CONTEST ADMINISTRATION.
(1) Personnel. The contest director may be the coach
of a participating student. If the contest director
is not the coach of a participating student, the
contest director may serve as the storyteller
or may appoint a qualified person to act in this
capacity. Responsibilities of the storyteller are
as specified in official contest procedures. The
storyteller may not be the coach of a participating
student. Contest officials should select one judge
or an odd-numbered panel of judges for each
section.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

Judges shall not be coaches of participating
students. So far as possible, judges should not
know what school any contestant represents.
Sections. A section shall consist of no more
than eight contestants. If nine or more students
enter a division of storytelling, they shall be
divided into sections according to official contest
procedures. Winners from the preliminary rounds
will compete in a final round.
Rankings, Ties and Points. Contestants shall be
ranked as specified in official contest procedures.
There can be no ties in this contest. Points are
awarded as specified in Section 1408 (i).
Verification Period. If a panel of judges is used, a
verification period shall be provided. Unofficial
results should be posted. Coaches should be given
no more than 15 minutes to verify that tabulation
of rankings is correct.The rankings given by judges
are not subject to question. Evaluation sheets may
be viewed by contestants and coaches during the
verification period and shall be returned to the
contest director at the end of the verification
period. For rounds with single judges, a 15-minute
viewing period is recommended.
Official Results. The director shall announce the
official results. Official results, once announced,
are final.
Returning Materials. No materials from district
contests may be returned to contestants prior to
official release dates.
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Practice & Preparation
•

Sample stories are in the UIL A+ Elementary Academic Study
Materials Booklet

Contest Administration Instructions
(1) Contestants may be assigned to sections and speaker order may be established prior to the
day of the meet. If the contest director prefers, the contestans in each preliminary section
may draw for speaker order just before the contest begins. Inform contestants and coaches
of the time and place of the verification period if a panel of judges is used. Spectators and
coaches not assigned specific duties in administering the contest should be dismissed from
the contest room before the contest starts.

See pages
18-21 for
instructions
on
sectioning
and ranking
contestants.

(2) Assemble contestants in a room separate from the room or rooms in which they will retell
the story. The storyteller shall read the story only once to the contestants.
(3) Admit the first contestant in each preliminary section to the contest rooms to tell the
story. When the first contestant has finished, admit the second one, and so on until all the
contestants in each preliminary section have told their stories.

General Contest Information
Necessary Contest Personnel
• Contest Director. The contest director will be in charge of running the contest and resolving any problems
that arise. Following the contest, provide the meet director with the Contest Roster with a list of the winers
and their schools and the number of contestants participating. The director may appoint an assistant director.
• Storyteller.The contest may also be administered by playing a recording of the test material prepared by the
contest director in advance of the contest. The UIL does not provide this recording. The storyteller may
select which story provided by the UIL office will be used for the preliminary round and which will be used
for the final round. The storyteller may not be the coach of a participating student.
• Judges. So far as possible, judges should not know which school any contestant represents. Judges are to
be instructed to give positive and constructive comments. Ses the sectioning instructions for an estimate
of how many judges will be needed.
• Section Chairpersons (optional). One adult is needed per section to see that the contest progresses without
problems.
• Timekeepers (optional). A timekeeper is needed for each section.The chairperson may serve as timekeeper.
There is no minimum or maximum time limit.
• Monitors (optional). The monitors may be a coach of a participating student. The monitor’s duty is to make
certain that contestants work quietly and independently before and after their turn.
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Contest Material Overview
• Provided by UIL- Evaluation sheets,Two stories and Major Elements of Plot (one to be used in the preliminary
round and one in the final round), Judges’ ballots, Contest Director’s Ranking Sheet for a panel of judges,
Contest rosters
• These materials will be provided to schools submitting the appropriate requisitions. See Section
1408 (c) and (e) for the dates when invitational materials and district materials will be available.
• Provided by the Host School- Stopwatches for each section, blank paper and pencil (optional) for use in the
waiting area. Contestants may use these materials to organize their thoughts while waiting, but may not
carry notes outside the waiting area.
• Other- No other materials or notes may be used in the contest

General Contest Information (cont.)
Contest Grade Divisions
This contest will consist of one division (second/third) unless the district executive committee approves separate divisions
for each grade.
Length of Contest
There is no minimum or maximum limit on the presentation.
Available Sets of Material
Two stories will be provided, one to be used in the preliminary round and one to be used in the final round.The UIL will make
available one pair of stories for invitational meets, one pair for fall/winter district meets and one pair for spring district meets.

Judging/Scoring Rules
Criteria: Judges will use an evaluation sheet provided by the UIL defining the criteria including, but not limited to,
ability of the contestant to command attention, originality, facial expressions, vocal variety, characterization, eye contact,
gestures, posture, articulation and enthusiasm. Contestants should include at least one key element of the story in their
presentations, and an absence of at least one key story element in the presentation should be considered by the judge
when ranking contestants. The judge’s decisions on this matter shall be final.
Briefing Judges: The judges should be instructed to evaluate all the contestants. If possible, judges should not hear the

same students in both preliminary and final rounds. The judges shall not be permitted to hear the story as it is told to
the contestants. Judges will be provided a list of key plot and character elements from the story.

Ranking the Contestants: Ranks shall be determined through sixth place by the director. If a panel of judges is used,

the contest director shall tabulate all judges’ ranks to determine places. See “Instructions for Contest Directors of
Speaking Events” for more information.

FAQs about Rules
May students take notes while the story is being read?
Students may use paper and pencil to organize their thoughts while waiting after the story has been read. (this is a
local decision). They may not take these notes in while they recite their story.
How many contest rooms are necessary?
Determine the number of rooms that will be necessary by the number of sections. If there are more than eight
contestants, both a preliminary and final round are mandatory. One room is needed for students to hear the story
told and wait their turn to present.Also, provide a room for tabulating results, which may be used for other speaking
events.
May districts create sections larger than eight students?
No. The largest section is eight students.
Are audiences permitted during the contest?
Audiences are permitted. Audiences should be instructed to remain seated and quiet during all presentations.
Audience courtesy should be extended at all times.
May a student be coached during the event?
Contestants may not receive prompting of the story plot or details.
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Storytelling

EVALUATION SHEET
INSTRUCTIONS

Please review the instructions for evaluating the performances of the storytelling contestants. The following
criteria are of equal importance to evaluating contestants. Terminology used is only intended to help the judge
identify criteria for determining a winner. Please make your comments using language understandable to the
contestant. Students and instructors appreciate constructive narrative comments. Please do not confer with
other judges before ranking students. Judges’ decisions are an individual responsibility.
Speaker Number____________
Round ❐ Prelims

❐

Speaker Name_________________________________
Section________________________________________

Finals

Yes

No

Did the contestant communicate effectively with the audience?

Yes

No

Did the contestant command attention?

Yes

No

Did the contestant tell the story with ease?

Yes

No

Did the contestant exhibit enthusiasm?

Yes

No

Did the contestant utilize facial expressions, vocal variety and characterization?

Yes

No

Did the contestant make good eye contact?

Yes

No

Did the contestant use good posture?

Yes

No

Did the contestant speak clearly?

Yes

No

Did the contestant use gestures effectively?

CONSTRUCTIVE COMMENTS FOR THE CONTESTANT:

Judge’s signature ___________________________________________________________________________

JUDGE’S MASTER BALLOT
CIRCLE EVENT: Impromptu Speaking

Modern Oratory

Oral Reading

Storytelling

INSTRUCTIONS

Each judge should use a copy of this form to rank each of the presentations in the contest. Please do not confer
with other judges before ranking students. Judging decisions are an individual responsibility. Refer to the
Constitution and Contest Rules or Evaluation Sheet for the criteria used to evaluate the presentations.
DISTRICT_________________________________
__________________________

SECTION

GRADE LEVEL ____________________________

ROUND        ❐ Prelims     ❐

SPEAKER			
NUMBER NAME
TITLE

Finals
JUDGE
RANK

1.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

2.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

3.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

4.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

5.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

6.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

7.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

8.

________________________________

____________________________________

_________

Judge’s signature __________________________________________________________________

MAKE A COPY OF THIS FORM FOR EACH JUDGE.

Contest Director’s Ranking Sheet
for a panel of judges in speaking events

EVENT

___________________________________________________________________

SECTION	 I

II

III

IV

FINALS

BEFORE RANKING, CHECK THE FOLLOWING

❐ Evaluation sheets have ranks

❐ Speaker order

❐ Length of presentation

CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING PLACES AND BREAKING TIES

Follow this order to place all contestants.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Majority (Watch for the “or better” language in determining a majority.)
Lowest sum
Judges’ preference
Decimal equivalents

NOTES

1.
2.
3.
4.

See Section 1003 of the Constitution and Contest Rules or the A+ Handbook for a full discussion of this procedure.
Ties must be broken before other contestants are placed.
Be careful! The lowest total does not automatically win. Follow prescribed order of criteria for each ranking.
A computer program is available for multiple judge tabulation. See the UIL Web site.

Speaker
Number

Judge
1

Judge
2

Judge
3

Totals

Preference*

Decimal
Value*

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
* Judges’ preference and decimal values are used only to break ties.
THIS FORM SHOULD BE AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW BY ALL COACHES AND CONTESTANTS DURING BALLOT VERIFICATION.

Appendix
Items Included on the Following Pages
Sample District Meet Entry Form for Elementary
Sample Contest Results Form for Elementary
Sample District Meet Entry Form for Junior High
Sample Contest Results form for Junior High
Sample Contest Roster
Sample Point Tally Sheet
Sample Press Release

Additional Forms and Resources Available Online
* District Participation Summary Form (online only starting 17-18)
• Visit the UIL online store to order study materials and invitational meet materials.
• For A+ district meet directors, the A+ District Meet Information and Materials Order Form
must be completed online. This form is for meet directors or their designees ONLY, to submit
required meet information to the state office and request contest materials. See the inside front
cover of this handbook or the A+ website for important deadlines.
• Additional resources and information, including a listing of independent vendors for study and
practice materials, are available on the A+ section of the UIL website.

District Meet Entry Form
for elementary schools

(Districts may develop their own entry form.)

School  ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Street address _____________________________________________________________________________________________
City  ________________________________________________

State_____________

ZIP____________________________

Phone ____________________________________________

Fax  _________________________________________________

UIL Coordinator_____________________________________

Principal_____________________________________________

Email address_______________________________________

Email address ________________________________________

Art (4th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
4. ______________________
5. ______________________
Alternate _______________
Alternate _______________

Art (5th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
4. ______________________
5. ______________________
Alternate _______________
Alternate _______________

Art (6th grade)
1. ____________________
2. ____________________
3. ____________________
4. ____________________
5. ____________________
Alternate ______________
Alternate ______________

Calculator Applications
(6th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Chess Puzzle
(2nd grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Chess Puzzle
(3rd grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Chess Puzzle
(4th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Chess Puzzle
(5th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Chess Puzzle
(6th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Creative Writing
(2nd grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Dictionary Skills
(5th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Dictionary Skills
(6th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Editorial Writing
(6th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Impromptu Speaking
(6th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Listening (5th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Listening (6th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Maps, Graphs & Charts
(5th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Maps, Graphs & Charts
(6th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Mathematics
(6th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Modern Oratory
(6th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Music Memory (4th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
4. ______________________
5. ______________________
Alternate _______________
Alternate _______________

Music Memory (5th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
4. ______________________
5. ______________________
Alternate _______________
Alternate _______________

Music Memory (3rd grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
4. ______________________
5. ______________________
Alternate _______________
Alternate _______________
Music Memory (6th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
4. ______________________
5. ______________________
Alternate _______________
Alternate _______________

Number Sense (4th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Number Sense (5th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Number Sense (6th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Oral Reading (4th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Oral Reading (5th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Oral Reading (6th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Ready Writing (4th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Ready Writing (5th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Ready Writing (6th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Social Studies (5th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Social Studies (6th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Spelling (3rd grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Spelling (4th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Spelling (5th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Spelling (6th grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Storytelling (2nd grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Ready Writing (3rd grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

Storytelling (3rd grade)
1. ______________________
2. ______________________
3. ______________________
Alternate _______________

A word about late entries and substitutions
The UIL recommends that districts adopt procedures similar to those that have been established for high school competition
regarding late entries and substitutions well in advance of the meet. Those policies can be found in the A+ Handbook.

I certify that the above contestants are eligible to compete in
extracurricular activities in accordance with UIL policies, TEA
policies and state law.
______________________________________________________

_______________________________

  Principal’s signature	  Date

Return form by________________________________________
To:__________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
_________________________________, 	 TX		 _____________

District Meet Entry Form
for elementary schools

(Districts may develop their own entry form.)
School  __________________________________________________________________________________________
Street address ____________________________________________________________________________________
City  ___________________________________________

State____________

ZIP_________________________

Phone ________________________________________

Fax  ____________________________________________

UIL Coordinator_________________________________

Principal_________________________________________

Email address____________________________________

Email address _____________________________________

ART (grades 4-6)

1. ___________________________
2. ___________________________
3. ___________________________
4. ___________________________
5. ___________________________
Alternate ____________________
Alternate ____________________

CREATIVE WRITING (2nd grade)

1. ___________________________
2. ___________________________
3. ___________________________
Alternate _____________________

DICTIONARY SKILLS (grades 5-6)

CALCULATOR APPLICATIONS
(6th grade)

1. ___________________________
2. ___________________________
3. ___________________________
Alternate _____________________

CHESS PUZZLE (grades 2-3)

1. ___________________________
2. ___________________________
3. ___________________________
Alternate _____________________

1. ___________________________
2. ___________________________
3. ___________________________
Alternate ____________________

1. ___________________________
2. ___________________________
3. ___________________________
Alternate _____________________
CHESS PUZZLE (grades 4-5)

1. ___________________________
2. ___________________________
3. ___________________________
Alternate _____________________
CHESS PUZZLE (6th grade)

1. ___________________________
2. ___________________________
3. ___________________________
Alternate _____________________

LISTENING (grades 5-6)

MATHEMATICS (6th grade)

1. ___________________________
2. ___________________________
3. ___________________________
Alternate _____________________

MAPS, GRAPHS & CHARTS (grades 5-6)

1. ___________________________
2. ___________________________
3. ___________________________
Alternate _____________________

MUSIC MEMORY (grades 3-4)

1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________
3. ______________________________
4. ______________________________
5. ______________________________
Alternate _______________________
Alternate _______________________
MUSIC MEMORY (grades 5-6)

1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________
3. ______________________________
4. ______________________________
5. ______________________________
Alternate _______________________
Alternate _______________________
NUMBER SENSE (grades 4-6)

READY WRITING (grades 5-6)

1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________
3. ______________________________
Alternate _______________________
SOCIAL STUDIES (grades 5-6)

1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________
3. ______________________________
Alternate _______________________
SPELLING (grades 3-4)

1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________
3. ______________________________
Alternate _______________________
SPELLING (grades 5-6)

1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________
3. ______________________________
Alternate _______________________

1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________
3. ______________________________
Alternate _______________________

ORAL READING (grades 4-6)

STORYTELLING (grades 2-3)

1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________
3. ______________________________
Alternate _______________________
READY WRITING (grades 3-4)

1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________
3. ______________________________
Alternate _______________________
I certify that the above contestants are eligible to compete in
extracurricular activities in accordance with UIL policies, TEA
policies and state law.
______________________________________________________

_______________________________

  Principal’s signature	  Date

1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________
3. ______________________________
Alternate _______________________
A word about late entries and substitutions
The UIL recommends that districts adopt procedures
similar to those that have been established for high school
competition regarding late entries and substitutions well in
advance of the meet. Those policies can be found in the
A+ Handbook.
Return form by________________________________________
To:__________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
_________________________________, 	 TX		 _____________

Results Form

for elementary school events
CONTEST DIRECTORS: Complete form and give it to the meet director immediately after the announcement of the official results for your
contest. Consult individual event rules for instructions concerning ties and the division of points. Please double check the spelling of names
and schools. Print neatly.
Check one event and circle grade level(s) included.* indicates contests with an optional team component

■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Art*
Calculator Applications*
Chess Puzzle*
Creative Writing
Dictionary Skills*
Listening*
Maps, Graphs & Charts*

4
--2
2
-------

5
--3
--5
5
5

6
6
4
--6
6
6

5

6

INDIVIDUAL EVENT
See table for point values.
Points
Place
School
__________
1
__________________________________
__________
2
__________________________________
__________
3
__________________________________
__________
4
__________________________________
__________
5
__________________________________
__________
6
__________________________________
__________
Total Points (55 maximum)

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Mathematics*
Music Memory*
Number Sense*
Oral Reading
Ready Writing
Social Studies*
Spelling*
Storytelling

--3
----3
--3
2

--4
4
4
4
--4
3

6
5
5
5
5
5
5
---

6
6
6
6
6
6
---

Contestant’s Name
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

TEAM EVENT

Optional for art, calculator applications, dictionary skills, listening, maps, graphs & charts, mathematics, music memory, number
sense, social studies and spelling. See table for point values.
Points
Place
School
Contestants’ Names (last name only)
__________
1
__________________________________ __________________________________________________
__________
2
__________________________________ __________________________________________________
__________
3
__________________________________ __________________________________________________

ACADEMIC CHAMPIONSHIP

Show points for each SCHOOL for use in tallying the academic
championship.
Total Points
School
____________ _________________________________________
____________ _________________________________________
____________ _________________________________________
____________ _________________________________________
____________ _________________________________________
____________ _________________________________________

CONTEST DIRECTOR’S SIGNATURE

POINT VALUES
INDIVIDUAL EVENTS
First place............15 points
Second.................12 points
Third......................10 points
Fourth...................8 points
Fifth.......................6 points
Sixth......................4 points

TEAM EVENTS
First place............8 points
Second.................6 points
Third......................4 points

District Meet Entry Form
for junior high schools

(Districts may develop their own entry form.)
School  ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Street address _____________________________________________________________________________________________
City  ________________________________________________

State_____________

ZIP____________________________

Phone ____________________________________________

Fax  _________________________________________________

UIL Coordinator_____________________________________

Principal_____________________________________________

Email address _______________________________________

Email address_________________________________________

Art (7th grade)
1. _______________________
2. _______________________
3. _______________________
4. _______________________
5. _______________________
Alternate _________________
Alternate _________________

Art (8th grade)
1. _________________________
2. _________________________
3. _________________________
4. _________________________
5. _________________________
Alternate __________________
Alternate __________________

Calculator Applications
(7th grade)
1. ________________________
2. ________________________
3. ________________________
Alternate___________________

Calculator Applications
(8th grade)
1. _______________________
2. _______________________
3. _______________________
Alternate _________________

Chess Puzzle
(7th grade)
1. ________________________
2. ________________________
3. ________________________
Alternate __________________

Dictionary Skills
(7th grade)
1. _________________________
2. _________________________
3. _________________________
Alternate __________________

Dictionary Skills
(8th grade)
1. _________________________
2. _________________________
3. _________________________
Alternate __________________

Editorial Writing
(7th grade)
1. ________________________
2. ________________________
3. ________________________
Alternate __________________

Editorial Writing
(8th grade)
1. _________________________
2. _________________________
3. _________________________
Alternate __________________

Impromptu Speaking
(7th grade)
1. _________________________
2. _________________________
3. _________________________
Alternate __________________

Impromptu Speaking
(8th grade)
1. ________________________
2. ________________________
3. ________________________
Alternate __________________

Listening
(7th grade)
1. _________________________
2. _________________________
3. _________________________
Alternate __________________

Listening
(8th grade)
1. ________________________
2. ________________________
3. ________________________
Alternate __________________

Chess Puzzle
(8th grade)
1. ________________________
2. ________________________
3. ________________________
Alternate __________________

Maps, Graphs & Charts
(7th grade)
1. _________________________
2. _________________________
3. _________________________
Alternate ___________________

Maps, Graphs & Charts
(8th grade)
1. _________________________
2. _________________________
3. _________________________
Alternate ___________________

Mathematics (7th grade)

Mathematics (8th grade)
1. _________________________
2. _________________________
3. _________________________
Alternate ___________________

Modern Oratory (7th grade)
1. _________________________
2. _________________________
3. _________________________
Alternate ___________________

Modern Oratory (8th grade)
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
Alternate ___________________

Number Sense (7th grade)
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
Alternate ___________________

Number Sense (8th grade)
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
Alternate ___________________

Oral Reading (7th grade)
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
Alternate ___________________

Oral Reading (8th grade)
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
Alternate ___________________

Ready Writing (7th grade)
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
Alternate ___________________

Ready Writing (8th grade)
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
Alternate ___________________

Science I (7th grade)
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
Alternate ___________________

Science II (8th grade)
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
Alternate ___________________

Social Studies (7th grade)
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
Alternate ___________________

Social Studies (8th grade)
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
Alternate ___________________

Spelling (7th grade)
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
Alternate ___________________

Spelling (8th grade)
1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
Alternate ___________________

I certify that the above contestants are eligible to compete in
extracurricular activities in accordance with UIL policies, TEA
policies and state law.
______________________________________________________

_______________________________

  Principal’s signature	  Date

1. _________________________
2. _________________________
3. _________________________
Alternate ___________________

Return form by________________________________________
To:__________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
_________________________________, 	 TX		 _____________

District Meet Entry Form
for junior high schools

(Districts may develop their own entry form.)
School  __________________________________________________________________________________________
Street address ____________________________________________________________________________________
City  ___________________________________________

State____________

ZIP_________________________

Phone ________________________________________

Fax  ____________________________________________

UIL Coordinator_________________________________

Principal_________________________________________

Email address ___________________________________

Email address______________________________________

ART (grades 7-8)

1. _______________________________
2. _______________________________
3. _______________________________
4. _______________________________
5. _______________________________
Alternate ________________________
Alternate ________________________

CALCULATOR APPLICATIONS
(grades 7-8)

EDITORIAL WRITING (grades 7-8)

1. ________________________________
2. ________________________________
3. ________________________________
Alternate _________________________

IMPROMPTU SPEAKING (grades 7-8)

1. ________________________________
2. ________________________________
3. ________________________________
Alternate _________________________

1. ________________________________
2. ________________________________ LISTENING (grades 7-8)
3. ________________________________ 1. ________________________________
Alternate _________________________ 2. ________________________________
3. ________________________________
CHESS PUZZLE (grades 7-8)
Alternate _________________________
1. ________________________________
2. ________________________________ MAPS, GRAPHS & CHARTS (grades 7-8)
3. ________________________________ 1. ________________________________
Alternate __________________________ 2. ________________________________
3. ________________________________
DICTIONARY SKILLS (grades 7-8)
Alternate _________________________
1. ________________________________
2. ________________________________
3. ________________________________
Alternate _________________________

MATHEMATICS (grades 7-8)

SCIENCE I (7th grade)

1. _______________________________
2. _______________________________
3. _______________________________
Alternate ________________________

1. _______________________________
2. _______________________________
3. _______________________________
Alternate ________________________

MODERN ORATORY (grades 7-8)

SCIENCE II (8th grade)

1. _______________________________
2. _______________________________
3. _______________________________
Alternate ________________________

1. _______________________________
2. _______________________________
3. _______________________________
Alternate ________________________

NUMBER SENSE (grades 7-8)

SOCIAL STUDIES (grades 7-8)

1. _______________________________
2. _______________________________
3. _______________________________
Alternate ________________________

1. _______________________________
2. _______________________________
3. _______________________________
Alternate ________________________

ORAL READING (grades 7-8)

SPELLING (grades 7-8)

1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________
3. ______________________________
Alternate _______________________

1. _______________________________
2. _______________________________
3. _______________________________
Alternate ________________________

READY WRITING (grades 7-8)

1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________
3. ______________________________
Alternate _______________________

I certify that the above contestants are eligible to compete in
extracurricular activities in accordance with UIL policies, TEA
policies and state law.
______________________________________________________

_______________________________

  Principal’s signature	  Date

A word about late entries and substitutions
The UIL recommends that districts adopt procedures
similar to those that have been established for high school
competition regarding late entries and substitutions well in
advance of the meet. Those policies can be found in the
A+ Handbook.

Return form by________________________________________
To:__________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________, _  TX ___________________

Results Form

for junior high school events
CONTEST DIRECTORS: Complete form and give it to the meet director immediately after the announcement of the official
results for your contest. Consult individual event rules for instructions concerning ties and the division of points. Please double
check the spelling of names and schools. Print neatly.
Check one event and circle grade level(s) included. * indicates contests with an optional team component
■ Art*
■ Calculator Applications*
■ Chess Puzzle*
■ Dictionary Skills*
■ Editorial Writing
■ Impromptu Speaking
■ Listening*
■ Maps, Graphs & Charts*

6
6
6
6
6
--6
6

INDIVIDUAL EVENT

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Mathematics*
Modern Oratory
Number Sense*
Oral Reading
Ready Writing
Science I*
Science II*
Social Studies*
Spelling*

6
--6
6
6
----6
6

7
7
7
7
7
7
--7
7

8
8
8
8
8
--8
8
8

See table for point values.
Points
Place
School

Contestant’s Name

__________

1

__________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________

2

__________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________

3

__________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________

4

__________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________

5

__________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________

6

__________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________

Total Points (55 maximum)

TEAM EVENT

Optional for art, calculator applications, dictionary skills, listening, maps, graphs & charts, mathematics, number sense, science,
social studies and spelling. See table for point values.
Points
Place
School
Contestants’ Names (last name only)
__________

1

__________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________

2

__________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________

3

__________________________________

__________________________________________________

ACADEMIC CHAMPIONSHIP

Show points for each SCHOOL for use in tallying the academic
championship.
Total Points
School
____________ _________________________________________
____________ _________________________________________
____________ _________________________________________
____________ _________________________________________
____________ _________________________________________
____________ _________________________________________

CONTEST DIRECTOR’S SIGNATURE

POINT VALUES
INDIVIDUAL EVENTS
First place............15 points
Second.................12 points
Third......................10 points
Fourth...................8 points
Fifth.......................6 points
Sixth......................4 points

TEAM EVENTS
First place............8 points
Second.................6 points
Third......................4 points
See contest instructions for
point values for one-act play.

Contest Roster
CONTEST

_______________________________________________________________________________________
Contest date
______________________________________
■ Invitational      ■ District
Site
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Grade Level(s)	  2        3        4       5        6        7       8       
Name of grader(s)_________________________________________________
Name of contest director___________________________________________

Contestant Score
Number		

Place/
Rank

Name of contestant

School and city

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

_________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ __________________________________

Point Tally Sheet
for A+ academic meets

HOST SITE

TOTAL

Storytelling

Spelling

Social Studies

Science II

Science I

Ready Writing

Oral Reading

One-Act Play

Number Sense

Music Memory

Modern Oratory

Mathematics

Maps, Graphs & Charts

Listening

Impromptu

Editorial Writing

Dictionary

Creative Writing

Chess Puzzle

Calculator Applications

SCHOOL NAME

Art

_______________________________________________________________________________________
Contest date
______________________________________
■ Invitational      ■ District
Grade level(s)	  2       3       4       5       6       7       8       9

UNIVERSITY INTERSCHOLASTIC LEAGUE
Box 8028
Austin, TX 78713
(512) 471-5883
FAX (512) 232-7311

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Subject: UIL Academic District Meet
Contact: contact person
Date: date

DATELINE--_______________________has been named UIL District Academic Champion for the _______ school
(current)
(Your School)
year.
Student participants at the district meet held _____________ included: (list students and their event at the district meet)
(date)
“Students, sponsors, administrators and parents are to be commended for the commitment required by academic competition, “ said Lisa Parker, UIL Assistant Academic Director. “Experience gained through extracurricular activities is far
more valuable than medals or trophies.”
The UIL offers the following contests for elementary, middle school and junior high students; art, calculator, chess
puzzle, creative writing, dictionary skills, editorial writing, impromptu speaking, listening, maps, graphs & charts, mathematics, modern oratory, music memory, number sense, one-act play, oral reading, ready writing, science, social studies,
spelling and storytelling.
With more than 3,000 elementary, middle and junior high schools across the state participating in UIL academic competitions, teachers encourage students to sample a variety of activities rather than become specialists in one. UIL designs the
contests to provide the foundation for skills and experience the students need.
“Participation in UIL activities is designed to enrich the individual’s learning experience. All contests are created with
curricular objectives in mind,” said Mrs. Parker.
For more information regarding A+ Academics for elementary, middle school and junior high, contact Lisa Parker at
(512) 471-5883 or visit the UIL web site at www.uiltexas.org/aplus.

###
NOTIFY COMMUNITY OF UIL SUCCESS
Notify the local media of the results of your
UIL competitions. Send press releases to all
newspapers, radio and television stations that
cover the schools in attendance. Consider
including a photograph of some of the winners with all people in the photograph clearly
identified on a separate piece of paper.
Follow up the press release with a phone
call to the most important media, offering to
answer their questions. Also, don’t forget to
send a copy of the press release to the person
in charge of the principal’s newsletter and the
superintendent’s newsletter.
Again, include a photograph if possible. You
should also submit press releases for inclusion
on the school’s web page.

To access the UIL Legislative Council and
UIL Administration information, please
visit the UIL website at:
http://www.uiltexas.org

A+ Academics for elementary, middle and junior high schools
ACADEMIC MEET
Host school_______________________________________________________
Meet director_____________________________________________________

Date of meet__________________________
Phone________________________________

CONTEST DIRECTORS
NAME
SCHOOL
PHONE OR EMAIL
Art______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________
Calculator Applications_____________________________________________
_____________________________________
Chess Puzzle______________________________________________________
_____________________________________
Creative Writing___________________________________________________
_____________________________________
Dictionary Skills___________________________________________________
_____________________________________
Editorial Writing___________________________________________________
_____________________________________
Impromptu Speaking_______________________________________________
_____________________________________
Listening_________________________________________________________
_____________________________________
Maps, Graphs, & Charts_____________________________________________
_____________________________________
Mathematics______________________________________________________
_____________________________________
Modern Oratory ___________________________________________________
_____________________________________
Music Memory ____________________________________________________
_____________________________________
Number Sense ____________________________________________________
_____________________________________
One-Act Play______________________________________________________
_____________________________________
Oral Reading______________________________________________________
_____________________________________
Ready Writing_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________
Science I and II ____________________________________________________
_____________________________________
Social Studies_____________________________________________________
Spelling__________________________________________________________
_____________________________________
Storytelling_______________________________________________________
_____________________________________
COACHES AT YOUR SCHOOL
Art______________________________________________________________
Calculator Applications_____________________________________________
Chess Puzzle______________________________________________________
Creative Writing___________________________________________________
Dictionary Skills___________________________________________________
Editorial Writing ___________________________________________________
Impromptu Speaking_______________________________________________
Listening_________________________________________________________
Maps, Graphs, & Charts_____________________________________________
Mathematics______________________________________________________
Modern Oratory ___________________________________________________
Music Memory ____________________________________________________
Number Sense ____________________________________________________
One-Act Play______________________________________________________
Oral Reading______________________________________________________
Ready Writing_____________________________________________________
Science I and II ____________________________________________________
Social Studies_____________________________________________________
Spelling__________________________________________________________
Storytelling_______________________________________________________

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
________ _____________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

UIL STATE OFFICE.......................................................................................................................................................................................512-471-5883

Discover the Benefits of UIL Academic Activities!
A variety of academic contests have been developed for elementary and junior
high students because the UIL believes that children:

D eserve opportunities to accept academic challenges,
I mprove with encouragement,
S oar when their talents are recognized and appreciated,
C limb to greater heights when given positive reinforcement,
O perate better from a supportive environment,
V isualize themselves as successful,
E nergize teachers, administrators and each other,
R each a greater level of achievement with praise, and
Y earn for opportunities to feel successful.

